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"So he's some fancy schmancy photographer now huh? 
Well, that ldd was always up to something. 
I knew all he needed was a llttle dlsctpl!ne and a few push-ups. 
Drop a.nd give me 20 mister!" 
Mr. Thorn, 9th grade PE. reacher 
CALL FOR MORE REFERENCES OR A PORTFOLIO VIEWING 
VISUAL I MPACT 
commcrc.tal photography 
FRED ARMITAGE' VISUAl MPACT 801 SOUTH DUPONT, SUITED ONTARIO, CA 91761 lp#C•m.§f.jtitr.riti 
VOLUME 6, NUMBER 4 
IE Economy 
Growing Up, 
According to New 
Report 
The Inland Empire IS growmg up, and as it matures as a region, it could carry the rest 
of Southern California into 
economic recovery, according to the 
latest forecasts from Kenneth 
Leventhal & Co. 
The March report, which was 
authored by Walter Hahn, director 
of real estate consulting for the 
accounting firm, predicts that the 
Inland Empire should blossom into 
full recovery by mid-1995 and pick 
up enough steam from flourishmg 
real estate and manufacturing to 
drag the rest of the Southland out of 
its economic down-slide. 
"The future long-term growth 
prospects for the Inland Emp1re are 
excellent as the region continues its 
steady transition to a fully balanced 
Please See Page 24 
A New Trend No 
Business Wants 
to Follow 
On Sunday, Feb . 2, 1992 Nancy Willem was working late at Behavioral 
Health Services Center in the city 
of Rialto. Putting in overtime was 
not unusual for the 35-year-old 
I 
urn 
APRIL 1994 $2.00 
dno 1rport C n Help to 
Promote International Service 
M arkellng represental!ves from Ontario Airport held a meeting at the 
end of last month in hopes of 
getting a new campaign to 
increase tourism from Mexico off 
the ground. 
The meeting, which called 
together representatives from a 
number of advertising agencies, 
visitor and convention bureaus 
and Spanish media, was designed 
by Ontano Airport's marketing 
team to help level out the 
plummeting numbers of visitors 
who are taking advantage of the 
international flights offered by the 
airport. 
Currently ONT has three 
airlines that provide service to 
both Mex1co City and 
Guadalaja ra; AeroMexico, 
Mexicana and Alaska Airli nes. 
Since the airport started offering 
this international service last year, 
rape counselor who had been 
working at the center for some 
time; however, on this night , 
Willem would become the victim 
of a bitter irony. 
At some time during the 
evening, a man who had been 
lurking around the outside of the 
office silently entered the building. 
The man savagely raped and beat 
Willem, leaving her dead-body 
lying prone in her own office, with 
the airlines have seen their 
passenger rolls gradually lose 
altitude. 
Mexicana Airlines has taken 
the b1ggest hit w1 th the1r JCIS 
currently operating at only 49% 
capacity but all three a1rlines have 
experienced some sort of declines . 
T he flo unde r ing fl ight 
a no te p inned to he r chest 
demanding that the government 
provide more ass istance fo r the 
poor. 
Johnny Duane Miles, the man 
who allegedl y murdered W!llem, 
was captu red last month and is 
now facing hfe in prison for both 
Will em's murder and more than 20 
bea tings , ro bberies and rap es 
scattered throughout the Inland 
Empire. Authonties, who dubbed 
Miles "the Red Dragon Ra pist" 
refer to the 27-year-old man as a 
predatory criminal with a 
frightening modus operendi that 
set his crimes apart from those of 
other serial rapists. 
The one aspect of the Red 
Dragon case that was markedly 
different from others is that, the 
man who committed these heinous 
crimes, stalked his victims at their 
places of business . The Red 
Dragon selected his prey from the 
numbers of women working in 
their offices beyond regular hours, 
Please St!e Page 43 
capacil!es are just seasonal shdes, 
according to Dennis Watson, 
ONT's manager of community 
and public relations. Watson 
predicts that, with the summer 
season looming on the horizon, 
the planes will begi n to fill -up. 
However, Watso n says tha t 
Please See Page 29 
Closeup: John Peiia 
At Deadline 
PacifiCare Announces 
Participation in Statewide 
Health Plan 
PacifiCare of California, a subsidiary of PacfiCare Health Care Systems Inc., 
recently announced tt has received 
approval to participate in The 
Health Insurance Plan of California 
PI east! Su Pagt! 53 
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This Month in the Inland Empire Business Journal 
Readers Passionate 
About Health Care 5 
Our fax poll gets a wide 
range of responses. find out 
what the results are. 
Confessions of an 
AQMD Outlaw 8 
A local CIVIC leader tells the 
story about AQMD's 
bureaucratic bungle. 
Political 
Perspectives 1 0 
Local politicians speak out 
about taxes and busmess. 
Are we being held hostage 
by our government? 
The Catch-23 of 
Business Loans 11 
Why are SBA loans so 
coveted, yet, so hard to get? 
The Pentium's 
Power and Pitfalls 15 
Fwd out everything you 
wanted to know about the 






announces a stock split as 
company revenues rise. 
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About the Cover 
E veryone said that 1992 was the "Year of the Woman," well that simply isn't true. In fact, the 1990s are the "Decade of the Woman." Face it, there are more women in influential positions, more women-owned businesses and more women makmg key 
decisions than ever before. At the Business Journal, we recognized this trend three years ago 
when we began our Women and Business Expos to recognize the important and growmg role 
that women play in the business community. 
We knew after our first Expo that there was a strong need for businesses to wake up and 
recognize this trend. On May 13, 1994, the Inland Empire Business Journal will host the 4th 
Annual Women and Business Expo at the Riverside Convention Center. For information on 
tickets, booths or speakers, please contact us at (909) 391-1015 ext. 21 or 26. 
WE'LL BRING YOUR 
INTERIORS TO UFE When the Inland Empire TV News is there, 
then so are You! 
m s <ntenor plant spec•altsts for over le.., :Jedf3, 
we can actueue a lush 
aunosphere for you. usmg 
top qwlity green lJf1d col· 
orfully bloom<ng plants 
W" Mut! 11. fully SlDC/(..ci 
gre..nhoUSt! facility w1rh a 
IIJrge rnventory of plants 
We are fully tramed /0 
suggest and des•gn plant 
tMLerliJI that JJ.Ji/1 enh/Jnc" 
your f11.crlily. Our hrgh/y 
tnwJ..ci ~tvucran.s reg· 
uWiy sero<ce all your pilvU 
ntreds. 
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Restaurants • Model Homes 
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• C..aranleed Qw.lrty 
OUR QUALITY IS EXCELLENT 
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR 
OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE 
IGet£;\ i ''£J4f;l: i (iiS: I {;\[j 
SeMng lhe counues o1 Oronge. Los 1\ngelel. Son Berrwd•no. R,v.,r.,d< and Son O.<go 
PHONE (714) 898·26361(619! 941-4610 FI\X (714) 894·7938 
• Headline Nevvs 
- Lavv 
• Taxes 
- Money Tips 
- Medical Health 
- Food/ Cooking 
- Religion 
- Education 
• Consumer Tips 
• Sports 
NOW 
on Comcast Cable is: 
Inland Empire TV News 
H you live in the Inland Empire, 
tune in weekdays, at 6:30 p.m. on Comcast Cable 
for Your news ... Inland Empire TV News. 
APRIL 1994 
Casino Could 
Bring Gold Mine 
to Temecula Area 
More than just lucky gamblers should be able to cash-in on the 
proposed Pechanga casino and 
resort facility that is being planned 
for just outside of Temecula, 
according to an economic impact 
study released by Robert Charles 
Lesser & Co. 
The report Indicates that 
construction of the facility, wh1ch is 
to include a casino, hotel, health spa 
and retail space, would cost an 
estimated $57.7 million and bring 
1n more than 1,000 jobs to the 
community. 
Gross revenues for the complex 
are estimated to be between $70 
and $80 million annually which 
includes more than $250,000 m 
strong sales tax revenue. 
The casino proposal originally 
came from the Pechanga Band of 
Indians and is still in its initial 
stages of approval. Indian gaming 
has had a significant impact on the 
economy of Southern California 
with major cas1nos already 
operating m Indio and Cabazon. 
Ind1an casinos are allowed to 
offer a variety of Class II games in 
the casinos includmg, bmgo, v1deo 
poker and off-track betting. • 
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Health Care Fax Poll Gets 
Passionate Response 
I f there is a common denominator that we found in our most recent fax poll 
on health care, it is that people 
are very passionate about the 
issue. Frankly, we were 
surprised by the number of 
responses we received; what 
was even more surprising was 
the amount of time people took 
m answenng our quest1ons. 
However, despite a 
negative vote for the 
Clinton Plan, an 
overwhelming 91% of our 
responses agreed that 
some sort of health care 
reform is necessary. 
In all, we received close to 
100 responses to our poll, and 
most of the responses we got 
included at least a page of 
additional comments about our 
questions. One fax, in 
particular, even cited quotes and 
figures from other articles 
published in the Journal. 
Another reader completed 
almost two typed pages giving 
their opinions about health care. 
Comments from our readers 
were about as varied as the issue 
itself. One reader said, " ... We 
doctors have put a lot of time 
and effort into reaching our 
positions. You should be lucky 
we don't charge what our 
services are really worth .. " 
Another reader had this to 
say: "Why is it that a U S. 
pharmacist can purchase U.S. 
produced drugs in Mexico for a 
mere 1/ 20th of what he has to 
pay in the United States?" 
As far as the questions we 
posed, 75 % of our respondents 
said they did not favor the 
Clinton Plan. "If the 
government feels compelled to 
get Involved, let them provide 
the jobs and the benefits. The 
system we have IS the best in 
the world. For working 
Americans, we can only do so 
much for the disadvantaged," 
wrote one reader. 
However, despite a negative 
vote for the Clinton Plan, an 
overwhelming 91% of our 
responses agreed that some sort 
of health care reform is 
necessary. As far as who should 
provide health benefits, the vote 
was split, with 50% saying 
business and 50% indicating 
that employees should provide 
their own coverage. 
Frankly, we were surprised 
by the number of 
responses we received; 
what was even more 
surprising was the amount 
of time people took in 
answering our questions. 
Sixty-two percent of our 
faxes indicated that our readers 
feel the Medicare and Medicaid 
systems are not effective, 71% 
feel that doctors make too much 
money and 66% of our readers 
feel that insurance companies 
need to be monitored. • 
National Health Care in Stable Condition 
While IE Condition Critical 
the Inland Here in Empire, the health care industry has been in the 
news quite 
Everything 
a bit lately. 
from MMI'S 
Apparently, 1992 was 
a much better year 
for the health care 
industry nationwide than 
1994 has been for the 
Inland Empire. 
disappointing revenues to 
Pacific Physician Services still 
unexplained plunging stock 
prices haunted the headlines 
throughout the month of March 
Apparently, 1992 was a much 
better year for the health care 
industry nationwide than 1994 
has becn for the Inland Empire. 
On Tuesday, March 29, a 
natiOnal report was released by 
the Census Bureau of the 
Commerce Department showing 
promising revenue totals for the 
health care industry. The report 
unveiled health care income for 
the 1992 fiscal year. 
Data for the survey was based 
on a sample of employer firms 
which provide healthcare across 
the nation. 
Over $625 billion was earned 
nationwide by the industry in 
1992, according to the 1992 
Service Annual Survey. This 
overall total represents a 9 
percent increase over 1991. 
Offices and clinics increased 
then income by 9 percent to 
nearly $150 billion last year. 
On Tuesday, March 29, 
a national report was 
released by the Census 
Bureau of the Commerce 
Department showing 
promising revenue totals 
for the health care 
Industry. 
Of that total, patients' private 
insurance programs paid about 
43 percent. Medicare and 
Medicaid paid about 29 percent. 
Most of the income came 
from in-clinic, out-patient 
doctor visits. Over 42 percent 
of the total revenue from 
hospitals and clinics fell into 
this category. In-pattent, 1n· 
hospital doctor care accounted 
for nearly 22 percent of the 
income. 
Hospitals brought m most of 
the health care revenue. More 
than $335 billion was earned by 
hospitals across the nation. This 
figure represents an 8 percent 
increase over the previous year. 
Nursing accounted for $42 
billion in revenue. This industry 
also showed an 8 percent 
increase . Over 62% of income 
from nursing was paid by 
Medicare and Medicaid. 
Patients directly paid only 25% 
towards nursing. • 
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Editorial 
Family Feud Leaves ONT Battered 
!Elast month, officials with Ontario Airport announced the formation of 0~ lnte~tional Marketing Association to concentrate on recruiting mtemabonal passengers for ONT's flights to and from Mexico. 
The ONT International Marketing Association, which consists of local 
tourism, advertising and media members, faces the tough task of trying to 
oonvinoe travelers to fly into Ontario Airport rather than LAX. 
. Tbe main selling tool that these multi-national marketers have at their disposal 
IS that Ontario International is more convenient to use than the perennially 
aowdcd LAX. 
But, the irony in this situation is that ONT has been waiting for five years now 
to bave a new terminal area constructed. The construction, designed to make 
international travel easier, has been plagued by delays. The most recent of which 
involved the upoar over the disputed increase in landing fees at LAX. So, why 
sbouJd Ontario be forced to wait for construction because of a dispute occurring at 
LAX. Well. the LA Department of Airports, which owns and operates both 
Oalario 8lld LAX seems to feel that Ontario Airport should take a back-seat to its 
big brotber to the wea. 
Now, the folks in marketing at Ontario Airport are left saambling to drum up 
busiDeas b their intemational flights that compete with those going into lA Al 
tbe sm1e time, they are economically shaclded by the agency controlling their 
~. 
It SOUDds to us like Ontario is being treated like the unwanted step-child in a 
dysfUDCiioaal family rdatioosbip with LAX and the Department of Airports. • 
An Old Base Simply Fades Away 
0. Mardi 31, 1994 Norton Air Force Ba<;e officially closed, taking with it legacy of involvement with the Inland Region that has lasted since \\\ldd War D. 
.DuriJJg ils prime, Norton puvided an estimated 10,000 jobs to the community 
and brought in millions of dollars of revenue annually. While the economic 
effecls m Nortoo's closing will be missed, we will also miss the history entombed 
within tbe bases confines. 
We will remember and COJlinue to honor groups like the 63rd Airlift Wing, 
whidt was respoasible for a number of missions in Vietnam, bringing back 
Yil::lia m the Joaesrown llllliSIICre and helping in the effort to bring peace back to 
l.Adertberioa. 
We would lib lo thank tbe men 8lld women wbo served at Nortoo Air Force 
Bile tllloagllout ils 52 yeaa m existeace and ensure them that, a1tbough the base 
.... tbe memory m their seMce to our mmm•nity 8lld muntry will never be 
fDqptra .... 
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Commentary 
Inmates Ripping Off Taxpayers 
By Assemblyman Ray Haynes 
I n my mind, the primary function of government is contained in the three-way 
test standard of the United 
States Constitution: Life, 
Liberty and Property. 
Protection of the people and 
these three fundamental rights is 
the primary obligation of our 
state government. Article II, 
Section 1 of the California 
Constitution declares that: "All 
political power is inherent in the 
people. Government is instituted 
for their protection, security, 
and benefit. .. " 
Therefore, the first priority of 
California's government is to 
protect its people. Government 
has allowed many other 
interests to interfere and has 
neglected this principal duty. 
One such interference is 
known as the "Inmates Bill of 
Rights." This bill was 
implemented by Governor Jerry 
Brown. Basically, this Bill of 
Rights puts convicted felons on 
the same legal footing, or 
actually gives a preference to 
felons, above the law-abiding 
citizens. 
With this special legal 
standing provided felons by 
Governor Jerry Brown and his 
liberal Democrats in the 
Legislature, inmates are 
permitted to file numerous suits 
about any grievance which they 
feel are warranted, no matter 
how frivolous. 
By 1986, Governor Jerry 
Brown had appointed liberal 
Chief Justice Rose Bird to the 
Supreme Court. This led to a 
series of opinions which has 
undermined prison officials and 
their authority over inmates. 
One opinion, in 1986, 
rendered by Chief Justice Bird, 
declared that prison officials 
cannot impose any limitations 
on an inmate's behavior unless 
"it is the least restrictive 
alternative available." This 
opinion has opened the flood 
gates, and now prisoners who 
have nothing better to do than 
play jail house lawyer, regularly 
sue the state at the espeue of 
the tupayers. 
In fiscal year 1986-87, 
inmates filed 270 cases with the 
Attorney General's Correctional 
Law Division. You see, the 
inmates get their very own 
section, at your expense, thanks 
to Governor Brown and his 
liberal friends . 
By 1992-93, this number of 
frivolous suits had expanded to 
744 and cost the taxpayers of 
California millions. This year, 
the Attorney General predicts 
there will be more than 1,000 
cases filed by inmates. This 
incredible increase has put a 
tremendous strain on staff 
resources which draws 
personnel away from the 
prosecution of crime by the staff 
of the Attorney General. Plus 
the Department of Corrections 
must expend many man-hours in 
this frivolous effort, all at 
taxpayers expense! 
The Attorney General 
estimates that the cost 
of processing these 
Inmates' lawsuits was 
about $6 million last year. 
That figure does not 
Include the expenses 
Incurred by the 
Department of Corrections. 
The Attorney General 
estimates that the cost of 
processing these inmates' 
lawsuits was about S6 million 
last year. That figure does not 
include the expenses incurred 
by the Department of 
Corrections. Also, the taxpayer 
is stuck with the amount of 
dollars that the state must spend 
to comply with court mandates 
from some of these cases. So, in 
addition to the cost of their 
crimes and the expense of their 
upkeep, inmates are costing 
California taxpayer millions 
each year with lawsuits, many, 
if not all, are f!Wolous. • 
-H.,...,.-..,., of 1111 Calitonia 
MI(JIIf ........... llle6&1t 
IMIIdot. 
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: John J. Pena 
R ealizing that the economic condition of the state has shifted a 
greater burden of governance on 
to the local political arena, the 
Inland Empire Business Journal, 
over the next few months, will 
feature profiles on individuals 
who are seeking supervisorial 
seats throughout the area. 
What were some of the reasons 
behind your decision to run for 
supervisor? 
Over the last 10 years I have 
participated in some of the most 
important issues facing the 
Fourth District. The issues of 
public safety, tourism, 
transportation, effective regional 
government and how our cities 
work together to reduce the cost 
of government to the taxpayer. 
We continue to office shrinking 
tax dollars from constituents 
who no longer trust our 
institutions. We have turned the 
government bureaucracy into 
mounds of red tape that 
confounds and confuses its 
users. I felt that it was time to 
lead the county back to common 
sense. Finally, with Supervisor 
Larson retiring, we need to have 
strong representation that she 
provided to the District in 
Riverside. I feel that I can 
provide that leadership, and I 
will have a fresh new approach. 
As mayor of La Quinta, this Is 
not your first entry Into 
politics. What do you think 
you bring to the office of the 
supervisor that Is related to 
your past experience? 
La Quinta was a county area 
only 11 years ago. At that time, 
we embarked on an aggressive 
plan to attract quality 
development, institute code 
enforcement standards and 
establish a city identity. As a 
result, La Quinta has prospered. 
I realized that I would need a 
plan to deal with the issues 
facing our district. For the past 
year I have patiently asked 
questions of our 
countydepartment heads and 
employees. I have listened to 
the people of the district and I 
feel that I have a workable plan 
that will address the iuues that 
must be dealt with now and in 
A closer look ... 
Name: John J. Peiia 
Age: 39 
Business Co-Owner with Wife: 
Sherry's Place/The Lunch Box, 
family-owned restaurant and 
the future. My experience in the 
city government, and as a 
businessman who has had to deal 
with the bureaucracy, has given 
me a unique perspective. No 
one who aspired to this office 
can legitimately expect to deal 
with the numerous issues facing 
the Fourth District without local 
government experience. We can 
not afford to have a supervisor 
take office who must learn to 
work with our local cities and 
elected officials. 
What is the bluest problem 
facing the county ? 
Of course most would say that 
the budget is the biggest issues 
facing the county today. Services 
can not keep pace with the 
expenditures, and dollars 
continue to shrink. But I look at 
the budget as an opportunity to 
try some new approaches that 
rely on privatization. We can not 
expect government to continue 
to operate in the same old way. 
Instead it is time for innovation 
that looks to the private sector to 
provide services for the county . 
.I hope to establish a 
Privatization Commission to 
look at county services that can 
be provided by the private sector 
there by creating jobs and 
reducing county expenditures . 
If our country is going to 
survive the '90s we must look at 
ourselves to paraphrase 
Shakespeare • our future is not 
in our stars, but, in ourselves." 
catering business. John J. Peiia 
& Associates, tax consulting. 
Volunteer County Firefighter: 
1991-1993 
Awards: College of the Desert 
Hall of Fame; 1990 Distinguished 
Citizen of the Year, Boy Scouts 
of America 1992 
Government: Mayor, city of La 
Quinta, 1988-Present; City 
Council, 1984-1988; Various 
regional boards & commissions 
Education: Juris Doctorate-
Western State University Law 
School, Bachelor of Arts, 
California State University, 
Fullerton, College of the Desert, 
Indio High School 
Personal: Married, two children 
ages 16 &18 
We must begin to support our 
local business. Let's reward 
business that have remained 
here. I continually hear other 
candidates talk about bringing in 
new business but not addressing 
the needs of our existing 
business. Let's make our county 
attractive by being successful 
and not just giving away tax 
dollars. 
What Is the county's biggest 
asset? 
The county has many 
untapped resources. Affordable 
real estate, abundant water 
supply, the potential for the two 
regions' airports, Palm Springs 
for commercial traffic and 
Thermal Airport, as a spring 
board for the Enterprise Zone. 
People and diversity. But 
people and diversity are not 
enough, you need leadership and 
a plan to bring diversity and 
people together. 
The lalaad Empire, Ia geaeral, 
Is well kaow for its high 
numbe.r of welfare resldeats. 
How big of a problem is 
welfare Ia this ana aad what 
can be doae to alleviate some 
of tbls bardea? 
Poverty bows no boundary. 
Riverside County is still very 
rural and apariaa. Bat that tiad 
of poverty is traditioaal. Tlae 
county is slated to spead over 
$26 millioa dollars oa Iadiaeat 
Health Care. It ia eatimated that 
$6 million of that budget will go 
to people who are not citizens of 
this county or country. The 
federal government and the state 
government have mandated that 
our county health agencies are 
not allowed to ask if a person 
seeking health care is a legal 
resident. Every dollar that we 
spend on someone who is not a 
legal resident of our county cost 
you and me dollars. These 
dollars should be spent on those 
who are in need of care and are 
legally U.S. citizens or legal 
aliens. As supervisor, I will 
work with one local 
Congressional delegation to 
change the law and to plug the 
hole of our leaking welfare 
budget. Finally, welfare 
cannot and should not be a life-
style. Our welfare should act as 
a safety net for those who are 
truly in need. Instead, welfare 
has been used to maintain people 
in poverty, leaving them 
hopeless and without direction. 
We must call on our 
professionals who deal with 
families in poverty to rethink 
how we deliver services to the 
poor. I think that people are 
angry at what welfare has 
become, not the concept of 
welfare. Many of us fall on hard 
times and we cannot ignore the 
need to help others. But, we help 
no one if we allow them to stay 
on welfare without an 
alternative. 
What would you say Is the 
biggest mlscoaceptioa 
about the Image of the lalaad 
Empire? 
The Inland Empire has been 
seen as a place where things will 
happen due to our small 
population compared to that of 
metropolitan Los Angeles and to 
the Bay area of Northarn 
California. The Inland Empire ia 
seen as a sleepy resort, farm 
community, or worse as a 
bedroom community to the Los 
Angeles and Oraage Coaalf 
areas. As a resul~. tile lalaad 
Empire is viewed ia Sacrtuaeato 
through foggy eyes. y._ 
Sacrameato holds tile teJ tD 
dollars that could be 
ecoaomic developant. •->~~ 
aeni"'• aeiaa -..-.~~,;;-4 
,... .......... 
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What effects do you predict the advent of the Infonnatlon Superblghway will bave on the Inland Empire? 
Harold Good, 
Pun:bulng M~UU~ger for tbe 
dty of Palm Springs 
11e information superhighway s coming to the Inland Empire, and it promises to be 
good for business and taxpayers 
alike. 
It 's called Electronic Commerce, 
and it promises to revolutionize the 
government procurement process 
and how local buyers and suppliers 
can do business with government 
more efficiently. 
Electronic Commerce provides a 
faster, more efficient way to do 
business by computer. It creates 
instant access to government bid 
information, thus, reducing costs for 
bidders. 
State and local governments in 
California are in the process of 
aealing the nation's first multi-level 
governmental electronic bidding 
system that will create a statewide 
proc:nrement network for use by all 
levels of government and business. 
More importantly, it's already 
happening in the Inland Empire. 
This information superhighway is 
based on Electronic Data 
Interchange, or EDI, the automatic, 
electronic transfer of standard 
business transactions between two 
computers, or computer systems. 
This new electronic bidding system 
is currently being tested in Orange 
County, while the cit y of Palm 
Springs will soon join in the effort. 
Even though EDI promises to be 
a boon for government, by 
increasing the competitiveness of 
the bid process, its most dramatic 
effects will be in the private sector, 
specifically in small and minority-
owned businesses, a s ignificant 
market locally and one that should 
be ready to embrace ED I. 
Van Romine, 
Spokesman for Telebusiness 
Worlu:enten In Ontario 
TI Center for the New West, collaboration with the aremont Graduate School 
and Cornell University, is 
considering a project called 
Worksmart. This project, funded by 
the California Department of 
Transportation, is looking at ways to 
fill the transportation needs of the 
Southern California region through 
telecommuting. Through this effort, 
it will be determined what 
combination of factors are needed to 
occur on the part of employers to 
drive structural change in their ways 
o f developing workplace and 
workforce practices, such that a 
g re ater portion of work-related 
mobility can be fulfilled through the 
movement of information rath er 
than the movement of people to a 
central workplace. This will be 
examined by case studies of five 
employers (as peer-group leaders) in 
an effort to identify the key factors 
for change and their reasons for 
shifting to a new paradigm. If these 
employers can become motivated to 
lead the way into the future, it may 
be feasible to envision other key 
employers, and perhaps, entire 
industries making the shift, with 
possibly profound implications for 
the transportation system. 
George M. Gordon, 
CEO of Datamatix, Inc. 
I f there was ever any doubt that we live in an increasingly high-tech world, the Persian Gulf 
War, with it~ computerized warfare, 
should have quickly thrust it aside. 
In point of fact, while technology 
has dramati ca ll y al tered the 
effectiveness of our defense 
systems, it is now also preparing to 
similarly revolutionize the manner 
in which both government and the 
private sector do business. 
In describing the co ming 
revolution, we hear buzz word~ like 
information superhighway, 
electronic commerce and electronic 
data interchange. 
They all refer to a faster, more 
efficient way to do business by 
computer, a means of creating 
instant access to vital business 
information on a local, state and 
ultimately national scale. 
• 
Confessions of an AQMD Outlaw 
By Olea D. Sou1bard 
Regulation XV, the employee trip reduction law, enacted by the South 
Coast Air Quality Management 
Diatrict as a meau for cleaning 
up onr air, isp 't working. In fact, 
it, aad the bureaacratic style of 
AQMD staff members, may 
.a.aiiJ work to discourage 
t.; ··~-._,., ... die air ia Soatbern 
.Uiq c:Leaa air 
of cqaaizatiou 
. . ..... .,._, aillioal 
confused with a Regulation XV 
plan-it is, simply, an 80-page 
status report. 
My update did not include 
enough taxpayer financed prizes 
and give-aways for carpoolers. 
For these crimes, the city of 
Claremont was slapped with a 
$25,000 "creative" penalty. The 
AQMD's "ere-
opposed to carpooling or 
encouraging employees to use 
other fonns of transportation. The 
issue is whether the Average 
Vehicle Ridership (AVR) goal of 
1.5 people per commuter trip is 
realistic. 
If I understand the math right, 
in order to meet the 1.5 AVR, 
40% of our 200 
ative" penalty 
means that 
money must be 
apeat on pro-
grams to clean 
die ur. Becaule a 
•creative" 
peaalty is not 
paid directly to 
t1te AQMD, they 
aeem to tlliak 
One of the AQIID 
full- and part-
time employees 
who work at four 
different sites, 
live in 12 
.,...,_ opflona to 
,.., (AVR) .,.,., ,. 
that Callfom,. government different cities, in 
four different Md pllvate bcMinea cloH 
that apaciea are not apendiag real 
aoaey. By the way, when a 
•cteMive• penalty is Uleaaed, it 
aipala the start of a time-
ft~M!MiDI MJ01i1tioaa ptoeel8 to 
...... ., r '•e tile peulty. 





schedules would have to carpool 
or find other forms of 
transportation. Ia there really any 
taxpayer financed prize I caa offer 
to an Oraup CouDty reeideat who 
reports to work at 8 a.m. to 
C81poolwttll • Riverlide ......... 
who reports to work at 5:30a.m.? 
I doubt it. 
One of the AQMD suggested 
options to meet (AVR) goals, is 
that California government and 
private business close down one 
day a week. The idea is that 
employers can reduce commuter 
trips and thus, increase their AVR. 
In suggesting the close-for-a-day 
option, what the AQMD seems to 
ignore are the impacts on 
customer service, profit margins 
and, in general, the ability to 
operate an efficient business. 
Closing offices and giving away 
prizes are not things required in 
those states that are stealing our 
jobs and economic base. No 
wonder businesses are leaving 
California. 
APRIL 1994 
Frivolous Lawsuits Make Everyone Pay 
By B ill Bloomfield J r. 
D id yo u hear the one about the convict who robbed a bank while out 
on parole? H1dden in the roll of 
money the teller gave the robher 
was a tear gas camster. After he 
was captured, the robber sued 
the bank for $2 million . 
The mission of 
Citizens Against Lawsuit 
Abuse Is to educate the 
public about the cost of 
lawsuit abuse, in order 
to create a climate 
for reform. 
This actually happened, right 
here in California . 
Frivolous , abus ive laws uits 
like this one; lawsuit s designed 
to extract money from someone 
rather than to co mpe ns ate a 
victim for a legitimate injury, 
are all too common in 
California, and they are costing 
us plenty. 
A recent poll found that more 
than 2/ 3rds of all Southern 
Californians are afraid that one 
day they will be the victim of a 
frivolous lawsuit, losing time , 
losing money, not to mention, 
suffering personal grief. 
However, they don't have to 
be in a lawsuit to be a victim of 
lawsuit abuse. When it comes to 
lawsuit abuse, we all pay and, 
we all lose. 
Lawsuit abuse costs jobs. Just 
one aspect of lawsuit abuse, the 
threat of wrongful termination 
lawsuits, has cost Californians 
nearly 650,000 jobs. 
Lawsuit abuse raises the price 
of products and services, 
including health care. The 
lawsuit tax, the cost of lawsuits 
in terms of higher prices for 
products and services, is 
estimated to be $300 per year 
for every California citizen. For 
example, fully 2/3rda the cost of 
chi ldhood OPT vaccines goes 
toward paying for lawsuits. 
Laws uit abuse stifles 
innovation. One-fourth of 
company presidents in 
California refuse to sit on start-
up firms' boards of directors 
because of the fear of being 
sued. 
So, why hasn't the system 
been fixed? All you need to do 
1s watch telev1sion to find the 
answer. We all see the television 
commercials by certain personal 
injury trial lawyers encouraging 
people to sue. While most trial 
lawyers are honorable peo pl e, 
there are too many who prey on 
victims in order to reap perso nal 
ga in . Unfo rtunately, they have 
tre me nd o us in fl ue nce ove r 
politicians wh ich prevent s an y 
meanin gfu l reform legi slati on 
from being enacted. 
T he mi ss io n o f C itizens 
Aga ins t Laws ui t Abu se is to 
educa t e the public ab o ut the 
cost of lawsuit abuse, in order 
to create a climate for reform. 
We plan on running television 
and radio commercials, as well 
as newspaper ads. We want the 
citi zens of our co mmunity to 
contact their elected o fficials 
and tell them they want the 
system fixed . 
A recent poll found 
that more than 2/3rds 
of all Southern californians 
are afraid that one day 
they will be the victim 
of a frivolous lawsuit. •• 
We hope you'll support our 
efforts by calling our "800" 
number. That's (800) 293-2252. 
Help us educate the citizens of 
our community to the problems 
of lawsuit abuse. Together, we 
will stop lawsuit abuse. • 
-Bloomfipld Ia tbe chairman of 
Citizens Aaainat Lawsuit Abuse. 
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Handcuffing Lawyers Stifles Justice 
By Joshua Acres 
A merica's legal system is broken and there are ways to fix it. But, 
blaming lawyers for everything 
that's wrong with the courts is 
like the illiterate blam1ng the 
book for being unable to read it. 
What frustrates 
the American people 
is the Increases In crime 
and the way the court 
system deals with it. 
Law ye rs, li ke an y o ther 
professionals, provide a service 
to the pub li c . It ' s funny how 
everyone bashes personal injury 
attorneys and blames them for 
cl ogging up the co urt s with 
frivolous lawsuits. Did anyone 
ever s top and think that 
attorneys wouldn ' t be fil ing 
these suits if the public didn ' t 
want them to . Do we blame 
liquo r sto re owners fo r 
increases in al coho li s m, o r 
para medi cs fo r traffic 
accidents? 
Wh en a client hires an 
attorney, they are simply asking 
the attorney to act as their 
advocate. Just as in any other 
area of business, a customer is 
asking an attorney to provide 
them with a service. Why 
should attorneys not be allowed 
to solicit customers through 
advertising or other means, just 
like anyone else. 
Attorneys should not be 
regulated or punished for trying 
to make a living in their chosen 
profession. What frustrates the 
American people is the 
increases in crime and the way 
the court system deals with it. If 
the government, which runs the 
courts, would clear away a lot 
of the hoops through which 
attorneys have to jump, the 
system would operate much 
more efficiently. 
So before we say "let's 
restrict attorneys or regulate 
what cases they can and can't 
try" let 's take a look at some of 
the alternatives in court reform 
that would not infringe on the 
rights of the American people. 
One alternative that has been 
gaining popularity recently is 
the use of an official arbit rator 
to decide civil matte rs. An 
arbitrator, is an individual, 
usually a lawyer o r re t i red 
judge, that both parties agree to 
al l ow to ma ke a decision o n 
their case. The parties both sign 
agreements stating that they will 
abi de by any deci s io n the 
arbi t rato r, makes. By using an 
a rb i t rator the court system is 
fr eed up and both part ies are 
happy. 
Arbitration, however, is just 
one way that we can reform the 
civil court system. Handcuffing 
attorneys by imposing fines on 
them fo r try ing " unsub-
s tantiated" cases or restricting 
the types of work they do is 
unethical in two ways. First, it 
doesn't allow an individual who 
genuinely feel s they have been 
wronged an avenue for justice. 
Secondl y, it inhibits the wage 
earning power o f attorneys by 
telling them what kinds of 
business they can and can't do. 
One alfemlrtlw ,., ,. 
been gaining popu,.rlly 
recently Ia the ,.. of an 
ofllclalamltrator to deckle 
civil matters. 
So, before we blame attoraeya 
for the problems facing the 
courts, we need to look at tlae 
real meaning of "justice." • 
-Ac:rea II an attoraey wltll a prlvale 
practice II Lapu Hilla, Calif. 
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California Business Easy Prey for Other States 
By Bill Leonard 
California has become easy prey for those who seek to ure businesses to the1r states 
- and the fear of earthquake!> is not 
the primary reason businesses are 
leaving . As Steven Hayward 
under!>cored in an article published 
last year by Policy Re1•iew, 
"Restructuring California," the fault 
lines that have undermined 
California's economy, are not due to 
geology. Rather, California has been 
devastated by economic fault lines 
that have been underway years 
before the latest recession so brutally 
exposed them. 
Indeed, the main reasons cited by 
most companies that have relocated 
or expanded in other states - or 
gone out of business altogether -
are related to government policies: 
high taxes; complex regulations that 
involve lengthy and costly delays; a 
fraud-ridden workers' com-
pensation system; unaffordable 
housing; a poor transportation and 
infrastructure system. According to a 
report by Southern California 
Edison, Cahforma has lost at least 
708 manufacturing plants, 87% of 
which cited the poor business 
climate as their primary reason for 
leaving. 
Last year, the Democrats in the 
Legislature finally attempted to 
ameliorate the plight of business in 
California. Altho ugh many 
Democrats s till seem unable to 
understand that policies resulting in 
high taxes or excessive and 
contradictory regulations have, and 
will, continue to undermine the 
economy, they did manage to 
introduce a number of business 
retention bills, and some JOmed with 
Republicans in voting for measures 
friendly to business, including: 
consolidatmg econom1c devel-
opment agencies and policies; 
providing monetary assistance for 
businesses loans; authorizing tax 
credits and incentives for business 
development in designated areas or 
industries; providing for in-
frastructure improvement. 
These bills were a positive change 
in the Legislature's attitude toward 
the business environment, but these 
policies provide only short-term 
relief- and some could create 
problems instead of solving them. 
For example, nearly every county 
and major metropolis in the state has 
created an economtc development 
agency. The bills consolidating these 
agencies' econom1c pohcies will 
mitigate duplication and inconsistent 
policies. However, economic 
development programs are funded 
by fees on business, and while that 
prevents increasing income taxes, 
the cost still ends up being assumed 
by consumers. Economic devel-
opment bills can provide a pro-
business mask for some legislators 
who promote business proposaJs that 
benefit their dis tricts while 
simultaneously voting for stiffer 
regulations, higher taxes and other 
anti-business legislation that 
destroys the state's overall business 
environment. 
SeveraJ bills (including some that 
were passed last year and others that 
are being considered this year) 
attempt to encourage specific 
industries and markets. However 
well-intended, these bills run the risk 
of distorting the market by political 
manipulation. Although the 
promotion of retention strategies 
might foster more cooperation 
toward business on the part of 
government officials, the idea that 
government can or should decide, 
target or promote certain busmesses 
usurps a crucial market fu nction. 
Consumer Interests, not special 
interests, should decide which 
busmesses should be rewarded. 
Bills that leverage funds for 
across-the-board-loans to small 
businesses, tax breaks or credits that 
apply equally to all businesses and 
improving infrastructure are 
definitely a step in the right 
direction. But, if California is to 
retain and attract the businesses vital 
to th e state's recovery, the 
Legislature must s ignificantly lower 
taxes, offer broad-based tax credits, 
streamline regulations and further 
reform workers ' compensation. 
Otherwise, the Golden State will 
continue to serve as the chief 
hunting ground for business 
recruiters from other states . .A 
·Leonard is a member of the California State 
Senate representing the 31st DIStnct. 
A Taxpayer's Tribute to Special Interests 
By Ray Haynes 
I am frequently asked : "How did our laws get so fouled up?" It seems that many feel 
that government has lost sight of 
the welfare of its ci tizens, and 
instead, promotes special interest 
groups over the public purpose. 
People say to me: "Democratic 
government was established to 
serve public-not special interest, 
private purposes." 
require tribute for their cause or 
program. 
Other special interest groups 
organize to protect themselves or 
repeal punitive laws that they feel 
are harmful to their best interests. 
One afternoon, as I listened to a 
spec1al interest, publ1c employee 
union spokesperson demand: "If 
you don't do this," or "You had 
better give us this demand or 
else," my thoughts went to 
President Jefferson as he 
One thing tbat bas become 
vident to me during my tenure in 
he assembly is that special 
teres! groups' have been 
tracted by the expanding power 
d scope of government, which 
ten has been used to further 
ese groups' private interests 
· contemplated what he would do 
when tribute was being forced on 
America by the Barbary States in 
1802. 
r a public interest banner. 
These special iaterest groups 
out t1ae Lepalature to 8dopt 
wa tllat will provide special 
lou from c:ompetitioa for 
..Vor. create a law dlat tile 
cial iaterest group c:an use 
iaat a busiaess or person to 
The Barbary States are in North 
Africa and they had demanded 
money tribute from European 
c:ountries that traded along the 
Mediterranean. The pirates saw no 
reason to exempt American 
merchants from the tribute 
system. 
The United States had paid 
tribute or bribes to the Barbary 
pirates since 1183. However, 
when the pirate leadership in 
Tripoli made exorbitant demands 
upon the United States, Jefferson 
said "no more." 
President Jefferson, a 
Republican, was a frugal Chief 
Executive who deepl y resented 
the fact that the United States was 
spending almost 20% of its annual 
revenue to ransom prisoners 
captured by the Barbary pirates 
and to ensure the safety of 
American merchant ships on the 
Mediterranean through payment 
of "protection money." 
When Barbary pirates in 
Tripoli, decided to raise the 
extortion costs of protection, 
Jefferson refused the new tribute 
or bribes. Tripoli pirates then 
declared war on the United States. 
Jefferson responded by sending a 
naval squadron of seven ships and 
Marines. The rest is history. 
I watch modern day pirates, 
like the AQMD extract tribute 
from businesses because the 
liberal Democrats pass laws 
empowering their agency, or 
unsuspecting property owners that 
are extorted by the K-rat, through 
the "so called" Endangered 
Species Act; or families deprived 
of home ownership by over-
regulation, excessive development 
fees, expensive permits and costs 
associated with delays in the 
app roval process, attempted 
growth control, restrictive zoning 
practices and other land-use 
policies which adds more than 
$40,000 (hidden taxes) in tribute 
to the cost of many California 
homes. K-rat tribute in Riverside 
County is approaching $50 
million. 
Citizens are right to be 
concerned that special interests 
groups are putting their own self-
interest over the public good, by 
having laws enacted that remove 
vital resources and revenue from 
basic public areas, like public 
safety, fire, prisons and job 
creation and retention . .A 
-Haynes is a member of the California 
Assembly representing the 66th District. 
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The Catch-23 of Business Loans 
By Jim Stoll 
A fter years of economtc depression, your business is poised for 
growth. All you need is a cash 
infusion. But sales and profits, 
the primary lending crtteria, are 
down. Commercial lenders have 
to be conservallve because their 
regulators are looktng over their 
shoulders. Result? Business 
loans are virtually tmpossible to 
get these days on any decent 
terms. But getting out of the 
depression depends on business 
growth .. which depends on 
commercial credit . That's a 
Catch-22 
It's also precisely the reason 
why SBA loans exist: to 
facilitate the growth of small 
bus1nesses, thereby helping to 
bootstrap the economy out of its 
s lump. 
Ah, but there's another 
pitfall. I call it "Catch -23." 
First, look at how des1rable the 
"prize" is. An SBA loan offers 
the longest terms available 
anywhere, up to 25 years for 
real estate, up to 10 years for 
equipment, fixed assets and 
working capital loans. It offers 
the lowest down payments, too: 
10%. The interest rates are a 
bargain, varying generally from 
2-2 75% above prime SBA 
loans are assumable, with no 
prepayment penalty, and they 
are fully amortized ... whtch 
means no balloon payments. 
It's also precisely the 
reason why SBA loans 
exist: to facilitate the 
growth of small 
businesses, thereby 
helping to bootstrap the 
economy out of its slump. 
So, what's the catch? If you 
have to ask, Il's obvious you've 
never had to deal with 
government bureaucracy. The 
Income Taxes Are Here Again 
Income Taxes-Bookk.eeping-
I.R.S. Problems-Accounting 
Income Taxe:. for lndivlduals-Bu;mess·Partnerships·Corporations 
Computcnzed Tax Returns·Confidenttal Service· Reasonable Rates 
We do Electronic Filing 
We are up to date on the new tax law called The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act Of 1993 
Ltcensed and Bonded 
Year End Accounting-Bookkeeping· Financial Statements· 
income Taxes for Busmesses Small and Large 
Thoma.\ Ga.\taucr and.\ \.\Ociate.\ 
(909) 796-1669 • Pager (909) 3-11-0629 
prize is tantalizing .. but the 
hassle can be daunting to even 
the most determined business 
owner. 
Is there a way around this 
"Catch-23?" There is. It's a 
little-known loophole called 
"hassle delegation." The trick is 
to find a bank that: 
A . Specializes in SBA loans. 
B . Is currently in a cash-rich 
position (which means they're 
going to be as motivated as 
possible to lend). 
C. Is small enough to be willing 
to let you delegate the hassle to 
them. 
Do such banks exist ? 
Certatnly! 
Now that you know the right 
questions to ask, shopping for 
an SBA loan is not that difficult. 
The idea is to find a bank that 
will work directly with your 
accountant and that will 
interface directly with the 
SBA-leaving you entirely out 
of the loop, except to review 
and sign the papers 
So, what's the catch? 
If you have to ask, 
it's obvious you've 
never had to deal 
with government 
bureaucracy. 
One more pointer : You may 
have heard that there IS not 
enough money tn the SBA 
Program It's true that SBA "ran 
out" last fiscal year But don't 
let that discourage you, because 
money is readily available this 
year. It can be easier than you 
think...with the right lender . .._ 
• Stoll is a v1ce president of 
Eldorado Bank 
m the Inland Emp1re Area . 
TENANT IMPROVEMENT PROFESSIONALS 
(909) 682-6225 
FAX (909) 682-6406 
"It is possible to give away and become richer! It is also possible to hold on 
too tightly and lose everything. Yes, the liberal man shall be rich! By watering 
othezs, he waletS himself." -Proverbs 11:24 & 25 
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Why New CEOs Fail 
The end objective of the marketing proce.."s is not just to find and create a match, 
but to ensure that the match survives 
long enough to build a long and 
powerfully successful relationship. 
Why then, when companies look for 
the #I person to lead their company, 
they throw out all the rules of 
marketing and hire people that don't 
fit what they really want? 
Wanted, One Exceptional Leader: The 
Board of Directors of a company wuh an 
outstandmg future ts lookmg for the right 
leader to help us harvest that future and 
share tn the rewards. Must have an 
excepllonal background tn our mdustry so 
we can feel confident they will have all the 
answers. Yet, indtvidual must be able to 
massage and manage the board so that an 
appropuate number of the really good 
tdeas appear to be theirs No one will tell 
you how much is ''an appropriate number" 
until after the vtolation has occurred. 
Despite the precedtng requirement, we 
want a CEO that needs no direction, is 
fully confident of all their decisions, 
makes or exceeds every goal and, in shon, 
helps us sleep better at night (whether such 
sccuuty is justified or not). We want a 
leader, motivator, visiOnary that can ilhcit 
150% out of his people and still stay 
wtlhin budget. Although the growth of the 
company JS important, managing 
perceptions that lead to a strong valuation 
are critical. The job comes with all the 
perks necessary to entice you to accept the 
position, but significantly less authority 
than will be required to accomplish the job 
as you see fit. 
Respectfully Submitted, The Board of 
Directors 
If the above ad seems ludicrous, 
you probably haven't had much 
experience working as a CEO in the 
high technology industry where the 
average turnover of top executives 
is 2.3 years. Part of the problem 
exists in the way in which 
companies and potential candidates 
approach the problem. 
In my years of counseltng 
compantes and CEOs tn this 
process, I've observed that everyone 
is absorbed in doing the dance of 
the "5 Hooks." Once all "5 hooks" 
have been 1dentlfied, defined, 
negotiated and agreed to, everyone 
seems to relax and assume that the 
deal has been done and all that 
remains is for the new CEO to get to 
work and prove what a great 
decision the Board has made. So, 
what are these "5 Hooks" and why 
don't they work as well as they used 
to, 10 years ago? 
Hook #1: Base Salary -
Regardless of our willingness (or 
lack thereof) to admit it, cash in 
hand is still the main motivator and, 
generally, is the single most 
important point m the negotiation. 
Hook #2: Title - Again, we 
may say title is not important, but 
there is a whole world out there that 
is just waiting to be impressed with 
your business card that says 
"Chairman & CEO." 
Hook #3: Perks - Once the 
base has been agreed to, attention 
turns to "what's my upside." 
Hook #4: Chemistry - This 
rather intangible quality has made 
or ruined many a deal. 
Hook #5: Belief in the company 
and/or products - Most CEOs 
won't take a job they don't feel has 
·a future, no matter how good the 
other points look. 
Have we left anything out? We 
don't think so. In fact, we would 
wager that over 80% of all CEOs 
don't look beyond the "5 hooks" in 
evaluating whether or not they 
accept any given !Jffer. 
Five years ago, the "5 hooks" 
were probably enough but, today, 
failure to look beyond them is 
contributing to the high CEO 
turnover we've all heard about. In 
other words, CEOs fail because they 
did not insist on pre-selling their 
100-day strategy with the same 
vigor they spent selling their options 
and equity package. One of the 
principals of selling a 100-day 
strategy prior to signing your 
employment contract is to clarify 
the level of authority and decision-
making freedom you will be 
afforded in your new position. 
Unfortunately, since this strategy is 
not usually incorporated until after 
the ink is dry on the contract, most 
new CEOs d1scover all the "sacred 
cows" and personal limitations 
placed upon them by their new 
employer AFTER it is too late. In 
our experience, BOTH the employer 
and the potential new CEO would 
be MUCH HAPPIER if they could 
JUSt agree to a first 100-day strategy 
BEFORE finalizing the contract. 
In fact, the areas where a new 
CEO could make an exceptional 
impact have been proven through 
the experiences of hundreds of their 
predecessors. We suggest the 
following issues be mcorporated m 
every CEOs' 100-day strategy: 
• An independent assessment of 
the management team and their 
level of appropriateness and 
competency to meet the needs of the 
organization. The use of an 
independent ensures that no internal 
pre-biases dilute or change the 
results. 
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•A full audit of the beneftts, 
compensation and pension plans of 
the employees and key officers 
Even today, mos t companies yield 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
savings per year. 
•A selected audit of the 
company's employment contracts 
and obligations, plus their overall 
legal exposure as a result of all 
existing contracts. 
•An assessment of the level of 
sophisllcation and appropriateness 
of the company's marketmg and 
sales strategies. 
The above strategies have proven 
to consistently bring major 
dividends to those CEOs given the 
freedom to exercise them to their 
full potential. And, few are given 
thai freedom unless it is spec1fically 
negotiated for up front. Those CEOs 
strong enough and wise enough to 
clarify and capture that freedom 
BEFORE they officially JOID the 
company, will survive longer, 
accomplish more and posit1on 
themselves for a much more 
exciting and profitable career. • 
. Caspane IS Jhe managmg director of 
Caspane Re:sources, a consultmg firm 
specializing in. and catering 10, the umque 
needs of the CEO. For further mformalion, 
please call him at (714) 921-1148 





Sunday, May 1 , 1994 
8:15- 8:45 a.m. (Registration/Check-in) 
9:00- 11 :00 a.m. (Clinics) 
Epicenter Stadium 
8408 Rochester, Rancho Cucamonga 
$28/per child (for kids 8 to 12 years old) 
J:!.Qll 
David Frost, Former Pitcher of the California Angeles 
Co-Soonsors 
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes, Rancho Cucamonga 
Rotary Club, City of Rancho Cucamonga and 
Rancho Cucamonga Police Department 
Prizes will be raffled away! 
All funds will be donated to the Rancho Cucamonga 
Police Department's D.A.R.E. Program!! 
Space Limited To The 1st 300 Kids To Sign-up! 
Contact the A. C. Rotary Club at: 
R.C. Rotary Club 
P.O. Box 1646 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1646 
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Manager's 
Bookshelf Ricardo Semler, 
"Maverick: The 
Success Story Behind 
the World 's Most 
Unusual Workplace" 
(New York: Warner 
Books, 1993), 335 
pages, $22.95). 
~ 
The Real Meaning of 
Reengineering 
W ith the publication of Michael Hammer and James Champy's book, 
"Reengineering the Corporation: 
A Manifesto for Business 
Revolution" in 1993, the concept 
of reengineenng has become a 
buzzword In management Circles 
during the last couple of years. 
While Hammer and Champy were 
not the fnst people to write about 
reengineering (an excellent book 
on the topic was written earlier by 
Thomas H. Davenport titled : 
"Reengineering Work Through 
Information Technology," pub-
lished by Harvard Business 
School Press), their book did 
popularize the concept. 
Yet, despite its popularity, the 
concept remains rather ambigu-
ous. Some use it interchangeably 
with Total Quality Management. 
Others refer to it as a new 
management paradigm. 
Ricardo Semler is the 
CEO of Semco, a 
manufacturer of Industrial 
equipment that employs 
several hundred people. 
To really understand what 
reengineering is all about, you 
must examine the management 
structures and philosophies of 
organizations that have truly 
implemented reengineering. 
While there are many write-ups 
about such organizations, I 
believe that the story of Semco, a 
Brazilian company led by Ricardo 
Semler, is probably the best 
demonstration of what 
reengineering is all about, and 
what it can do for an organization. 
Thus, I am delighted to see that 
Semler has decided to share his 
experiences as the CEO of Semco 
in his book "Maverick: The 
Success Story Behmd the World 's 
Most Unusual Workplace" with 
all of us , including his 
competitors. 
As Semler writes 1n the 
mtroduct1on to his book, "This is 
not a business book. It is a book 
about work, and how it can be 
changed for the better. It is based 
on the experiences of a 
company ... which has managed to 
make money and improve the 
lives of the people who work for 
it. Some say Semco is merely a 
quirky laboratory run by a few 
impudent and iconoclastic 
managers. It isn't the real world, 
they say ... but a few people-more 
excitable or impressionable, 
perhaps, but also more open-
minded-will see in the story of 
this admittedly peculiar company 
and its people, a new way of 
running an organization. It is not 
socialist, as some of our critics 
contend. It isn't purely capitalist, 
either. It is a new way. A third 
way-a more humane, trusting, 
productive, exhilarating-and in 
every sense, rewarding way." 
Ricardo Semler is the CEO of 
Semco, a manufacturer of 
industrial equipment that employs 
several hundred people and that 
has moved from 56th to 4th in its 
industry. The company is located 
in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Semler took 
over the CEO position in 1980 
when he was only 2~-years-old. 
During the last 14 years, he has 
become one of the most respected 
business leaders in Brazil. 
Recently he was voted Business 
Leader of the Year by 52,000 
conservative businessmen in 
Brazil and, at the same time, he 
was referred to as Brazil's "only 
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trustworthy boss," by that 
country's Marxist umon leaders. 
The book is a compilation of 
anecdotes and stories that , when 
put into action as a whole, create 
a picture of a fully reengmeered 
workplace. One of the first stories 
is about how Semler eliminated 
all the company rules "Who 
needs them," writes Semler, 
"They discourage flex1b1hty and 
comfort the complacent." So these 
days, new employees get a 
twenty-page booklet, called "The 
Survival Manual." It has lots of 
cartoons and few words. Common 
sense is Semco's guiding 
principle. 
The concept of 
reengineering has 
become a buzzword in 
management circles 
during the last couple 
of years. 
Semco has no permanent 
organizational chart. When people 
are hired, others in the unit have 
the opportunity to interview and 
evaluate the candidates. Working 
hours are flexible, employees 
decide thetr own work hours. 
Workers are free to unionize. All 
subordinates evaluate their bosses 
tw1ce a year; all those who have 
been with the company for three 
years or more have special job 
security: they can be dismissed 
only aft.er a long series of 
approvals. People can dress 
according to their own taste ; 
personal appearance is not a 
factor in hiring or promotion; 
there is no demand on people's 
private life, the company loans 
money to its people in unforeseen 
situations; everyone is required to 
take a thirty-day vacation a year. 
These are just a few examples 
of what makes Semco a truly 
unique organization. I don't know 
if every business could be run like 
Semco, but the 1deas in the book 
are quite provocative and do serve 
to show what a real reengineered 
workplace looks like. This book 
should be read by every busmess 
executive and manager. • 
By Ray Maghroori. Ph.D. AssociaJe Dean 
The A. Gary Anderson Graduate School 
of Management Universily of 
California, Riverside 
entrepreneur who is ready to 10 for a 
LOOKiNG FOR ONE C ('t /"cl.-Y!/h 
wild nde tn the internaoonal marketplace. ' / 
WE KNOW HOW TO MAKE MILLIONAIRES! 
Now, we're look.mg to make one more in the Inland 
Empare. Tius is not a get-nch-quick scheme But if you're 
ready to take act1on to make stx figures a month, then we· re 
ready to show you how . 
SUCCESS MAGAZINE says that our 
business represents the lead1n& 
financial opporturuty of the 90s. 
For more infonnation call 
(800) 347-1783 
24-llour Recorded Mcu.age 
WE RESPOND SO FAST 
YOU.LL THINK YOU CALLED 911. 
COP-reNE 
Ask younelf 1W0 ~ 
Aze you complelely Aliafied wilh 
tbe perfamanc:e or yow copitd 
Aze you complesely Aliafied wilh 
your lle1Vice7 
If tbe -• 1o eilher 
'I.-ion is no, Ilk younelf one 
more queatim. Why lwvon't you 
called Copy Line? 
Free copier trW. Free •nice. 
Fhe•ppU.... 
Coli for a free oopier lri.ol. 
Aile how you can receive six 
months free service includin& 
supplies for free. 
Coli now for quick c:opyline 
relp)NC: (909) ll4-8730 
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Accounting: A Critical Management Tool 
T he impact that accounting has, or should have, on an entrepreneur's daily decision 
making and company operating 
results is huge. All businesses, big 
or small, need accurate and hmely 
accounting information. 
All too often entrepreneurs ask 
themselves, "Why are expenses so 
high or profits below our 
expectations?" Questions such as 
"Why was I not made aware of 
this?" or ''How did this slip by us?" 
are frequently asked by the 
entrepreneur of his or her 
management team. 
The answer to these questions 
can usually be stated in one word, 
that is, "control." To put it another 
way; the management wasn ' t in 
control of the business, the business 
was in control of management! 
Often, lack of controls, poor 
financial information and 
indifference to mrnor expense 
overruns can, tn time, result in a 
severe financial crisis, or even 
worse, the ultimate closing of the 
business through a bankruptcy 
fihng. 
You can eliminate financial 
cata-;trophes and av01d a bankruptcy 
filing by creating an accurate 
accounting system (have a CPA 
assist you) and knowing how to use 
it. Do not let your avordance of 
accounting (due to its confusing and 
intimidating nature) ruin your 
company's health! 
When your analysis is 
completed, set financial 
goals for the next three 
months, six months and 
one year. Be sure to use 
your financial statements 
to measure your success 
rate in achieving 
each goal. 
According to Robert Hammack, 
owner of Mormack Business 
Services, a Riverside-based tax, 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
COURIER SERVICE 
~ 
-TWO WEEKS ONE WEEK ? SAME DAY 
Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier 
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for 
as low as 75rt per letter! 
s.wa.Awdlable lndude: 
• Same Day Delivery • Parcel Delivery 
• ICBM 75¢ Program • Specral Messenger 
• Couners • Bag Exchanges 
• Tailored Delivery Systems • Overnight Letter Service 
""IU-COfllnT ~ ...... L.P. 
For Service in the Inland Empire call: 
1 • BOO • GO • 4 • ICBM 
- -Serving all of Southern California 
accounting and consulting company, 
"Accounting can be straight forward 
and simple if you focus on and 
understand one main concept." That 
concept, according to Hammack, is 
thus: "accounting focuses on the 
measurement and reporting in 
monetary terms of the flows of 
resources (sales) into a business and 
the flows of resources (expenses) 
out of a business. 
"An entrepreneur should leave 
the rest of the accounting principles 
and concepts to the accountants, 
bookkeepers and tax planners of the 
world," said Hammack. 
To have a successful company, 
you must recruit and develop an 
accounting team. Your accounting 
team should consist of an 
accountant, bookkeeper and income 
tax preparer. You should use your 
"team" on a regular basis, 
preferably quarterly, sometimes 
monthly. 
Your accountant should provide 
you with a balance sheet whrch lists 
your assets (things you own), your 
liabilities (things you owe) and your 
equity or net investment (assets 
minus liabilities). 
Your assets and liabilities should 
be broken down by categories and 
time periods (current or long term). 
Your balance sheet reflects the 
strength of your company's 
financial condition which is 
typically measured in terms of 
liquidity (adequacy of working 
capital) and leverage (amount of 
debt used to finance a~sets). 
The answer to these 
questions can usually be 
stated in one word, that is, 
"control." To put it another 
way; the management 
wasn't in control of the 
business, the business 
was in control of 
management! 
You should also receive an 
income statement, with schedules 
Please See Page 23 
When Planning Your Advertising Budget. Put 
The Inland Empire Business Journal. The Inland Empire 
Book Of Lists. And The Inland Empire Tv 
News On Your Team .. . No One Covers Inland Empire 
Business Like The Business Journal. 
Call Today For Advertising Information: 
(909)391-1015 
Be On A Winning Tesml 
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Preview 
By Josh Slark 
T his is the first in, I hope, a long-lived column on PC hardware. In this first 
column, I wtll talk about the 
Pentrum processor from Intel 
and how it presumably improves 
on the 486. I will also briefly 
touch on present Pentium-based 
systems that are on the market 
already, and tell you which, in 
my opinion, represent the cream 
of this crop. 
The Pentium is the latest in 
Intel's 80 x 86 series of micro-
computer ICs stretching back to 
the 8086. At its lowest levels, 
the Pentium has a s uperset of 
the old 8086's registers and 
instructions. Thus, the Pentrum 
is upwardly compatible so that 
all software, including operating 
systems such as DOS 1.0, will 
run without hitch on the 
Pentrum. In fact, the Pentium 
would have been called the 586 
if Intel could copyright a 
number instead of a name. 
The Pentrum 's architecture rs 
at the top of the 80486's design 
pyramid; it has a superset of the 
8086's instructrons and 
addressing modes . Some 
improvements on the archi-
tecture include a 16K in-
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The Power and Pitfalls of the Pentium 
struction/data cache along wrth 
continuing the 486's 8K data 
cache. Because of this, the 
Pentium can process In-
structions roughly twice as fast, 
all other thrngs berng equal. It 
has an internal 64-btt data path 
(twice as wide as the 486's 
32-bit path) and the same 32-bit 
address bus. It processes 
instructions using a dual 
pipelined architecture instead of 
a srngle pipeline as the 486. Due 
to its .8 micron wide circuits, it 
uses less than twice the wattage 
of the 486 (although the 
Pentium does get rather hot). 
Intel rs working on a 3.3 volt, 
low wattage, version so the 




for the Pentium based 
PC are for CAD, 
scientific software and 
programs that rely 
on what's called "floating 
point calculations." 
Well, so much for the 
technical blizzard. What do all 
these smoke and mirrors 
accomplish? A chip that can 
perform roughly twice as fast as 
the 486 and even faster under 
certain circumstances that take 
advantage of the Pentium's 
architecture. The greatest 
performance gains for the 
Pentium based PC are for CAD, 
scientific software and programs 
that rely on what's called 
"float ing point calculations." 
The Pentium Is the latest 
in Intel's 80x86 series 
of micro-computer ICs 
stretching back to the 8086. 
At its lowest levels, 
the Pentium has a superset 
of the old 8086's registers 
and instructions. 
Word processing programs and 
the typical business application 
will typically run a little less 
than twice as fast, since they 
depend more on integer 
calculations. In a future column, 
I will discuss the effect that the 
architecture of the system, not 
just the CPU, has on the 
performance that the computer 
user experiences. Like a Ferrari 
or Corvette, it's the mixture of 
sub-systems and their balance 
that produces performance. 
If you run CAD extensively 
or have need of a file server, 
then the premium price for a 
Pentium system is probably 
justified. If not, then wait 
awhile, watch prices drop, let 
the PowerPC (by Apple and 
IBM) come out and watch prices 
really drop for Pentium systems. 
By early April, the PowerPC 
systems will start to trickle out 
and put some competitive 
pressure on Pentium system 
costs. 
I hope I've been able to 
convince you, that unless you're 
an incurable power user or run a 
CAD shop or need to support 32 
users at one time on a system, 
that you would do better to 
make do with an adequately fast 
486, equipped with lots of 
memory and a fast disk drive. 
In any case, if you really want 
a Pentium NOW, then consider 
the following systems: 
• ZEOS Pantera Package #4 -
Pantera-66/ at $4,295 includes 
16MB ram, a 1GB SCSI disk, 
15" monitor, a 66MB Pentium, 
and a PCI Bus. 
• Gateway P5-66 - At $3,995 
has a 66MB Pentium, 16 MB 
ram, 540 MB disk, PCI bus, and 
a 17" monitor. 
• Royal Publisher II - At 
$4,995 has a 60MB Pentium, 5 
EISA slots and 3 PCI slots, 16 
MB ram, 20" monitor, PCl video 
board, and a tower case. 
-Siarlc 1s prc"denl of 
Abacus Consulling 
a R1verside-based consulling firm 
!hal spec1ahzes m compuler sys1ems 
des1gn and implementallon. 
Confessions of an AQMD Outlaw 
These employees are using 
their cars even more than they 
would to drive to the office-for 
things like going to the dentist, 
picking up their dry cleaning, 
going to the grocery store or to 
the movies. 
Claremont is not opposed to 
clean air. In fact, we have spent 
millions of dollars on projects that 
have many more "big picture" 
impacts on clean air than give-
aways and prizes. 
For example, we believe that 
Continued From Page 8 
the development of our multi- tmenting with propane fueled 
modal transit center, preservation vehicles; and implementation of 
of 1,200 acres of hillside open alternative work schedules and 
space, the development and telecommuting. Even the AQMD 
maintenance of our urban forest, itself recognized our varied and 
which has earned us a "Tree City significant efforts by awarding us 
USA" award for eight consecutive its "Model Communities Clean 
years, are significant steps in the 
clean air effort. Some of 
Claremont's other clean air 
contributions include: ordinances 
prohibiting drive-through 
establishments and gasoline 
powered leaf-blowers; exper-
Air Award." 
Claremont supports clean air as 
an important environmental goal. 
However, the ineffective rules and 
misguided enforcement pro-
cedures currently being used by 
the AQMD won't get us there. 
AQMD's Chairman Hank Wedaa 
is to be applauded for his efforts 
to convince his fellow board 
members to suspend Regulation 
XV and to assign a special task 
force to completely overhaul it. I 
am pleased that the board is 
joining Wedaa in supporting a 
complete review of this 
environmentally ineffective and 
economically devastating law. • 
- Southard is the city manager for 
the city of Claremont. 
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Graphics and Presentation Tools for Windows 
Last month we discussed computerized p~esentation software. In th1s month's 
column we will take a further look 
at some helpful tools for aiding 
your presentation efforts. One of 
the main features of recent 
presentation software is the ability 
to include graphics and sound into 
your presentations. Since creating 
your own sounds and graphics is 
out of the question (it is simply too 
time consuming), most 
presentation packages do, indeed, 
include some graphics. However, 
after becoming familiar with your 
choice of presentation package, 
you will most likely find that the 
selection of graphics included for 
your usage is no longer sufficient 
for your needs. Although some 
determined by the file format. 
Standard formats include WMF 
(wmdows metafile), GIF (graphics 
interchange format), BMP 
(windows bitmap) to name a few. 
These file formats histoncally 
come from the software that 
color, and are stored in the 
Windows metafile format. I 
successfully imported several 
images from both the packages 
into both Word and PowerPoint, 
and conclude that the color images 
are stunning when used in color 
presentations and prints. 
presentation packages, like 
Microsoft's PowerPoint, offer a 
wide range of graphics, it becomes 
boring when all your colleagues 
include the same graphics in their 
presentation. Thus. there is a need 
for new graphics and graphic tools. 
In my case, creating my own 
graphics is out of the question-
I'm not artistic enough, nor do I 
have the time to engage in this 
activity. Hence, my graphics must 
be collected elsewhere. I can either 
scan in graphics using a scanner, 
or I can buy (or otherwise acquire) 
professionally created graphics. 
The quality of your self-scanned 
images are typically lower (unless 
you run a computerized graphics 
studio), which makes this option a 
last resort. Graphic images can be 
purchased from an increasing 
number of software vendors. You 
can even buy satellite images from 
several government organizations 
(including the CIA). If you are 
connected to any of the nationwide 
computer services like 
CompuServe, Prodigy or the 
Internet, then you have access to a 
slew of public domain graphics 
files which you can download to 
your own computer. 
Graphics files come in a number 
of different file formats, and 
normally have a three-character 
file name extension that is 
In my case, creating my 
own graphics Is out of the 
questlon-l'm not artistic 
enough, nor do I have the 
time to engage In this 
activity. Hence, my 
graphics must be 
collected elsewhere. I can 
either scan in graphics 
using a scanner, or I can 
buy (or otherwise acquire) 
professionally created 
graphics. 
created them. Today, most 
software packages recognize 
several of the graphics formats and 
can convert between the different 
ones. Although it normally doesn't 
pose any problem, make sure your 
presentation program can handle 
the graphics format before you buy 
graphic files. 
ClickArt Business Images is a 
collection of more than 1000 
black- and-white business images 
produced by T/Maker. The 
graphics cover everything from 
logos to people to map symbols 
and states. These images are in the 
PCX format, which is the format 
used by PC paintbrush (the paint 
program that comes with 
Windows). The software does not 
require any installation, as the files 
are ready to use as is. The pictures 
can be imported into almost any 
Windows program, and resized to 
fit your needs. 
Although the selection of 
graphics is very good, the lack of 
color may be a concern when 
using the clips in color 
presentations. ClickArt Studio 
Series Business Art is a collection 
of more elaborate graphics than 
OickArt's Business Images. These 
images are for the most part in 
There are some problems 
associated with both computerized 
graphics and sound. After having 
collected graphics and sound clips, 
you will find yourself swamped 
with hundreds of files containing 
this information. Typically, each 
graphic image or sound clip is 
contained on one file. The real 
nightmare comes when you are 
trying to locate a particular file to 
include in your presentation. Also, 
the SIZe of these files grow rapidly 
as the quality of the graphics 
increase, and you'll find yourself 
out of disk space after a while. 
That's when you need DeltaPoint's 
Graphics Tools! 
Graphics Tools is a software 
package that lets users organize, 
capture and convert images. You 
can, for example, group your 
images into collections of related 
images Graphics Tools will 
Graphics Tools Is a 
software package that 
lets users organize, 
capture and convert 
Images. You can, for 
example, group your 
Images Into collections of 
related Images. Graphics 
Tools will display several 
Images simultaneously, 
and It provides tools for 
searching and sorting 
Images. 
display several images 
simultaneously, and it provides 
tools for searching and sorting 
images. Also, it comes with a 
graphics editor that can enhance 
images. You can adjust brightness, 
contrast and cropping, as well as 
rotate, retouch and apply special 
effects to your images. It can also 
"optimize" your graphics to look 
the best on screen or on the printer. 
In addition, Graphics Tools lets 
you capture any part of your 
computer screen. This latter 
feature comes in handy if you 
frequently create software manuals 
or instructions, and for 
demonstrating software 
functionality (for example, you 
can create slides of various screens 
to be displayed on an overhead 
projector when a computer is not 
available). Graphics Tools can also 
convert between numerous graphics 
formats, including Fax formats. It 
can even convert images between 
different hardware platforms 
(Windows, OS/2, Macintosh and 
Sun). Graphics Tools comes with a 
bonus CD containmg more than 
800 high-quality art and photo 
images, and the software is an 
absolute must if you collect and 
make use of graphics. 
Manufacturer information 
and requirements: 
Graphics Tools! Retail price: $169 
Delta Point 
2 Harris Court, Suite B-1 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(800) 367-4334 
Requirements: 2-4Mb of memory, 
5-11 Mb hard disk space, VGA 
graphics card, Windows 3.1, a 
mouse, DOS 4.01 or later. 
ClickArt Business Graphics, 
Retail price: $59.95 
ClickArt Professional Graphics, 
Retail price: $129.95 
T/Maker Company 
1390 Villa Street 
Mountain View, CA 94041 
(415) 962-0195 
Fax: (415) 962-0201 
Requirements: Windows or DOS-
based PC, hard disk drive, EGA or 
VGA graphics card. Both ClickArt 
products are also available for the 
Macintosh. Other image 
collections are also available . .& 
-Rolland is a professor of 
computer science wilh the A. Gary 
Anderson Graduote School of 
Manogement at the University of 
California at Riverside. 
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Local High-Tech Firm Announces Successful Stock Split 
Computer Marketplace, the Inland Empire company which man-
ufactures and distributes new and 
used computer equipment, 
continues to secure its financial 
future. 
Early in the month, the 
company announced a proposed 
2 for 1 split of common stock 
shares. Following the autho-
rization of the board of directors, 
the action was presented to 
Computer Marketplace stock-
holders for approval. Splitting of 
the company's stock will 
increase the number of 
authorized shares of Computer 
Marketplace common stock from 
15 million to 50 million. 
Additionally, two computer 
related corporations were 
acquired by Computer Market-
place later in the month. The 
company sealed the acquisition 
of Synergy Solutions Inc., dba 
SSI, as well as International 
Associated Marketing Corp., dba 
PC Outlet. 
Both SSI and PC Outlet were 
acqutred from Donald Dean, 
Mark Dean, Randy Dean and 
Katherine Vitale of Liconia, 
Michigan In the same 
transaction, Computer Market-
place also procured from the 
Dean family the Respond! 
software package. Th1s package 
IS equipped with state-of-the-art 
proprietary business information. 
SSI is a net-
working sales 
and consulting 
Computer Marketplace 1s a 
market leader," Kiley said. 
Kiley indicated that the 
acquisition will permit Computer 
Marketplace to expand its 
consumer base. 
"Together, we expect to 
become a maJOr systems 
integrator, broadening our 
national market reach from SSI 's 
Midwest base 
along with our 
established base 
firm authorized 
as a Novell 
Platinum Re-
seller. PC Outlet 
is a retail com-
puter chain. 
Early in the month, on the West 
Coast," he com-
mented the company announced 
a proposed 2 for 1 split Computer 
Marketplace saw 
a total sale in-
come for the final 
three months of 
1993 of 
of common stock shares. 
According to 
Wayne Kiley, 
president and CEO 
of Computer Marketplace, the 
acquisition of SSI will prove to 
be a fortunate venture. 
"SSI is enjoying considerable 
expansion of its networking 
business and has recently 
become active in the RISC 6000 
business, a segment in which 
$7,663,662. That figure repre-
sents more than four times the 
company's total sales for the 
same period the previous year. 
Computer Marketplace went 
public in June of 1993. At that 
time, 2,070,000 units were 
offered at $4 per unit. Currently, 
Computer Marketplace is among 
the Inland Empire's top 10 
publicly traded stocks. 
Last November, the company 
combined all three of its 
Southern California facilities 
under one roof Computer 
Marketplace moved its facilities 
to the city of Corona and a 
65,000-square-foot warehouse 
that the company purchased for 
$1.7 million. 
According to company 
officials, the move to the Inland 
Empire facility helped them to 
streamline Its sales, production 
and marketing processes by 
comb1n1ng the departments to 
one facility. 
The company boasts the ability 
to provide smart technology at 
shrewd prices. New and used 
equipment is offered at discount 
prices nationwide to dealers, 
computer maintenance companies, 
leasing companies, equ1pment 
brokers and users. 
Computer Marketplace stock is 
traded on the NASDAQ market 
under the symbol MKPL. • 
Blockbuster Still Alive and 
Well in Inland Empire 
MMI Reports 
Third Quarter Earnings 
For the past few months it has appeared as if the curtain was closing on at 
least one video store chain in the 
Inland Empire. Blockbuster Video 
has recently closed a number of 
its Inland Empire outlets. 
Blockbusters in Ontario and 
Upland have already locked their 
doors, and the chain's Rancho 
Cucamonga facility will most 
likely be pegged for closure in the 
near future. 
An official comment from 
Blockbuster's Wally Knief 
indicated that the closures do not 
signify trouble for the company 
He stated that the area stores are 
closing because the locations have 
reached the end of their respective 
leases. 
According to Knief, 
Blockbuster intends to open at 
least five new stores in the Inland 
Empire. By closing some of the 
already existing stores, 
Blockbuster is making room for 
new, larger sites. 
Included in Blockbuster's plans 
is a game room for some of the 
new locations. Current facilities 
are not large enough to house 
such an addition. 
Included in Blockbuster's 
plans is a game room for 
some of the new locations. 
Current facilities are not 
large enough to house 
such an addition. 
Upland's lease expired earlier 
in March and Ontano's lease will 
be up on May 23. Both stores 
have already closed, pending 
expansion plans. 
Blockbuster is headquartered In 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida and 
currently has 184 stores 
throughout the Inland Empire and 
Southern Califorma. • 
T he recession has, once again, affected the medical industry here in 
the Inland Empire. MMI 
Medical Inc. announced its 
results for the third quarter of 
the fiscal year which ended Jan. 
28. 
The Corona-based company 
did not enjoy a very profitable 
third quarter Net income for 
MMI was $421,000. This figure 
translates to about 14 cents per 
share of company stock. 
Comparatively, last year's 
figures for the same ttme penod 
were much more promising. 
During the third quarter of 
1993, MMI netted about 
$605,000 or 21 cents per share. 
According to the president 
and CEO of MMI, Alan 
Margults, the decline in 
revenues is due to an industry 
Wide slowing in equipment 
sales. 
Margulis offered an opti-
mistic interpretation of the 
recently disclosed statistics. He 
indicated that, while profits 
have definitely slipped, the 
company has still been able to 
mmimize the effect of the slow 
market. "While income has 
dipped in the entire industry, 
MMI has been able to level out 
its bad fortune," said Margulis. 
MMI Medical provides 
hospitals, clinics and private 
physician offices with main-
tenance service for diagnostic 
imaging equipment, shared 
mobile computed tomography 
and cardiac catheterization 
services. The company also 
distnbutes X-ray film and other 
radiology equipment and 
supplies. 
MMI's sluggish financial 
report followed a severe drop in 
the stock of another major 
Inland Empire health care 
organization, Pacific Physician 
Services. whose stocks lost 
about one-third of their value 
during the middle of March. • 
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Singing The Rites Of Spring 
S pring has sprung. I think we can all agree that the signs are everywhere; 
from the massive numbers of 
wildflowers blooming in the 
field across from my office, or 
that it is actually light at 5:30 
a.m. when I leave the 
house .... not to mention the fact 
that the most famous rite of 
spring, baseball, has begun. 
Many members and guests at 
the Inland Empire Ad Club's 
March program had the 
opportunity to hear, firsthand, 
about the market1ng of one of 
baseball's most successful 
minor league franchises, the 
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes 
Scott Kelly, vice president of 
the club, delivered a lively 
program at the luncheon 
meeting, held March 30 at the 
Magic Lamp 1n R.C. H1s 
presentation, "Is it Baseball, or 
is it Entertainment. .. the 
marketing of the Quakes," 
talked about the great success 
the Quakes have enjoyed by 
offenng a format of pro baseball 
and solid family entertainment. 
It was a real home run. 
This month, the Ad Club has 
two other happenings planned, 
including the American 
Advertising Federation's annual 
student competition. It will be 
held on Sat., April 23, at the Los 
Angeles Ttmes and will include 
competing teams from several 
1994 Trade Show Calendar 
SHOW TARGET 
ANALYTICA Europe 
MEDICAL CHINA China 
ELECTRONICA Mexico 













Mexico June 7-9 
Mexico June 26-28 
Germany Aug. 2-5 
Brazil Sept. 12-16 
Mexico September 
Taiwan Sept. 27-30 
France Oct. 13-27 
Germany Nov. 8-12 




Medical & Hospital 









Medical & Biotechnology 
General Technology 
For further Information, please call the Office of Export Development at (310) 590-5965 
Calendar is subject to change without notice. 
090393 
Southern California schools, 
including our own Cal Poly 
Pomona. On April 27, the club 
will hold its monthly luncheon 
program with speaker and 
location to be announced. For 
information contact David 
McMonigle at (818) 303-1090. 
AND IN THE AWARDS 
DEPARTMENT ... 
I n the last month, clients served by two local agencies picked up industry 
awards for their marketing 
communication materials. 
The 1994 catalog for 
Monrovia Nursery Company 
was honored with the Quill and 
Trowel Award from the Garden 
Writers Association of America. 
In addition, Color Spot, a 
bedding plant grower based in 
San Pablo, CA, was honored 
with an award for their trade 
show booth design by the 
California Landscape 
Contractors Association . Uber 
Advertising & Public RelatiOns 
of Upland represents both 
companies and was responsible 
for the design of both of the 
award-winning projects. 
A technical poster and 
packaging combination 
developed for Lazorlite Parts, an 
import automotive parts supplier 
based in Fremont, Calif., was 
honored by the Auto 
International Association as the 
most innovative new merchan-
dising concept of the year. 
Stewart-Holt Advertising of 
Ontario is agency of record and 
handled the project. 
BUY A DAY IN YOUR 
DUNGAREES 
Here is a very cool way to get an extra "casual day" in the office and 
help a great charitable cause at 
the same time. TCI Cable 
Advertising of Ontario held 
the1r second annual, "Casual for 
a Cure" day recently. Working 
in conjunction with KBIG 104 
and the Leukemia Society, they 
offered to allow any employee 
who chose to participate, the 
Please See PtJge 40 
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Survey Tracks Trillion Dollar Wealth Transfer 
W ith the United States on the verge of the largest transfer of 
wealth in its history, almost $5 
tnllion will exchange hands over 
a period of twenty years, with an 
additional $1 trdllon being 
transferred by the end of the 
decade. The wealthiest Amencans 
in the Umted States .1re prepanng 
to pass on their estates, according 
to the latest U. S. Trust survey 
of Affluent Amencans. 
The survey found that, of the 
top one percent of the wealthiest 
people 111 the country, a maJonty 
already have a will. along with a 
formal estate plan, and have 
discussed their estate planning 
with their spouse. The majority 
of those surveyed also expected 
to leave most of the estate to the1r 
spouse. 
In cases where no liv1ng spouse 
is present, the children will be 
distributed two-thirds of the 
estates. Most of the parents 
interviewed sa1d "it is a good 
idea to talk with children about 
mheritances," while only a small 
percent said they actually talked 
with their children about their 
plans. 
Parents feel that, on the 
average, children should at least 
be 23-years of age before they 
should be allowed to take 
responsibility of a s1gnificant 
inheritance. 
"Affluent parents are 
remarkably egalitarian in their 
terminate of their children," said 
Franklin Ulf, chairman and CEO 
of U.S. Trust Company of 
California, which performed the 
survey. 
"Interestingly, factors such as 
who a parent feels closer to or 
fights with less, have little or no 
impact on the size of the 
inheritance. Nor are the sex or 
age of a child important" replied 
Ulf. 
Aside from the traditional 
passage of wealth to family 
members, a high percentage of 
those surveyed indicated that they 
also had philanthropic plans for 
their estate. The majority of 
people named colleges or 
academic institutions as 
beneficiaries. A smaller amount 
of those surveyed named health 
organizations, and an ever smaller 
amount named religious 
organizations as beneficiaries. 
Twenty-four percent planned to 
leave money to environmental 
causes or politics . Only a small 
amount, about 20%, said they 
would leave money to a museum 
or library. 
:'vlovmg on, we find that only 
half those surveyed have 
established trusts to reduce their 
estates taxes, the most common 
type of trust IS a revocable trust, 
but it is not a t.tx sav1ng device. 
While a m1nonty of more 
surveyed used a tax saving device 
know as a tax vehicle. 
When asked how they would 
pay for their new higher taxes, a 
majonty of older afflucnts, aged 
49 and over. sa1d they would cut 
back on investments Ages 49 and 
under said they would reduce 
the1r chantable contnbutions or 
postpone major purchases. such 
as cars homes or boats. 
Desp1te the concerns over 
taxes, the U. S. Trust Affluent 
Investors Index shows that 
wealthy Americans have become 
more optimistic over the past six 
months about performance of 
their personal portfolios, and they 
have decided to shift their 
Investments from equ1ties to 
money market instruments and 
1nto spec1al investments. 
The U S. Trust survey finds 
that the wealthiest Americans are 
well prepared to pass on the 
wealth as they get older to their 
chddren. spouses, and the 





If you have ever tried to ger a long rerm, low cosr, Government Guar-
anteed SBA Loan, you know the confusion and paperwork involved. Foothill 
Independent Bank's new SBA Lending Cemer is designed ro make the process 
simple and fasr. In facr, many rimes you can find our if your business qualifies 
righr over rhe phone. Borrow $50,000 to $1 ,500,000 for working capital, ro 
restructure existing debt to increase cash 
flow, or for the purchase of equipment and 
industrial or commercial property. Call 
Joanna Bruno, our SBA expert now ar 
(818) 851-9182. Foorhill Independent 
Bank is a member of FDIC. @ 
Fully Amortized 
No Balloon Payment 
No Prepayment Penalty 
No Lender Points 
~~~ 
FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK 
Striving to exceed your expectations 
l 
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American Managers Letting Their Feminine Sides Show 
k cording toa new st~dy ~y he Umvers1ty of Cahfomta t Riverside, women in the 
workplace have brought about 
significant changes in the way 
businesses are managed. 
The study conducted by Nanette 
Fondas, a faculty member at UCR, 
argues that managers of today 
possess what are perceived as 
feminine qualities: being 
understanding, more cooperative, 
interested in people and not "power 
hungry." This management style is 
being adopted by male and female 
managers alike, she said. 
Fondas, an assistant professor in 
The A. Gary Anderson Graduate 
School of Management at UCR, 
examined what she perceived as a 
shift in American management 
policies toward femin1ne 
characteristics. Fondas published 
her findmgs in a research paper 
titled "The Feminization of 
American Management." 
The paper won the Academy of 
Management 's Dorothy Harlow 
Award for Best Paper in August 
1993. It was published in The 
Academy of Management Best 
Paper Proceedings in 1993. 
In her paper, Fondas asserts that 
American businesses are moving 
toward what she refers to as 
"feminization" in management. 
"Managers are no longer told to 
command employees," Fonda~ said. 
"Instead, they are trained to be 
nurturing. 
"Managers are encouraged to 
manage in a feminine style," Fondas 
"When you're dealing 
with people's health, you 
don't have time to stand in 
line to do your banking. 
Our bank just got too 
big and too busy for us. At 
Chino Valley Bank we're 
in and out in a matter of 
minutes." 
maybe it's time you 
changed banks. Give us a 
call and we'll send an 
experienced business 
banker to your place of 
business to discuss the 
advantages ofbanking 
with Chino Valley Bank. 
If your bank is getting 
too big for your business, 
.drmtlilr. s,.,. CJ;.. a.. eor-
~·&u..•DitttmirJ·~·Rirlmide 
s-s.-rlilwJ •S. Gtlbritl• Uplad 
.. 
Chino Valley Bank 
Tire Bank Business Banks On . 
-FIIIC 
said. "Management experts, 
researchers, and 'gurus' are all 
advising managen; to change." 
M ale managers, however, are 
having a difficult time accepting this 
switch to a kinder, gentler form of 
management, according to Fondas. 
"People are afraid of labelmg tt 
feminme," Fondas said. "They find 
11 threatening." 
Fondas goes on to say that, in 
order to stem the male ego and 
avoid terms like "fem1mzation" that 
some managers may find 
threatening, busmesses are dubbing 
this new management trend with 
titles like participative management 
o.r high involvement. Under these 
forms of management, managers try 
to stress working in teams rather 
than having one authoritative leader 
or boss. The term denotes a neutral 
tone, she said. Other terms avoid the 
use of "feminization," though, still 
create a masculine image, such as 
post-heroic management or the "un-
leader." 
She also pointed out the word 
"man" is even embedded in the title 
"manager." 
"It's a fear of the feminine," she 
said, "but something that will 
become more comfortable as men's 
and women's career concerns and 
prospects converge." 
Fondas primaril y studied 
management literature such as 
books and business magazines 
dealing with management per-
spectives. 
''I looked at how managers are 
told to manage," Fondas said. 
"Literature is a big cultural force. 
We have to pay attention to what it 's 
saying." 
Fondas also looked at managerial 
styles in other countries. She 
observed images which suggest 
American management is 
subordinate to Japan and Germany. 
This subordination indicates what 
is typically a feminine stance, a loss 
of power in the American 
workplace, Fondas said. 
Fondas is not sure what the future 
of management will be like or what 
effects feminization will have on 
women. 
She said in the short run, to 
remain globally competitive, 
managers will require employees to 
care for and spend more time on 
their wort - a requirement of high 
involvement management. Iron-
ically, sbe said, this could burt 
women wi1b families. • 
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Sutro Study Says California Banks More Stable 
Anew report issued by Sutro and Company 1s predtct1ng that the 
national outlook for the banking 
industry will still be somewhat 
strained; however, three regions 
may be spared the national slow 
down. 
The report ind1cates that, while 
investing 10 intermed1ary stocks 
may be tougher during the next 
year, the Mountain states, the 
Southeast and California should 
fare better than the rest of the 
nation for mvestments. 
The study suggests that 
invesllng in the stocks of 
mtermediaries over the next year 
will be a difficult process because 
bankmg stocks, in general, will be 
under pressure. 
According to the Sutro report, 
there are a few investment themes 
that should be considered. 
Reg10nal econom1c strength 
should be noted. Banks within 
stronger economic regions are 
better equipped to counter falling 
spreads with increased loan 
demand, offsettmg the effect of 
decreased net interest. Therefore, 
the best bet for banking in the 
year to come would be banks and 
thrifts operating in the areas of 
strong or resurging economic 
activity. 
Additionally, the report suggests 
focusing on supply/demand 
imbalance, fundamental value 
analysis, assets size, management 
inclination, market share, and 
retail presence, in that order, 
should be considered as factors in 
determining potential investment 
targets. 
It is also recommends that 
investors should be cautious when 
attempting to capitalize on 
California's recovery. 
As a final hint, the report 
indicates that newly reported 
thrifts should perform s trongly in 
relation to the rest of the financial 
services market. 
The best opportunities in 
California are among the mid-size 
companies with little credit risk. 
Companies with low asset quality 
problems will be best situated to 
take advantage of increased 
economic activity when it arises. 
Included among the recommended 
companies are, Confide Financial 
Corp., Downey Savings and Loan, 
Glendale Federal, Union, 
California Federal, Sumitomo 
The report indicates that, 
while investing in 
intermediary stocks may 
be tougher during the next 
year, the Mountain states, 
the Southeast and 
California should fare 
better than the rest 
of the nation. 
Bank of California. Citadel 
Holding Corporation, and Impenal 
Bancorp. 
The higher risk companies are 
usually just recovering from assets 
quality problems or currently have 
assets quality problems. 
The top pick in this category is 
Coast Savmgs Financial in Los 
Angeles, whose assets are down to 
2 92% from a high of 4 .96% in 
December 1992. Coast's pnmary 
risks come from the dilution in 
some type of capital offering. 
Other companies in th1s same 
category are National Corporation 
and Imperial Bancorp. Both of 
these compames have a higher risk 
profile and are not appropriate for 
risk averse mves!Qrs. 
Accordingly, we see the best 
chance for secure bankmg would 
be to stick with one of the low-risk 
banks . Or use one of the above 
themes for investing. Also banking 
withtn these guidelines can bring 
you a secure and happy life with 
your bankmg or investing. • 
If you're looking to expand your small business-or refinance your current real estate loans to lower 
expenses- there's no time like 
can save you money well into the 
future. 
At Wells Fargo, we're offering 
fixed and adjustable loans from 
$100,000 to $1,000,000. Our loans 
can be financed over 5, 10, or 15 
years. And if you'd like to convert 
one of our adjustable loans to a fixed 
the present. 
Interest rates are down to levels 
we haven't seen in years. That 
means lower monthly p~ents that 
rate, it's easy to do-you 
won't even have to fill out 
a new application. 
It's the right time to 
look into real estate financ-
ing-and Wells Fargo is the 
right place to start. Come 
into your local Wells Fargo 
office today, or give us a call 
at 1-800-35-WELLS. 
WELLS FARGO BANK 
CI99J,q,'FB,S A 
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How to Pick the Retirement Plan That's Right for You 
By Steve Tindle 
S mall business owner Derrick Patne of Pacific States Box and Baskets Co. 
in Glendale, CA, had a problem. 
As the money in his "customtzed" 
company's pension plan grew, so 
did the fees charged by the hank 
that managed it. When the annual 
cost to "maintain" the plan 
jumped to an astounding $20,000 
last year, Paine decided it was 
time to shop around. 
Shopptng around paid off for 
Paine as well as for his 30 loyal, 
hardworking employees. The 
qualified retirement plan or 
Keogh which Paine chose, offers 
he and his employees a wide 
variety of investment options 
with a range of potential risks and 
returns. The cost to the company 
was next to nothing, unlike his 
The Indy 500,000. 
former plan. 
Though Paine only recently 
discovered that all business 
retirement plans aren't equal, he 
had long understood the value of 
having a company retirement 
plan. He knew, for example, that 
he could deduct, as a business 
expense, the entire amount he 
contributed to the plan from the 
taxable income of the business. 
He also knew that a retirement 
EYery night, over fiw! hundred thousand pounds 
of packages race through our brand new IndianapoliS 
hub, the central faolity 
for Expms Mail! 
Short hours later, the overn~ght race has run rts 
course and the Express Mail packages reach their final 
destinations Tracked, traced and guaranteed 
If you'd ltke to see how fast Express Marl can 
The action begins 
after midmght, when 
dozens of Postal Service 
jetS axwerge on our 
central facti~ bearing 
padcages fftlm aCIOI5 the~ Their cargo tS 
R!f'IIOIIIId, SOitld, .nd lllolded bv 3 a m the 
jet Ius-off into the night 
1110¥1!, you don't hiM! to go to lndranapohs. 
Call 1100~at.,.. ~--
for a fn!e Express Mail 
Starter Ktt. From Just S9 95, 
It should be Just your speed 
When you want It 
overn~ght, guaranteed, we 
deiM!r for you 
plan is no longer simply a benefit 
that's nice to have, but a critical 
competitive advantage tn 
attracting and retaining 
employees who understand the 
urgent necessity of building a 
nest egg for the future. 
With the currenl emphasis on 
saving, having the right 
retirement plan lakes on more 
importance than ever before, 
whether you are an employee or 
the owner of the business. How 
do you know which one best suits 
your company? 
First, for most small business 
owners, an inexpensive, packaged 
or "prototype" plan such as a 
Keogh or Simplified Employee 
Pension plan that has been 
approved by the Interrial Revenue 
Service is often preferable to the 
more expensive "customized" 
plan. Second, a plan that provides 
a mix of investment choices with 
a broad spectrum of potenlial 
risks and returns offers investors 
a far better chance of 
accumulating enough weallh to 
last through their retirement years 
than one which has only a few 
investment choices. Such 
prototype retirement plans are 
available at many banks and 
financial institutions. 
A SEP can be opened or 
funded until the last day of your 
tax filing deadline - typically 
April 15 - which means that any 
time before the deadline you can 
make a contribution. A 
QRP/Keogh must be opened by 
the end of the business' tax year, 
which is usually December 31. It 
can, however, be funded up until 
the tax fili ng deadline of your 
busi ness. After yo u pick your 
plan, don 't forget to deduct the 
amount of the contribution on 
your business' tax return I 
The great news about this is 
that choosing the right retirement 
plan - whether you're thinking 
of establishing one for the first 
time or think you could improve 
on the one you already have -
will pay off in long-term added 
value for you and your business. 
• 
-n.dle •• baatiiiJ olrtcer 
will . .... ,..., But'• 
..._.s.piNDivilloa. 
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• Ask the C alifomra Venntre F arum ' addresses 
questions of mteresr ro bmme.1.1 owner.\ and 
enrreprmeurs and is a proJt'CI of famlty from 
California Sture Polyreduric Uni1·ersiry, local 
busure.~1leaden, and rltt• lnlmuJ Emprre 
Busuress Journal ResporLies are prepared by 
Forum members. The Californw Venture 
Fonmr showcases enrrepreneurs mul 
btiStnesses e~·el}' orlu:r molllh rn an efforr ro 
help rhem obrarn financmg. lf>•m an• 
interesred ur becomurg a prese111er or" vuld 
like more mformnrirm about rht• Califorma 
Venture Forum, colllacrJolrn Tulacar · 
{909) 860-5852 
71tiS month's colum11 i1 by Frits Rosem-eltlt 
Ask The California 
~: Venture Forum 
A s our world becomes smaller and smaller, the potential market an 
which to sell our goods and 
services is getting larger and 
L-A-R-G-E-R. The time to begin 
to build contacts with the market 
outside the boundaries of the 
United States of America is 
NOW. 
The market outside the U.S. is 
almost one hundred times the 
market within the U.S. 
Just because the gentle people 
of the U.S. do not believe that 
the goods made here are of any 
value (why else would we be 
buying foreign merchandise?), 
that does not mean that people in 
other parts of the world think the 
same way. 
Oh, yes, we went lhrough a 
period in which the American-
born workers just went through 
the routines and pretended to 
produce top-rate, quality 
merchandise but as a matter of 
fact, they produced the worst 
kind of goods ever released on 
the market. But, that's in the 
past. 
As the land of opportunity, 
people still try to come to 
the U.S., because It Is 
where the system allows 
one to become as wealthy 
as one can dream. 
The U.S., because of this past 
careless attitude, has lost a lot of 
manufacturing jobs to foreign 
lands and now is the time to try 
to recover. 
As one travels abroad, one 
starts to understand how much 
U.S .-produced merchandise is 
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worth in foreign lands. In 
Europe, the best-sellang 
automobile ts the Ford Escort 
Clothing bearing the tag "Made 
tn the U.S.A.," whether new or 
used, are hot items . There are 
Amencan entrepreneurs who buy 
used, "Made in America" jeans 
for up to S 10 per paar and have 
no !rouble selling them for up to 
$200 a pair, just because of the 
label. 
For Americans abroad, it 
seems normal to order and get a 
Coke. But just think ... that is an 
American product, sold in a 
foreign country in such amounts 
that Coca Cola has not lost a 
penny in sales in any foreign 
counlry. Other examples can be 
seen in Pepsi Cola, McDonalds, 
Kodak, Del Monte and many, 
many more. The U.S.-made 
product is very much a sought 
after commodity in foreign 
markets. 
As the land of opportunity, 
people still try to come to the 
U.S., because it is where the 
system allows one to become as 
wealthy as one can dream. And 
because the idea that "everyone 
can make it in the U.S.," 
American products are seen as 
being produced by people, who 
could not present them if they 
were not successful. Thus, 
having U.S.-made products on 
your body or in your home, 
means that you are successful 
and "Americanized." 
As you walk through foreign 
dties, you'll see the products of 
the American "success story." 
You see it in the blue-jean-clad 
individuals, who have adopted a 
Western (cowboy)-type of 
swagger. When you meet these 
people, take a closer look and 
observe what other "American" 
products they have on them or 
with them. You'll be surprised. 
Now is the time for all 
American manufacturers, small, 
medium and large to explore 
these foreign markets. There are 
many ways that this can be 
accomplished. 
There are networks, such as 
the "International Trade 
Network," in Ontario (909-983-
8902); Women in World Trade in 
Irvine (714-852-6025), who can 
help even the smallest U.S. 
companies in researching foreign 
markets. 
Some of the many government 
organizations which may be of 
help are: 
Californta Trade & 
Commerce Agency, !Wl "K" 
S1reet, Ste . 1700, Sacramento, 
The market outside 
the U.S. is almost 
one hundred times the 
market within the U.S. 
Calif. 95814; (916) 324-551 I. 
• Export Managers Assoctation 
of California, 110 E. 9th Street, 
Suite A-669, Los Angeles, CA 
90079, (213) 892-1388. 
U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 11000 Wilshire 
Blvd., #9200, Los Angeles, 
Calif., 90024. 
• Cenlers for International 
Trade Development, which are 
located an many cities throughout 
California-Pomona and 
Riverside are two localions. 
• California State World Trade 
Commission, Office of Export 
Development. One World Trade 
Center, Ste . 990, Long Beach, 
Calif. 90R31-0990 (310) 590-
5965. 
• Los Angeles Area Chamber 
of Commerce, P.O. Box 3696, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90051-1969 
(213) 629-0652. 
•U.S. and Foreagn Commercial 
Service, U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 3300 Irvine Ave., 
Ste. 305, Newport Beach, Calif. 
92660-3198, (714) 660-1688 ext. 
126. 
There are many, many more 
networks and agencies, which 
stand ready to help promote your 
products abroad. "" 
Accounting: A Critical 
Management Tool 
Continued From Page 14 
showing your sales, cost of goods 
sold (if applicable) and operating 
expenses, to arrive at your net profit 
or loss. Your income statement 
should be backed up with a detailed 
general ledger, journals and notes 
explaining any items that are 
unclear. 
After you have had a day to 
review your financial statements, 
call in your financial team to help 
you analyze them. You and your 
team should focus on key ratios 
such as inventory turn days, 
accounts receivable turn days, 
accounts payable turn days, the debt 
to equity ratio, the current ratio, 
working capital, gross profit margin 
and return on sales to name a few. 
Try to pinpoint potential problems. 
As you and your team analyze 
your financial statements, focus on 
any major changes that have 
occurred. Compare similar time 
periods, such as first quarter this 
year versus first quarter last year or 
this year's fiscal ending versus last 
year's fiscal ending. Ask yourself 
"what are the significant changes 
and why did they occur?" (i.e. Sales 
are down 10% from last year. Why? 
Payables are up 15% for the first 
quarter. Why?) 
When your analysis is completed, 
set financial goals for the next three 
months, six months and one year. 
Be sure to use your financial 
statements to measure your success 
rate in achieving each goal. 
At least twice a year have your 
tax accountant or tax preparer set 
time aside for tax planning. Your 
tax planning must consider the goals 
and future plans that have been 
decided upon and what impact, if 
any, they will have on future tax 
liabilities. 
In summary, your accounting 
system should generate reports such 
as a balance sheet and income 
statement so that you and your 
accounting team can properly 
monitor the financial health of your 
company. The idea is to eliminate 
surprises and detect problems early. 
• 
-v aklez IS president and CEO of 
The Claremont Consulttng Group, 
a consulttng ftrm based m CIIR!IIIOIIt 
specialwng m tbe UDICjUC aoedl of 
Southern Caltfomta'a er.b ... --. 
1..8(l0.5(10.633 
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IE Economy Growing Up, According to New Report 
Connmtt·d From Page 3 
economy and fully urbanized area." hou~ing construction was at 1ts 
said Hahn. "During the 1990s the peak. 
Inland Empire v. ill be the most Hahn explams that with all four 
raptdly growing area m California 
and one of the most rapidly growing 
areas in the U.S , as was the case 
during most of the '1-iOs. 
"Some of the big factors we have 
to look at are that the Inland Empire 
is the next vast expanse for busmess 
in Southern California. Right now, 
land is still relatively cheap in the 
region and we should start to see 
businesses that are now based in 
Los Angeles and Orange Counties 
start to shift to the Inland Empire," 
said Hahn. 
"You'd think businesses 
would learn but, they 
don't," said Hahn. "I've 
seen the economy go 
through this cycle of 
recovery and recession 
four times now and every 
time the businesses do the 
exact same things that got 
them Into trouble the 
last time. " 
While this bright news for the 
Inland Empire may sound dim for 
Orange and LA Counties, Hahn 
adds that, while these areas may 
lose some manufacturing jobs to 
Riverside and San Bernardino, 
Orange and LA should see an 
increase in high-tech and other 
industries, partially driven by the 
passage of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement. 
II is this coupling of increased 
employment in the four-county area 
that Hahn is predicting will, in tum, 
light a fire under the Inland 
Empire's housing market pushing it 
beyond the housing explosion that 
the area experienced during the late 
'80s. 
"The outlook is that Riverside 
and San Bernardino Counties each 
could experience production levels 
of over 20,000 housing units for one 
or two years during the 1990s ... " 
according to the study. This 
production of homes could exceed 
the average of 23,000 homes 
produced annually in the area 
between 1985 and 1989 when 
counties, Orange, Riverside, San 
Bernardino and Los Angeles, seemg 
increases in employment, workers 
will flood the Inland Empire in 
search of affordable housing. As 
this trend occurs, the Inland 
l:.mpire 's current housing supply 
will dwindle forctng additional 
construction which will create even 
more jobs for the area. 
"A cycle will develop where the 
people who can't afford the housing 
in Orange and LA Counties will 
flock to the Inland Empire," said 
Hahn. "As these people locate to the 
area, this will begin to bring a need 
for more service-related mdustries 
which will employ people who live 
in the Inland Empire." 
Housing construction is not the 
only area that will spur-on the 
Inland Empire's economic 
maturation process. According to 
the study, the Riverside/ San 
Bernardino region will experience a 
growth in non-residential building 
as well, with construction in office 
space and industrial facilities 
climbing slowly until 1997 when 
Hahn theorizes that vacancy rates 
will drop below 10%, making new 
building economically feasible. 
"After office construction 
revives, the annual levels of 
construction and absorption would 
be higher than they were in the 
1980s. As the Inland Empire 
urbanizes, the economy becomes 
more balanced, and large office-
using firms serving large regional 
and national markets start to locate 
in the Inland Empire," said Hahn. 
As far as employment predictions 
are concerned, Hahn's study also 
predicts high growth for the Inland 
region with the largest expansion 
coming in the last part of the 20th 
century. During the boom years of 
the '80s, this region saw average 
increases of employment amounting 
to about 38,500 per year. Hahn 
speculates that these employment 
growth figures should be equalled 
and possibly surpassed during the 
last four years of the decade. 
But, before everyone breaks out 
party hats and streamers to celebrate 
the coming of the recovery, Hahn 
warns that the area economy could 
get a lot worse before it gets better 
for the remainder of 1994. 
This is no secret to area business 
Four Keys to Inland Empire's 
Economic Recovery 
• Growth in the Orange and Los Angeles County 
economies. Employment growth in these counties will 
employ presently unemployed workers living in the Inland 
Empire and reduce its unemployment rate, which is nearly 
two times Orange County's and almost 50% higher than 
Los Angeles County's. 
• Residential construction should boom again and add large 
numbers of employees in construction and the other 
sectors that participate in the housing unit construction and 
sale process. 
• The manufacturing and wholesale trade sectors will add 
many jobs as the Southern California economy grows and 
as manufacturing and distribution firms continue to move to 
and expand in the Inland Empire. 
• Later in the decade, construction of office and industrial 
buildings will boost the economy by expanding construction 
employment and employment in the other sectors involved 
in nonresidential building development. 
owners who are trying to hang-on 
until the expected recovery comes 
along to help them out. 
"If you ask me, the economy now 
is worse than it ever was," said 
Mike Fallwell, a small business 
owner in Corona. "Product orders 
are down and everyone keeps 
saying that we're going into 
recovery. Well, all the predictions 
and articles in the world don't 
amount to money coming in and 
paying my bills. Right now, I would 
have to say that business is worse 
than I've ever seen it, and I've been 
doing business in this region for 
some 13 years." 
The Inland Empire Is 
growing up, and as It 
matures as a region It could 
carry the rest of Southern 
California Into economic 
recovery, according to the 
latest forecasts from 
Kenneth Leventhal & Co. 
Comments like Fall well's are 
exactly what Hahn expect; his study 
indicates that the Inland Empire was 
hard hit by large numbers of job 
losses in the area during the first 
two years of the '90s. 
"When workers who live in the 
Inland Empire lose their jobs in Los 
Angeles and Orange Counties, their 
incomes and household spending at 
local businesses drop. After a 
certain period of reduced sales, local 
businesses start laying off 
employees. This process takes quite 
a few months to fully work through 
and be reflected in the employment 
statistics," according to the report. 
Showing a more pessimistic side, 
Hahn also warns that after the 
Inland Empire and the rest of 
Southern California go through this 
period of recovery and expansion, 
the area should be hit by another 
recession right around the turn of 
the century. 
"You 'd think businesses would 
learn but, they don't," said Hahn. 
"I've seen the economy go through 
this cycle of recovery and recession 
four times now and every time the 
businesses do the exact same things 
that got them into trouble the last 
time . Basically they start over 
expanding. That's what causes a 
recession. Businesses see economic 
growth, then they expand, when 
they expand too far, they have to lay 
people off and have surplus 
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Top Travel Agencies Serving The Inland Empire 
Hunl..c d h1 \11/c' 111 the /nlo11.! I IIIJ'II, /'J'I i 
Compaay Sales I.E. Buslaw Mix Systrms Used Speclaltlrs Top Local Ex«. Namr/Address I.E. Only Staff Corporate Tide City/Stair/Zip 
ulsun Pbone/Fu 
Mep Trani htc. 6.5 mdlion 17 50% Sabre 800 Fax, lntematiooal ROHIW')' Utadl & JetDette Cox 1. 1530 Consumer Orclc 50% Associations, Donations President/Vice President Corooa, CA 91720 Bridal Regisl111tions (800) 669-6342/733-171JJ 
UaJclobe a...,.cy Trani 5.7 nulhon 16 80% Apollo Focal Point Business Travel, Jim M. Robens 2. 9W Haven Ave, Ste. 120 20% Cruises, Presideot Raocbo Cllcamooga. CA 91730 Incentive Groups (800) 727-<n.27/(9W) 94141100 
Uaiplbe ero,.. Trani, lac. 4.1 million 8 70% Covia, Apollo Corp. Travel Mgmt., Cruises, NOI"'D&JJ H. & EUeen J . Monson J . 268 W. Hospitality lane., St~:.109 30% Focal Pomt Bus. Group Meet, Tours, Owners San Bernardino, CA 924<1! Muo. Govt., Hosp., Schools (9®) 888-9650 /88S-4497 
Uaiplbe Maxima Travel 3.3 million 8 80% Apollo Focal Point Busoness Travel Peggy Norton 4. 3711 Maio Street 20% Meeting Planning President Riverside, CA 92501 Groups (9®) 784-94201784-6918 
Cart.o. Tram Network -I.E. Travel Boreaa 26mdlion 11 100% Apollo Focal Poml Corporate Theresa L. Bennett 5. 402 S. Milliken Ave., Ste. E-1 0% Government Owner Ootano, CA 91761 International (9®) 984-9292/984-2485 
J-Trani Assod.lta lac. 2.5 million 6 10% Apollo Focal Point Cruoses Patrick Jones, CTC 
'· 
2335 W. Footltill Blvd, St~:. 20 90% TS2000XL Getaway Vacations President Upland, CA 91786 (9®) 920-9W3/9204l339 
~Travel 2.5 million 7 90% World Span Corporate R.B. Rlcktr1 7. 1«115 FJ Paseo 10% President Palm Deacrt, CA 92260 (619) 346-56651346-5668 
BicbdJ Travel Ceala' 2milhon 5 60% Apollo Focal Point Business Travel BID BkkueU 8. 27311 Jeffmoo, Ste. 101 40% International Air Owner T emccu1a, CA 92590 Cruises (9®) 676-6889/676-8579 
Rudto Tra'l'd,lac. l.6million 5 20% Sabre Leisure, Vacations, Susan Cohea 
'· 
27491 Yaez Rd 80% Cruises, Tours, Fits, President Temecula, CA 92591 International (9®) 676-4141/676-4227 
CJ'N Jloula Travel Senict 1.6 million 4 25% System One Tours & Cruises MJcbeUe Eno 10. 24467 Suonymead 75% Presodeni/Manager Moreno Valley, CA 92553 (9®) 924-5431,<}85-00 18 
c..t.aa Trlrrel Network-I.E. Tra•d Bveaa 1.5 million II 10% Apollo Focal Point Cruises, Touos Theresa L. Beaaett IL 2238 S. Euclid, Ste. E 90% Owner Oatario, CA 91762 (9®) 983-0250/46(}. 3060 
VJ.P. Tnml 1.4 million 5 55% Apollo Focal Point Small Business, Group, Barbara Ott 11. 150 w. &.eliDe 45% Cruise, Corporate, Owner lbaho, CA 92376 Incentive (9®) 874-1750,117441926 
~TnmiSemca oa 28 90% United Airlines, Apollo Corporate, Groups. lklllllsHextel 13. 2990 l.allllld EmpiJe Blvd. 10% Focal Point, American Meeting lncentoves, Regoonal Vice President Oatario, CA 91764 Airlines, Sabre Leisure (9®) 483-336619414l7!4 
Eacape Travel oa 4 50% Apollo Focal Point Full Service Jane McDoaald 14. 9000-106 Footllill Blvd. 50% Free Delivery Owner Raacbo CUcamoop. CA 91730 (9®) 900. 3631~80-6178 
~TnmiSerrice so 10% AA, Sabre Travel, Cruises Loll Aadersoa 
.15. 700 Elll T*Pitz 90% Groups Owner 1'11111 Spilp, CA 92262 (619) 325-2001/325-5727 
'l'n*wt.J Cnolle a: Travel 16 10% Apollo Cruise, Hawaii, Europe, Patrida Patxaer 16. 7342S FJ .._, Sle. 24A 90% The World Owner Palm Delat, CA 922Ql (619)340-1111 
c.-Tnftlllllnke be. WND 8 60!Ii Sabre Air, Rail, Tours, Cruises, Martt:W.«Ab 17. 911 E. ar-t Blvd. ~ Corporate Groupllooentive President an., CA 91719 Travel Acc:ts. Wdc, Fn:c Dlvy. (9®) 737 · 7000/(800) 322-CORP 
llllfii* ......... Tnml WND 7 ~ Aplllo Focal Point, Complete Corporate Travel YniColf 1& 14726 a-Ave, Sle. 104 2K SAM Mau.qemeot, 24-Hour Service, Owner ODo, CA 91710 1Dtematiooal Dest, Iooentivea (909) 39J.S459/393-S464 
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Hardie Gambles on New Business Venture in Inland Empire 
I t seems that a traditional midwestern pastime is starttng to catch on here in 
the Inland Empire. Harness 
racing is coming to Rtverside 
County and is bringing some 
encouraging economic figures 
along for the ride. 
Today, Emerald Ranch is 
one of Southern 
California's major 
thoroughbred training 
centers and, with the 
completion of this new 
project, will become 
California's premier 
harness racing complex. 
Emerald Meadows Ranch, 
located adJacent to the Santa 
Ana River and Highway 60, ts 
one of California's most historic 
thoroughbred operations. The 
ranch intends to develop a 
multi-million dollar harness 
racing and equestrian center. 
This facility will be California's 
first permanent racing center for 
ltve harness racing. 
Emerald Meadows ranch is 
owned by George Hardie, 
former mayor of Cathedral City. 
Hardie also owns the Bicycle 
Club in Los Angeles. 
"Today, Emerald Ranch is one 
of Southern California's major 
thoroughbred training centers 
and, with the completion of this 
new project, will become 
Californta's premier harness 
racing complex," said Hardie. 
If all goes according to plans, 
the Riverside area will reap the 
benefits of the project as 
constructton of the facility is 
predicted to spark the local 
economy. 
"This project will create 
several hundred new jobs for the 
immediate community by 
stimulating a new business 
industry, thus generating 
thousands of revenue dollars for 
Riverside County," Hardie 
stated. 
More exact predictions of the 
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to reserve your ad space. 
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tens of thousands of dollars in 
new economic activity will be 
generated and at least 175 new 
jobs will be created 
An increase in local property 
values ts anticipated as a result 
of the project. Property nearer 
to the track is expected to gain 
value because of its proximity to 
an anticipated revenue 
attraction . 
This project will create 
several hundred new jobs 
for the immediate 
community by stimulating 
a new business industry, 
thus generating thousands 
of revenue dollars for 
Riverside County. 
Ltve harness racing will be 
featured 20 weeks out of the 
year. The site will be equipped 
to maintain and train a total of 
600 horses. 
The proposed construction 
includes luxurious facilities for 
spectators of the sport. Guests 
will be able to enjoy a turf club 
and restaurant on the grounds of 
the center. In addition, a 2000· 
seat, state-of-the-art grandstand 
will be constructed. Satellite 
wagenng will also be available 
to patrons. 
The enltre ranch sits on 150 
acres with a 1/2-mile harness 
racing track that will be 
expanded to a 5.'8-mile track. 
According to Hardie, harness 
racing is an historic hobby. 
"Harness racing made its 
debut during the 1800s, 
especially at county and state 
fairs . It is our goal to bring 
similar fun and exiting family 
entertainment to the local 
community," he commented. 
By spnng of 1994, the 
permitting process should be 
completed on the project. 
Construction is scheduled to 
begin in the fall. If all goes 
well, the summer of 1995 will 
see the grand opening of 
Emerald Meadows Harness 
Racing. & 
\v? 
••• FOR YOUR FAMILY 
For onformatoon on programs or facilitoes In your area. please call: 
WEST END YMCA 
(909) 467-5517 
Serv1ng the fam1lles of: 
Chono. Chino Holls, Fontana, Ontano. Montclaor, Rancho Cucamonga, Upland 
The West End YMCA gratefully acknowledges 
the generous dona!1011 of thiS ad space, courtesy of: 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL 
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Ontario Airport Calls in Help to Promote International Service 
Ontario Airport is not going to 
rely on seasonal travelers, and this 
stepped-up marketing campaign is 
necessary to assure that the flights 
are filled year-round. 
"We are hoping that the 
summer, along with the World 
Cup Soccer Tournament coming 
in July, will see an increase in the 
number of families flying to 
Mexico," said Watson. 
To ensure that the expected 
increases in passengers during the 
summer don't dwindle as the 
seasons pass, Watson has 
organized a group of about 30 
representatives from both the 
airport and local tourism agencies 
to fly to Mexico at the beginning 
of April. These representatives are 
scheduled to meet with more than 
200 Mexican travel agents to 
"sell" the Inland Empire and 
Ontario Airport as resort 
destinations, according to Watson. 
On their trip, the local 
representatives will promote 
Ontario Airport as a more 
convenient alternative to Los 
Angeles International Airport for 
COJUinued From Page 3 
travelers planning trips to the 
mountains for skiing or the desert 
for golf. Watson insists that there 
is a plentiful supply of 
international travelers who would 
take advantage of ONT's flights 
year-round. 
"The powers that be felt that 
the Hispanic market is so large 
that it made sense to have flights 
into and out of this area," said 
Watson. "They feel it makes good 
sense to have international service 
out of this airport." 
Watson is also hoping that his 
marketing force can capitalize on 
the uncrowded reputation of 
Ontario Airport by contrasting it 
with the hustle of LAX. 
This may not exactly be a 
selling point for some 
international travelers, according 
to a representative from Mexicana 
Airlines. 
"I think the biggest problem for 
Ontario Airport attracting 
passengers from Mexico is the 
way immigration is handled at the 
airport," said Sergio Puche of 
Mexicana. "While the airport is 
uncrowded, this gives 
immigration more time to hassle 
passengers once they get off the 
plane. At LAX, where it is more 
crowded, immigration doesn't 
create as much trouble." 
Ontario-bound travellers from 
Mexico have bad numerous 
problems with heavy-handed 
tactics of U.S. Immigration and 
customs at the Ontario Airport, 
according to Pucbe. They would 
just rather deal with the crowds at 
LAX than have their luggage 
ripped apart at Ontario, said 
Puche. 
Watson says that Ontario's 
problems with customs and 
immigration will be addressed at 
another meeting. 
For the time being, Watson said 
that ONT is going to be hiring a 
bilingual, part-time employee to 
greet passengers arriving from 
Mexico and help answer their 
questions and guide them through 
the airport. 
Watson is hopeful that this will 
help spread the word about 
Ontario being "international 
friendly" to its travellers from 
Mexico, most of whom are 
families living in the U.S. with 
relatives south of the border. 
Ontario Airport is under the 
operation of the Los Angeles 
Department of Airports which 
also owns and operates LAX. 
In the past, members of the 
Inland Empire business 
community have been critical of 
the Department of Airports for not 
adequately funding Ontario. 
These claims came to a head 
recently when the construction of 
a new terminal and baggage claim 
facility at Ontario Airport was put 
on bold until a dispute over 
increased landing fees was 
resolved at LAX. 
According to a report issued by 
the LA Department of Airports, 
Ontario International bas an 
economic impact on the Inland 
Empire in excess of $5.4 billion 
per year and provides more than 
55,000 jobs to the community 
both directly and indirectly. 
The next community meeting is 
scheduled for April 13th. • 
ts- VisiTOR AND CoNVENTION B uREAus -u 
Greater Olllllrio 
Visitor's and Convention Bureau 
421 N. Euclid 'Ave. 
Ontario, CA 91762 
(909) 984-2450 • Fax (909) 984-7895 
Exec. Dir., Sherry Hunter 
Rtmcho CuCIIIIIOIIga 
Visitor's Bure8u 
Thomas Winery Plaza 
7965 Wieyard Ave. SUite IF-5 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
(918) 948-9166 • Fax (909) 599-3478 
Oir., Bob Lundy 
Palm Springs 
Visitor's lnfonnation Center 
2781 N. Palm Canyon Or. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
(619) n8-8418 • Fax (619) ~ 
Contact Howard Jacoba 
P•s,ru.,. 
Corwention Cenear 
m N. Avenlda Ceballaroe 
Palm SpringS~, CA 92282 
(619) 325-8811 • Fax (819) 322.-, Comact,... Webb 
Slut &nttlnlilto 
Visitor's and Convention Eknau 
219 N. "E" St. Suite 1103 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
(909} 889-3980 • Fax (9(J8) 81J8.5888 
Exec. Dlr., Dan stark 
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Turning Your Picnic Into an Event to Remember 
By Sue Leggett and Barbara Rozema 
You can turn your ordmary picnic into an extraordinary event with 
these extra tips. 
Looking back to last year's 
company p1cnic, was it a good 
memory or an experience you wish 
you could forget? With detailed 
planning and some creative ideas, 
your picnic can be a well attended 
and successful experience, one that 
your employees will anticipate 
each year. Consider the nine key 
items when you begin planning 
your picnic. 
1. Planning is a necess1ty and 
the groundwork for any successful 
event A professional event 
planner can handle all aspects of 
your event from start to finish or 
just certain components. If a 
committee 1s involved, schedule 
several plann~ng meetings to 
delegate responsibility. Set 
realistic deadlines and utilize 
check lists. A schedule flow chart 
will make sure all duties and needs 
have been covered. 
2. Budget is your next 
consideration. An unrealistic 
budget causes problems and wastes 
valuable time. The lowest bid is 
not always your best option. Make 
sure all components are in writing. 
An experienced event planner will 
save you money and time. Listen 
to their recommendations and 
utilize their resources. 
3. Staffing is often not 
considered when planning an 
event. Poor attendance often 
happens when employees are 
expected to "work" an event and it 
causes resentment from the spouse 
who doesn't appreciate having to 
supervise and watch kids alone or 
make small talk with people they 
don't know very well. 
4. Publicity is one of the most 
important items for a good turnout. 
There is no such thing as too much 
publicity. Send "teasers" in the 
company pay checks weeks before 
the event to create interest. Use 
your creativity ... who will not 
inflate a balloon to read the 
message? Send die cut shapes and 
stickers to put on their home 
calendars to "mark the date" to 
build attendance . A clever 
invitation also will set the mood 
and communicate if this is a boring 
picnic or a fresh twist to the annual 
event. 
5. Food presentation makes all 
the d1fference ... It's the extra 
details that turn the ordinary 
display 1nto the extraordinary. 
Props, food displayed at different 
elevations, baskets, linens, and 
floral work make a buffet table 
spectacular. Make sure the food is 
covered and kept at the right 
temperature. Using an experienced 
caterer is a necessity. The friend or 
relative of an employee may not be 
the best choice for a successful 
event. Make sure your food 
professional has the experience to 
handle a large crowd. There is 
nothing worse than people 
standing around waiting for food 
in long lines. 
6. Consider a theme for the 
picnic this year. A western cookout 
with western line dancing and 
western props is a very popular 
theme. Hawaiian or tropical decor, 
American County Fairs or 
Kentucky Derby, are very effective 
and lots of fun. Music or 
entertainment add to the event and 
should coordinate with your 
theme. Your event planner can 
recommend several sources and 
can coordinate booking and 
scheduling. Visit your p1cmc site 
way ahead of your scheduled date. 
Many picnics are held at regional . 
parks. Check out the electricity, 
one of the most overlooked 
necessities. Concession equipment, 
coffee pots and lighting all need 
power to operate. 
7. A kids area for family picnics 
should be considered. A moon 
bouncer or a clown keep little ones 
happy and morn and dad less 
stressed out. Older children and 
teens enJOY dunk tanks, bingo and 
organized games. Make sure that 
all rules for the games are typed 
and available for the game 
organizers. 
8. Try to always have a surprise 
at your picnic that only a few 
people know about. A trampoline 
bungee jumping unit, a human 
Velcro unit or a human bowling 
ball game may well be worth the 
extra expense involved. Such 
excitement virtually guarantees a 
successful turnout at your next 
company event. People will come 
just to see how you will "top last 
year's surprise." 
9. Clean-up is never a popular 
job, but remember, the event is not 
complete until the last table or 
items are removed. Cleaning 
supplies, tools and extra trash cans 
are often needed. Make sure that 
someone will haul away trash if 
required and wait for the rental 
people to pick up the canopy or the 
moon bouncer. 
A successful picnic takes hours 
of planning ... can your employees 
spare the hours necessary for 
coordination? Hiring a 
professional event planner is cost 
effective. They can avoid any 
mistakes . Don't be afraid to 
venture out and try something 
new ... if you always do what you 
always did, you 'II always get what 
you always got. • 
-Leggett and Rozema are I he owners and 
partners of Soulhern California Evem 
Planners in Redlands. 
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IN THE DEBATE OVER ENERGY EFFICIENCY VS. PROFITABILITY, WE 
BELIEVE WITH A LITTLE CREATIVE ENERGY WE CAN HAVE BOTH. 
• In Southern California, energy efficiency and economic growth 
can go hand-in-hand, if v.-e simply put our heads together. And at 
Edison, we're doing just that. By helping our commercial and industrial 
customers become more energy efficient, production costs can be greatly 
reduced. • Electricity is a clean energy source for most business applications, and provides 
energy-efficient electric solutions that can help save money, increase productivity and improve 
• At r::.dison's Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC), 
the latest in these energy-efftcient technologies arc showcased by various industries for 
hands-on use. \Ve also offer free energy su.-·eys and rebates on qualifying energy-efficient 
equipment foe ouc commec<ial and indu,.cial cu,.ome"' . • • lfyou feel youc company 
could use our help, give us a call at 1-800-952-5062. You 'll fmd our creati..-e energv 
solutions are not only cf'ficient. but they make good business sense as well. 
.,rtl 





,_ '-toa is 011e of lbc country's foremost speakers. Pam 
wu tile vice president of Disney Broadcutina. She bu 
~ 011. "PIIil Donahue," "P.M. Mapzine," "Sally Jessy 
ltafMI• ud Olbers. Pam is the author of "Don't Tell Me It's ~ Uatil After I've Already Done lt." She bas been 
fatwed ia a receat cover story in Etrtrqwmr~~r MoguiM, 
iteeder'1 D~ COSII!Dpo/iuut, and many other publications. 
Slle llu produced lbc audio cassene courses "Guerrilla Tactics 
for Screetwiae Sell ina." "Pam Lontos - Uve," "How to 
1tcpopam Yourself for Success in Thirty Days, • and "How 
lo laftlleiiCC Others to Get What You Want in Ufe," and lbc 
videoe "Motivate Yourself NOW!" and "Guerrilla Tactics for 
Screetwiae Selliaa.. 
MARY-ELLEN DRUMMOND 
Ma. Dnunmond is the past president of the National Speak en' 
~D, San Dieao chapter. She was named "Toastmaster 
of dtc Year"' 12 times, and was ranked in the top 27 speakers 
-'dwicle iD 1989 (150,000 members). She is also the author 
of Peulea .t Flawless Public Speaking With Power, Polish 
111111 Pizzazz. 
TONI HARKINS 
Tual is prc:sendy president of Toni Harkins Learning Systems, 
a Illes, JD&Da&ement and customer service training firm. As a 
.,.ur ud trainer, Harkins has served small, privately-held 
c:o.pu1ea ud corporate management teams. 
BETTlE B. YOUNGS, PH.D. 
Dr. Youp is a best-selling author and has inspired audiences 
.. - t11aa 60 countries. Dr. Youngs is a former univenity 
profcaaor, bu been listed in "Who's Who of American 
WclmCD," IDd appears frequently on radio and TV talk shows 
llldadiJt& "'prab Winfrey" and the "Monteil Williams Show". 
MAAIL YN AUGUST 
Marilya II praidcnt of the August Group, with over 20 yean 
apericacc iD designill& developing and delivering innovative 
traiaiq propams. Sbc is a business consultant at Small 
S.iaeaa Development Centers in Orange County and Los 
Aaacles. 
LAURA MILLER 
l.aara MIUer iDsttucts and presents open workshops, meeting 
presentations, in-house training and consullalion, contract 
aaJes IDIIIIJemcnt and individual development programs that 
contaia the psychological dynamics that ensure maximum 
rctara oa traiaia& dollars. Ms. Miller is an approved 
.............. s-u ........... ~.~.f!l!!' liB liVif 17 yean experience 1D iales and service ~aacmen! 
VICTORIA SEITZ, PH.D. 
Dr. Seitz is an associate professor of marketing at California 
Slate University, San Bernardino. She has written numerous 
articles on dress for several papers in the mid and southwest 
rcaions. She was voted one of the Outstanding Young 
Women of America in 1991 and has been nominated for both 
"Youna Professionals of America" and "Who's Who of 
l!dacators." She has authored the book YOUR EXECtmVE 
IMAGE: The Art of Self-Packaging for Men and Women and 
II a frequent radio and TV aoest. She has counseled people 
.aoa lbc country on how looking like a million.bucks may 
eam you a million. 
J UDITH-ANNETTE MILBURN, PH.D. 
Jndith is a licensed psychologist and director of the Center for 
Conscious Uving in Huntinaton Beach. As an experienced 
depth psychologist, she teaches you to open up to your 
emotional self, as well as your mental and physical self. In 
ller private practice. she does individual and group work in 
addition to conducting weekly anger workshops. 
JUDY SHERKOW 
Judy is the owner of Shcrkow Marketing Group in Corona 
which specializes in security products and crime prevention 
programs. She has been a crime prevention consultant and 
public speaker and bas presented seminars lo many groups 
throagbout the Inland Empire, including large employers, 
civic ponps and service organizations. 
DEBORAH MCNAUGHTON 
Ms. McNauabton• is a nationally and internationally 
recogniud professional credit counselor. She teaches credit 
and financial strategy seminars and is a dynamic speaker who 
has beea featured in numerous magazines. Sbe is the autbor 
of Everydtitr1 y.,., Need to Know Abot.t Cr~it. 
J EANNE GUERRA LOCHART 
Jeaane is a dynamic speaker, trainer and business consultant 
offering cutting edge programs on transition issues, 
CDtrcprcncurial management and life balance. She serves as 
president of the Chaffey College Foundation and is past 
prcaident of the Los Angeles Chapter of Financial Women 
Jaternational. 
MARK YOUR C.~ALE-;NDAR. FOR THE FOURT.H ANNUAL 
VVoM·EN & BUSINESS 
May 13 h~ 1994 
GLORIA ALLRED 
Gloria Allred is probably one of the most 
~idely recognized and inOuential leaders in the 
feminist movement. Allred is the founder and 
president of the Women's Equal Rights Legal 
Defense and Education Fund. Artocles by 
Allred have appeared in pcroodicals all 
throughout the country including pieces in the 
Wall Str~~t Journal, New York Times and Tim~ 
Magazint'. As well as being an author and 
activist, Allred is also a noted attorney and 
hosts a radio program. 
MoiiYalt Yoon<lrNOW! • Self 
Motivation IS the Only Surt Way to AchJe\le Success. 
Anyone Can Do II and Con Do II NOW• 
PamL011tos 
B. Foarlta & Flawltss Public Spukloc-
How to Speak Wuh Power, Poltsh and Pw:azz 
Mary·EIItn Drummond 
C Bullae tllt11me Tnp ·The Cure for "So 
Much to Do, So Lmle T1me, .. Anx1etJe!. 
TtmiHarklns 
D. HOW and Why 1 Woman's Stlf Esteem 
Dt.naH and Chronicles lin lJfe 
Bettie B. Young,, Ph.D. 
E. Establisbloc Credll 
Deborah McNauKhton 
F. DtaUoc Wltb Dlmcult Proplt: Defmc.s the 
Different C'haractenstJC Styles and How You Can Deal 
Wuh Them. 
Diann~ Gardner, Ph.D 
G Carftr Tnutdoa: A Gatt way to 
Opportaaky: Making TransJIJons Work for You 
Jr.~ G.wrr• l .tw:·M rt 
---.. 
II. Wo~~aea's Way: The GeaiJe Way: 
Retummg a Sense or Harmony and Balance to tM 
Marketplace 
JO)'CI! Ko~:dman, Ph.D 
I. ADetr: Tb~ Flip Skte: Make Fnends W11h 
Your Anger and Deal ConstructJ••ely Wllh All Your 
Emouons 
Judlth-Ann~lle Milburn. Ph.D 
J, Power Drts.siDK for Sucets.s: How to Dress 
Your Way to Success 
Vicwrla Sntz.. Ph.D 
K SodaiiZIItiou & Saltsw...!lQIU!hlp: Takmg 
Advantage of "01ent-Ba.sed Selling" 
Eluabt!th lhl<nf<ld 
1... Crime: How Sar~ Are You? Become 
"Street·Smart" and Less: Ukely to Become a V1ct1m of 
Cnmc 
Judy Sh<rAow 
M. SatttU Strat~c~H to Rncl1. Executive 
Maaa~tmtat 
Barbara Grorge 
N. Bara~d Out, Ffll Up? 1\fon Oa! Learn 
the Six Steps to Oange 
Charlene Walku 
o. Ne" De:slps for PJotUa1 Your CarHr 
Patllla t•• 90s 
Ann Co<!, Ph.D 
DR. LAURA SCHLESSINGER 
Dr. Laura Schlcssongcr is the renowned talk 
show host on KFI radio. She has appeared 
nationally on entertainment "Tonoght," 
"Gcraldo," "Mcrv Griffin," the "Tom Snyder 
Show" and "USA Cable." Dr. Schlessinger was 
also one of lhc most popular keynote speakers 
at last year's "Future 2000" Expo. 
"From Playful to Profound" is lhe trademark 
of Dr. Schlessinger. She is energetic, witty, 
humorous and compassionate with a 
courageously outspoken perspective on honor, 
responsibility, commitment and happiness. 
A. How to Persuade OthttS aad ~~ WUt 
You Waat: How You Can Get the People Skills 
Needed for You to Get Ahead m Life 
PamLontoJ 
B. Fearlas & Flawless PubUc Speak:lac How 
to Speak Wuh Power, Polish aod P1zz:azz 
Mary-EIItn Drummond 
C Tom En'on aad Attitude Maaaxuneat: 
Improve Mot1vat10n and Butld Hagher Self· Esteem 
Toni Harlanr 
D. HOW aad Why a Woman's Stlf Esteem 
Dtnats a ad CbronlclH Her ure 
Brttir B. YounR''"• PhD 
Caretr Tna.sltloa: A Gateway To 
Opportunity: Identify Your Key SkJII.s and Evaluate 
Thc1r Marketability 
Jra11ne Guerra Lochart 
F. Getllox Out of Debt: E.,erythmg You Need 
to Know About Oed1t. 
Deborah McNaughton 
G. Mo M y MytJu. lkUd".1 aad S•Pft'SIJdou: 
Are You in Cbuac of Your Money .Or Ish Run111na 
You1 
Murflyn Au~u,t 
II. Brid&l•l the Gcadcr Gap: How to Deal 
Wllh the PO(entaal Confl1cu Between Men and Womtn 
D1annr Gardner, PhD 
Ludtnblp From tbt la..ddt Out: Endmg 
Our Fear, Rekmdlln& Our Pa.s.saon and Accomphsh1ng 
Whatever We Dream 
Clla Zanowick 
Stral~ht "A" C ustomtrStrvk:e: Seven 
Sample ... As .. That Will Help Your Profits Reach New 
Altitudes 
LauraMIIItr 
K. Women's Wey: Tbe ~atle Way: 
Retummg a Sense of Harmony and Ba~ to the 
Marketplace 
Juyce 1\()t.!r/mnn. Ph.D 
L. A.a.gtr: Tbe Flip Sldt: Make Fnends With 
Your Anger and Deal ConstructJvely With All Your 
Emotaons 
Judlllh4.nntllt Milburn, Ph..D 
M. Power DrHsln& tor Su«US: How 10 Ores.s 
Your Way to Success 
Victoria Seltz., PhD 
~. Flaaaclal Srnte&iH: StC'ps You Can Take 
Today 
Sondra Caprine-Esquir~ 
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5:00p.m. -6:00p.m. 
8:30a.m. 
8:50a.m. - 9;40 a.m . 





At age 22, Janet Evans is recognized as one of 
hostory's greatest female swimmers. AI the 
1992 Barcelona Olympics she won the Gold 
medal on the BOO-meter freestyle and lhc Silver 
in the 400·metcr freestyle . She was a tropic 
Gold medalist at the 1988 Seoul Olympics and 
os the only female swimmer to hold three World 
Records concurrently. Janet was also the 
winner of two Gold medals on the June 1991 
World Champoonships in Australia and has won 
29 U.S. national titles in her career. 
A Trmponry Hdp Ia ~c 90s 
Jamc~ Bryant-HQwroyd 
B. Missk)a Pos.siM~: Havmglhe Job You Want 
Ann Coi~ Ph.D. 
(. Crtmt: How Sere Art You? Become 
"Strect~Smarc" and 1....es.s Likely to Become a V1t1im of 
Cnme 
JudySh..,.kJw 
D. Actlvt Pareatlag: How Jugglang a Career 
and Parentmg Can Be Turned Into an Advantage For 
Your Ouldren 
ChrUtina KDnD/y 
E. Soclallutloo & Salesl!l!DIIJISblp: Takmg 
Advantage of .. Oient-Ba.scd Sellmg" 
Ehsobt!th /hlenfdd 
F Ltadersblp From tbt lnsldt Oul: Endmg 
Our Fear, Rekmdlmg Our Pass1on and Accompll.shmg 
Whatever We Dream 
Ella ZanowicA: 
Gr. St ra i&IU "A" Cutomt-r ~rvke: Se\len 
S1mplc "'As" That Wrll Help Your Profitt: Reach New 
Alruuck• 
1. 111(,.. ~~,_ 
IL Flaaact• l Strategia ~ Steps You Can Take 
Today 
Sandra Capnnr-£.,qu~re 
Money Myths, Belleb and SupcrstltlollS: 
Ale You m Oarge of Your Money ... Or Is h Runmng 
You? 
Marilyn A.ugu..'it 
Makt Your Future: So BrigbL_ Yo a Gotta 
Wear Shades 
1Nnmt Hambsch 
h Womea In tbe Workforce . You've Come a 
L 
Loa& Way? Maybe ... 
Char/en~ WalJ:u 
GetUnK:, Glvla1, or Got' Cba... O.angmg 
Concepts of Compc:tation and Success 
MalaP~·rrs 
M. Mtdltatloo for Su<:cess 
J~nmfer 0 'Dtll 
N. 
0. 
Success Stntelks to ReadJ, Exta~tJvt 
Maaa1ement 
Barbara Georg~ 











El!JI has trained thousands of new, vctenm and top-producing real 
estate professionals .. , a traomng director for a natoonal real csta1e 
company. She is currently the owner of EZ Sucaaa, a trainin& 
and development company. 
DIANNE GARDNER, PH.D~ R.N. 
Dianne o; a human rc!Jitions expcn widely celebrated for her wi~ 
warmth and wisdom. Her quahfied insoght comes from 20 years 
of academ1c accomplishmentt;, counseling backaround aad 
management experience. Her hogh-cnergy and hogh-contcnt 
presentations evoke thought and mspirc action. 
CHRISTlNA KANAL Y 
Christina is a local Upland resident who has been facilitatin& 
active parenting trainong classes sonce 1989. Sbe has a BA in 
Sociology from Cal State Los Angeles and formerly worm~ for 
lhc San Bernardino County Probation Dc:partmcnt Her J*1ialliot 
of clients includes: Montessori Academy, San Bemardino Ooild 
Protective Scrvocc Agency and the Upland and Claremont Uoilied 
School Districts. 
JOYCE KOVELMAN, PH.D. 
Dr. Kovclman holds a Ph.D. in anatomy and also in cliaical 
psychology. Presently she is a licensed psycbologiat in privalc 
practice in Woodland Hills. She has published extensively in 
scientific journals and is president of the newly...orgaaized 
corporation, The Millennium Project, which is dedicated --.rd 
furthering World Peace and finding new paradigms and strsiCJics 
to transform the fabric of our society as we approach the 21st 
Century. 
SANDRA CAPRINE-ESOUIRE 
Sandra is a Certified Hnancial Planner currcndy working with IDS 
F"mancia1 Services .. She specializes in personal fmancia1 planning. 
including planning for retircmcn~ estate disposition, investments 
and small businesses. She has extensive experience in conducting 
seminars and workshops throughout the Inland Empire 
El.JfAB!"""l ''II ~JcC: 
Elosabeth is responsible for Corporate Training and Development 
for Accountants Overload in Los Angeles and Orange County. 
She earned a degree on Literature and History and m100rcd •• 
philosophy. By avocation she is a writer focusing on 
contemporary social issues. 
CHARLENE WALKER 
Ch.arJene Walker is co·owner of Women 'a Focus, • 
comprchcnaive Cllreer development company, specializi11• i• 
___ ...,._~«--':"""'!'!-··~ 
has pm;ented to several organizations: Women tn Manaaeme.t; 
Women in World Trade and Women in Saks.. 
JEANNIE HAMBSCH 
Ms. Harnbsch is owner of ufe Management Semmars, publisher 
of "The Student of ufc" and author of "Even the Moghty Oak 
Was Once Just a Nut That Stood 11> Ground." Ms. Harnboch os a 
board member for the Riverside Otarnbcr of Commerce. 
ANN COIL, PH 
Dr. Ann Coil is the pnncipal of Cool and Associates, 1 career 
development firm on Orange. For more than a decade she has 
ompacted the field of human resources through her nationally 
recognized, innovative career programs developed for aa 
impressive list of private and pubhc sector clients and mdoviduals. 
MALA POWERS 
Ms. Powers is an accomplished actress, author and ICCIUrcr wbo 
combmes her theatrical and busoness experience to offer current 
communication and presentation skills that can help get your 
message across. 
JENNIFER O'DELL 
Jennifer is lhc author of "Meditation for Success." She has survived 
teenage alcoholism, )311, suJcide attempts and mental institutions to 
become a successful businesswomen and a loving parent 
BARBARA GEC'~GE 
Barbara is Associate Dean, School of Business, Cal State 
University at Long Beach - .. Success: Strateg1es to Reach 
Executive Management., 
JANICE BRYANT -HOWROYD 
Ms. Bryant-Howroyd os the President of Act I Personnel Services, 
the largest minority, woman-<>wned employment agency io lhc 
western Unotcd States. 
PHYUJS CLARK 
Phyllos has been an educator, lecturer and consultant in lhc fashioo 
industry for over 20 years. In 1991, PhyUos JOined lhc select staff 
of professionals for Nordstrom's Personal Touch. Her 
Achievements include "1988 Woman of the Year" (ABWA); 
1987 oubtandmg Women m Fashoon, and 1980 Who's Whom 
America. 
Registration fee includes: continental breakfast, lunch, lhree learning workshops, three keynote speakers and neiWorking recephon Staling i.r limiltd! Rtgi.rttr today to srrurt your r~stn·aJwn 
Pre-Registration Required: The full-day pre-registration cost is $89 per person. 
(Groups of 10 or more may purchase tickets at $85 per person.) You may pay by check or by Visa/Mastercard. 
LOCATION: Riverside Convention Center 
3443 Orange Street, Riverside, CA 
(behind the Holiday Inn) 
WHEN: Friday, May 13, 1994, 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM 
MAIL PAYMENT AND REGISTRATION FORM TO; 
Inland Empire Business Journal 
Registration - "Women & Business Expo 1994" 
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New Treatment Available for Old Problem 
The U.S Food and Drug Administration has approved the marketing of 
Contigen® Bard® Collagen 
Implant a medical device which 
has been shown to substantially 
help people suffering from stress 
urinary incontinence due to 
intrinsic sphincter deficiency. 
The National Institutes of 
Health estimates that at least 10 
million Americans experience 
some type of urtnary 
incontinence, the involuntary loss 
of urine, and that many have not 
sought professional medical help. 
"Contigen implant offers real 
hope and a potential solution for 
many people whose lives are 
disrupted by this condition," said 
Alex Batta, M.D., Riverside 
Medical Clinic Urologist. "Now 
there is a nonsurgical procedure 
that can be performed on an 
outpatient basis, and that has been 




Urinary incontinence is not a 
disease, but a symptom of an 
underlying condition. A broad 
range of conditions and disorders 
can cause incontinence including 
childbirth, surgery to the urinary 
tract including to the prostrate, 
birth defects, neurological 
diseases, medication, spinal 
injury, hormone deficiency and 
other factors. Approximately 85% 
of people who are incontinent are 
women. 
Studies reveal that many people 
with urinary incontinence do not 
seek professional help because 
they are too embarrassed to talk 
about their condition and/or are 
unaware that there are treatment 
alternatives. Americans spend 
more than $10 billion on products 
to help them cope with 
incontinence or to hide the 
problem without looking for ways 




Contigen implant is a treatment 
option for patients suffering from 
stress urinary incontinence due to 
intrinsic sphincter deficiency. 
SUI, one of the four types of 
incontinence, affects the largest 
ADVERTORIAL 
percentage of incontinent people. 
It is characterized by the loss of 
urine when abdominal pressure is 
exerted on the bladder. Simple 
actions such as sneezing, 
laughing, walking, coughing and 
exercising may cause the bladder 
to lose urine. 
CONTIGEN BARD 
COLLAGEN IMPLANT 
Contigen implant consists of 
cross-linked bovine collagen. 
Collagen is a naturally-occurring 
protein in humans and animals 
that helps form the connective 
tissues in the skin, cartilage, bone 
and tendons When Contigen 
implant, which is highly purified 
through a patented process, is 
injected into the tissues 
surrounding the urethra, it adds 
bulk to the tissues and increases 
the uretheral resistance to leakage. 
"Contlgen Implant offers 
real hope and a potential 
solution for many people 
whose lives are disrupted 
by this condition," said 
Alex Batts, M.D., Riverside 
Medics/ Clinic Urologist. 
The procedure is performed by 
a trajned physician, usually on an 
outpatient basis using a local 
anesthetic. Such procedures are 
available through the Urology 
Department at Riverside Medical 
Clinic. Contigen implant is 
dispensed through prefilled 
syringes, and the injections may 
be repeated over a period of time 
as needed to achieve the desired 
bulking around the urethra. The 
results of the clinical trials 
indicate it generally takes one to 
three injection sessions to initially 
show improvement, with most 
patients initially achieving 
improvement or continence with a 
total of 28 cc's or less of Contigen 
implant. Most patients require 




The patients who are most 
likely to benefit from Contigen 
implant will be selected through a 
careful evaluation process by a 
physician specializing in the 
treatment of urinary incontinence. 
Once patients are evaluated, 
and it is determined that they may 
be helped by the device, the 
physician will administer a 
Contigen implant skin test to a 
patient's forearm 28 days prior to 
the scheduled treatment to check 
for hypersensitivity to bovine 
collagen. Patients showing 
hypersensitivity (less than 3% of 
those tested for the clinical study) 
cannot be treated with Contigen 
implant. 
CLINICAL TRIALS FOR 
CONTIGEN IMPLANT 
Clinical trial results for 
Contigen implant involved a total 
of 382 patients treated over five 
years and were conducted at seven 
sites: University of Michigan in 
Ann Arbor; Louisiana State 
University in New Orleans; 
Shephard Spinal Center in 
Atlanta; Long Island Jewish 
Medical Center in New York; 
Albany Medical College in New 
York; Duke University in 
Durham, N.C. and Saint Joseph's 
Hospital at the University of 
California at Irvine. 
The 382 patients treated in the 
study had been incontinent for at 
least three months, with the 
majority of patients having been 
incontinent for more than one 
year. The latest group for whom 
data was analyzed was comprised 
of 306 patients who suffered from 
a severe type of stress 
incontinence characterized as 
intrinsic sphincter deficiency. The 
progress of 271 of the 306 
patients was followed for at least 
one year. 
Of these 271 patients, 252 
(93%) showed some improvement 
at some time during the study and 
168 (62%) became dry at some 
time during the study. In females, 
95% of the patients who improved 
required one or two injection 
sessions to first achieve 
improvement; in males, 94% of 
the patients who initially 
improved required one to three 
treatment sessions. Most patients 
required retreatments to maintain 
improvement or dryness. 
"Results of the studies indicate 
that Contigen implant may be 
beneficial to a significant number 
of patients and is potentially a 
major solution for thousands of 
people suffering from stress 
incontinence," said Edward 1 
McGuire, M.D., professor and 
director, division of Urology, at 
the Unrversity of Texas Health 
Scrence Center at Houston, and 
one of the lead inve~tigators of 
the clinical trials. 
MANAGEMENT AND 
TREATMENT FOR STRESS 
INCONTINENCE 
Until now, management and 
treatment of stress incontinence 
including using medication, Kegel 
muscle exercises to strengthen 
pelvic floor muscles, or absorbent 
products such as pads and diapers, 
and external or mternal catheters 
with collection bags attached to 
the outside of the body. These 
passive collection devices are 
often inconvenient, cumbersome 
and restrictive to the patient 
A pubovaginal sling procedure 
is the most common surgical 
treatment for the type of stress 
incontinence for which Contigen 
implant is indicated. Artificial 
sphincters may also be implanted 
in selected patients. However, 
these surgical procedures are 
expensive and require a hospital 
stay and lengthy recuperation 
period. 
The U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration has approved 
the marlceting of Contigen 
BsrcJ Collagen Implant a 
medical device which has 
been shown to substantially 
help people sullerlng from 
sllass l.ll'1twy Incontinence 
due to lntrlnsic sphincter 
deficiency. 
"This new Contigen implant 
therapy is simple and easy to do 
in an outpatient setting," said Dr. 
Batta. Anyone interested in 
learning more about the procedure 
can do so by contacting the 
Riverside Medical Clinic Urology 
Department at 782-3670 in 
Riverside or 697-5670 in Moreno 
Valley/Canyon Springs . .& 
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Pacific Physician Catches a Ride on Stock Roller Coaster 
A s is common in the busmess world, . this past month has certamly been 
eventful for Redlands-based 
Pacific Physician Servrces. On 
Thursday, March 10, the company 
announced plans for expansion 
into Reno, Nevada Along with 
the expansion statement, 
promising first quarter revenues 
for the company were unveiled. 
On Friday, March 11, however, 
Pacific Physician Services 
Youre Invited! 
m ST. BERl\TARDINE 
MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION 
presents 
Pacific Physician Services 
is among the Inland 
Empire's top 10 publicly 
traded companies. Lately, 
stock prices have been 
holding steadily at around 
$27. On March 11, the 
stock fell to $17.50. 
• 
' 
received an unexpected bit of bad 
news. In the wake of Thursday's 
announcements, the company's 
stock plummeted, dropping more 
than $9 overnight. 
Pacific Physician Services is 
among the Inland Empue's top 10 
publicly traded companies. Prior 
to March 10, stock prices had 
been holding steadily at around 
$27. On March 11, the stock fell 
to $17.50. 
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St. Bemaldine Fouldalion, lol.llded in 1968, prOVides fmanaal support to posillOn St. Bemardine Me<fiCal Center with stale-of-the-art technology and equipment. 
announcements directly affected 
the condition of the stock. 
An unofficial comment from a 
company employee rndicated that, 
although the revenue reports were 
favorable, they fell slightly short 
of projections. The employee, 
who requested anonymity, 
commented that she did not think 
the unrealized expectations alone 
would cause the unexpected drop, 
although she suggested that rt 
might have contributed slightly 
Officially, the company has 
declined to comment about any of 
the factors involved. 
Local analysts confirmed the 
employee's speculation, indicating 
that the 38% drop in the 
company's stock pnces was the 
result of the institution selling off 
their shares of PPSI stock. This 
sudden action was most likely the 
result of disappointing revenue 
reports. 
According to a 
spokesperson at the 
Reno site, the falling 
stock prices will not hurt 
the actual operation 
of the company. 
Particularly interesting to 
analysts was the change in the 
volume of shares traded. 
Before the plunge, the number 
of shares traded peaked with a 
high of 69,000. This number 
generally maintained a level of 
about 52,000 shares. 
After the stock price fell, that 
volume increased to 3.24 million 
shares overnight. 
Analysts also indicated that the 
stock price is not at its all time 
low point. As PPSI hovers at 
around $17, it has not yet reached 
last year's low of $9.60. 
Plans for Pacific Physician's 
Reno facility include a primary 
care unit with four doctors on 
staff. According to a spokesperson 
at the Reno site, the falling stock 
prices will not hurt the actual 
operation of the company. He 
was hopeful that expansion will 
proceed as planned . .t. 
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CareAmerica 
has plans to save an 
endangered species ... 
Affordable 
Health Care. 
The Mountam Lton (FeltS Concolor). Although mamtammg lts numbers m the We.tem United State., thiS powerful, mdependent species 
of cat (also called the Puma or Cougar) lS now limited to isolated pockeu m the East. Three sub-spec•e. are ciOO<o to exnncuon. 
(areAtnerica· 
The Health Plans of Choice 
In tough ec.on<'mlc times, 
husinesses need to pursue 
every .ldvant,Jge m order to 
surv1ve ,mJ pnhpcr. The 
rbmg cust~ ,md complexities 
of employee health car<' h r,·c 
hecome ,1 frustr.lt 11 >n and a 
hurden He:1lth care rs a 
necesSity, hut there\ ,1 lrmn to 
what }Ou're \\ rllmg to pa}. 
C.rrcAmenca has an 
answer ... ,1ffordahle HMO 
and PPO plans th.lt c...1n ht• 
fmed exactly to the needs and 
hudget~ of independent 
husinesses. Whether you have 
3 or 3,000 employee,, you can 
choose from a wide range of 
quaht) products and setYICes. 
Select from more than 8,000 
phy>icians anJ 70 of the hest 
hospnals. Choice, qualtt) and 
cost efficrency ... a few of the 
reasons Care America is one of 
the fastest growing health care 
companies m Southem 
Califtlrnia. 
In roday's husinc~s cit mate 
you can't afford to mrss even 
the slightest adv;mtage. 
Which is why you should call 
your hroker to ask ahout 
CareAmerica. It'~ the right 
choice. 
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Home Building Still on Shaky 
Foundation in Inland Empire 
S an Bernardino County's home building industry has had a rough year so 
far. In January of this year, 
developers in the county 
received permits to construct 
306 homes. 
This number is 
nearly 2,000 homes were 
received in the county during 
the month of January. There has 
been a relatively steady 
decrease in permit numbers ever 
since 1991 when the figure 
dipped to 443 
homes. 
considerably 
lower in 1994 
than it has been 
1n previous 
years. Typically, 
San Bernardino County's 










that, if there is 
going to be a 
the number of 
new building 
permits indicates 
has had a rough year 
so far. In January of 
this year, developers 
In the county received 
permits to construct 
306homes. 
reversal of the 
negative trend, 





health. If this figure 
fact, predict the 
does, in 
overall 
it would not occur until later in 
the year. 
economic well being of a given 
area, San Bernardino County 
may be in trouble. 
In 1989, when home building 
was at its peak, permits for 
THE 
Homebuilders can only hope 
business will pick up as 
predicted by officials, although 
there has been no evidence of 
such a turnaround. • 
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1994lnland Empire Golf 
& Recreation Directory 
All you need to know about Inland Empire's Golf Courses 
and more ... 
Every Public & Private Course 
Maps, Locations, Phone Numbers, 
Green Fees, Yardage, 
USGA Rating (difficulty), 
Facilities, Amenities, 
PLUS Desert Courses 
Included this year/ 
For Advertising Information 
Call 
tc»-381-1015 ext. 22 
APRIL 1994 
Company Threatens to Relocate 
Over Development Fees 
H ow much would a city be willing to pay to keep one of its largest 
employers in town? Well, for 
the city of Redlands, that figure 
is about $600,000. 
Environmental Systems 
Research Institute was recently 
hit with a barrage of 
development fees . According to 
ESRI 's president , the most 
costly fee was for storm 
drainage. 
ESRI, a computer mapping 
company, complained to the city 
in January about the sky-
rocketing costs of development. 
Currently located in Redlands, 
the company intends to expand 
its operations. Plans were 
drawn which would create 400 
new jobs at the site. ESRl 
presently employs 600 people . 
Faced with the high 
development fees, ESRI began 
to draw up plans to relocate the 
facility. It was simply more 
financially feasible to plan a n 
expanded operation elsewhere. 
ESRI decided to move the 
Redlands facility to Boulder, 
Colorado. 
In light of the dilemma facing 
the company, the Redlands c1ty 
council resolved to re-examine 
the storm drain fee policy. 
A council vote of 4 to 1 
dictated a reduction in storm 
drain fees. Nearly 90% of the 
current charges will be 
eliminated. 
If everything proceeds as 
planned, ESRl will now be able 
to expand its current site without 
the headaches imposed by 
outrageous storm drain fees. 
Final Council approval for the 
measure is scheduled for April 
5. 
This step IS only the 
beginning. The entire fee 
structure is going to be re-
evaluated by the Redlands 
council in the near future, 
according to city officials. 
Current storm drain fees alone 
might cost a business in the 
heart of Redland's commerc1al 
district as much as $97,000 per 
acre foot of water. • 
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Inland Empire Employment Improving More Rapidly Than Predicted 
T rends 1n the job market have changed for the better in the past two years. Data 
provided by Micheal Bazdarich, 
director of the Inland Emp1re 
Economic Databank and 
Forecasting Center at the 
University of California, 
Rivers1de, has shown a pos1t1ve 
overall change in the number of 
jobs available to the public. 
The University of California, 
Riverside along with the 
Department of Employment 
Development has recently 
released benchmark revisions of 
its payroll employment data for 
the Riverside-San Bernardino 
area, these revisions cover 1992 
and 1993. 
Numbers indicate that the nse 
in performance in the local JOb 
market has taken place at a higher 
rate than previously thought. 
These adjustments brought forth 
an upward rise in total payroll 
employment as of December 
1992, by nearly 20,000 jobs; also 
increasing in December 1993 by 
30,000 jobs out of a total payroll 
Private Sector Jobs, Inland Empire 
Before and After Revision 
585,000 Revised .··· •. 








1990 1991 1992 1993 
Pomona Traffic Plan Gets 
Green Light 
S oon, the drive to work might be a little bit easier here in the Inland 
Empire. 
The California Energy 
Commission recently un-
animously approved a project 
which will provide $150,000 to 
Caltrans to support a traffic 
signal coordination project for 
the city of Pomona. 
A total of 30 traffic signals 
are involved in the project 
blueprint. Encompassed by the 
plans to synchronize the signals 
is the Holt Avenue-Mission 
Boulevard Corridor. Both 
streets are major traffic arteries 
from routes 57, 60 and 71. 
Major employment and 
commerce centers in the city, as 
well as Ontario airport will be 
effected by the changes. 
Additionally, these areas are 
part of a proposed metro-link 
station which can be accessed 
by way of Holt Avenue and 
Mission Boulevard. State 
funding for this project will be 
matched by local funding of 
$50,000 from the city. 
Completion of the entire 
project should take about six 
months. 
Pomona and Ontario residents 
are expected to benefit from the 
projects. More than 600,000 
hours in travel time will be 
saved every year. 
In addition to making the 
local commute more bearable, 
the plans are expected to save 
more than 590,000 gallons of 
fuel per year. 
Emissions of organic gases, 
carbon monoxide and oxides of 
nitrogen will be greatly reduced. 
Vehicle wear and tear as well 
as fuel costs will be reduced by 
an estimated $3.45 million . 
Residents can look forward to 
a pleasant anp efficient daily 
commute in the near future. 
• 
Total Inland Empire Employment 
Before and After R evision 
740,000 
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1990 1991 1992 1993 
force of 720,000. 
Findmgs at the Department of 
Employment Development 
uncovered the fact that a gradual 
recovery in the labor market 1n 
this area has been taking place 
smce February 1993, with slow 
but steady employment growth 
occurring in most sectors. 
13, 000 through 1993. These 
rev1sions positively show that 
this increase in retail jobs over the 
last two years 1s enough to 
remove the whole downward 
trend 
These findings by UCR seem to 
10d1cate that the Inland Empire 
job market has been improving 
over the past years and is still 
improving. Finally, it should be 
noted that UCR 's information is 
the total revision for California 
jobs since 1992. 
In previous data, retail was 
held back by sharp declines in the 
employment of workers in this 
sector. New data reveals that retail 
jobs went upward by 8,000 
through December 1992 and by • 












ANAHEIM CONVENTION CENTER 
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 
MAY 9-11. 1994 
Once again, the \\'estern Safety Congress, 
sponsored b} the Greater I...-\. Chapter :\ational 
Safety Council, will promote Safety and I Iealth in 
Southern California. Over 100 exhibits and 20 sem-
inars will be held on ,\lay I 0 & 11. Topics include: 
Safety-What's In It For \1e, Emergency Response, 
Bloodborne Pathogens, and\ \Torkers' 
Compensation Control. If you rerum this ad br 
April 22, with your check for $-+0.00 you can save 
$10.00 on the normal registration fee of $50.00. 
Safety can mean $$ and productivity. 
WESTERN SAFETY CONGRESS 
"EARLY BIRD" (9:00AM TO 4 :00PM) 
SEMINARS ON MAY 9. 1994 
The hot topics include: \'iolence in the \\'orkplace, 
Stress Management, Office and Industrial 
Ergonomics, Emergency Preparedness, Converting 
Employees to Safety through :\lagic. These all-day 
seminars are $260.00 but with this ad you can 
register for the special ,\1ember price of$225.00. 
Price includes a badge for the \Vestem Safety 
Congress, May I 0 and II. Registration deadline is 
May 4, 1994. 
SEND YOUR PRE-PAYMENT NOW TO: 
Western Safety Congress & Exhibits 
3450 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 700 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
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E very year, more and more Inland Empire businesses are owned and operated 
by women. Located in Upland, 
Helen's Place Printing is no 
exception to that general trend. 
Nancy DeDiemar owns and 
manages the growing printing 
facility which was founded in 
1970. The corporation was 
named after Helen DeDiemar, 
Nancy DeDiemar's mother. 
During the company's early 
years, Helen's Place specialized 
in quick printing, a type of 
printing that was brand new to 
the Inland Empire in the early 
1970s. 
Nancy DeDiemar grew up in 
the Inland Empire and graduated 
from Chaffey College. In the 
meantime, her parents were busy 
establishing the family business. 
After leaving the area for a 
number of years, Nancy returned 
to her roots to "join her parents 
in their printing business." Since 
that time, DeDiemar bas had an 
integral part in the success of the 
company. 
About six years ago, 
DeDiemar's parents retired from 
the business and handed the 
responsibility of operating the 
company to Nancy. 
Paper Is becoming more 
and more recycled. We are 
seeing a lot of chemicals 
being replaced by aqua-
based chemicals. Inks are 
becoming soy-based and 
not petroleum based." 
As businesses have grown so 
rapidly in this area, so has the 
need for more advanced printing 
processes. DeDiemar has 
responded to that demand. 
Recently, DeDiemar made the 
decision to change the name of 
the company to Printing 
Resources of Southern 
California. DeDiemar com-
mented that the name change in 
no way indicates that the 
company is trying to pull away 
from its roots. DeDiemar said 
that Helen, her mother and 
founder of the company, will 
always be an important part of 
the operation. DeDiemar 
commented that the busmess, no 
matter what the name, will 
always honor the years of hard 
work put into the company by 
her parents. 
Printing Resources of Southern 
California, according to 
DeDiemar has always respected 
the role of women in business. 
In fact, the company has engaged 
in a role reversal procedure, 
whereby, females take on 
traditionally male-oriented tasks 
such as press operation. 
DeDiemar expressed her 
delight that her business bas been 
able to grow along side of other 
successful local companies. 
PRSC primarily provides various 
types of pnnting services 
including communications 
printing. In addition, DeDiemar 
now offers mailing services to 
clients. 
This 24-year-old business is 
presently getting involved with 
the evolving information 
superhighway. 
"We are beginning to get into 
electronic communications," 
DeDiemar said. As is happening 
in most industries, computers are 
becoming a key part of the 
printing industry. Providing 
telecommunications options to 
her clients allows DeDiemar to 
alleviate some of the restrictive 
time demands facing those 
businesses. 
With the company's new name, 
DeDiemar hopes to symbolize 
the changes that are constantly 
occurring in her fast-paced 
business. "We have developed 
sophistication within the shop 
that is not reflected in the name." 
Throughout the years, 
DeDiemar has seen many 
businesses outgrow her company. 
"It's really a bittersweet 
experience. At one time or 
another, we have done business 
with most of the top-rated 
businesses in this area," she 
commented. These companies 
simply grow away from needing 
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Printing Resources of 
Southern California 
the servtces DeDiemar offers. 
Printing Resources of Southern 
California bas grown with the 
times in other aspects. The 
company is conscious of the 
environmental concerns which 
have been in the forefront of 
debate in recent years. 
Recently, DeDiemar made 
the decision to change the 
name of the company to 
Printing Resources of 
Southern California. 
DeDiemar commented that 
the name change in no 
way indicates that the 
company Is trying to pull 
away from Its roots. 
made substa nti a l strides to 
eliminate chemica ls and to be 
friendly with the environment. 
Paper i s becoming more and 
more recycled. We are seeing a 
lot of chemicals being replaced 
by aqua-based chemicals. Inks 
are becoming soy-based and not 
petroleum based." 
Keeping up with the times 
through constant growth a nd 
improveme nt seems to be the 
course DeDiemar's printtng 
industry is following. 
According to DeDiemar, 
opportunities these days are quite 
substantial for women. Like her 
mother before h e r, Nancy 
DeDiemar is one of the up-and-
coming women at the heart of the 
business sector here in the Inland 
Empire. Printing Resources of 
Southern California, under 
DeDiemar's supervision, is 
quickly becoming one of the 
DeDiemar pointed out that the most successful family-owned 
entire "printing industry has operations in this area. • 
Singing The Rites 
Of Spring 
Continued From Page 18 
opportunity to come to work in 
casual duds. For a mere $3 
donation, they received a sticker 
to wear which authorized the 
comfortable fashion statement, 
and of course, all proceeds were 
donated to the Leukemia 
Society. Such a deal. 
GOVERNOR ELECT 
SPOTTED IN MONTCLAIR 
F rom some highly reliable sources, I have discovered a really juicy 
bit of scuttlebutt that I wanted 
to share. Greg Zerovnik, 
president of Zerovnik & 
Company in Montclair has been 
nominated to become the 
1994/95 Governor of the 
American Advertising 
Federation District 15. 
Greg, who has been active in 
AAF activities for several years, 
has served on the District 15 
board of directors for the past 
three years and has held the 
office of treasurer this year. He 
will take office as Governor on 
July 1, replacing Joan Mellim of 
Mellini / Renfro Productions in 
Los Angeles . 
Congratulations, Greg. 
SKYWRITING WORKS 
T he toughest part of writing this column for the Journal doesn't come from sitting 
down to the word processor and 
getting it on paper. It comes from 
getting information about things 
that are happening in your 
business that have relevance to 
the folks in Inland Empire 
marketing /advertising circles. So 
send it, phone it, fax it or just 
plain old skywrite it ... but get the 
news to me so that we' II all be 
more aware. Phone is 941-7022, 
Fax is 941-0877. • 
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Ideas for Emerging Firms: 
How to Avoid Stumbling on the Threshold of Success 
Etrepreneur Bernard Howroyd ikens an emergmg firm's rogression toward success to 
the steps leading to a doorway 
threshold. As growth and profitability 
occur. it finally becomes clear that the 
nght combination of market forces are 
in place and that things are in "sync." 
To Howroyd, that moment is a time 
the realization occurs that the success 
threshold is only a step away. 
"Careful, now!" he warns. "This is 
the opportunity for break-through, to 
becoming a big company, but watch 
your step- don't stumble on the 
threshold. Should you stop thmkmg 
and behaving like an entrepreneur, you 
may stub your toe on the one thing 
that can stop you in your tracks: The 
cost of doing business in today's 
economy. 
"When a finn ' thresholds,' it may 
be disastrous to unwittingly assume a 
'big company mentality' about its 
operations." He cites his experience as 




ments, over-size facilities, inadequate 
employee training and the care and 
nurturing of emerging companies are 
among his pet concerns. He is also a 
strong proponent of rebalancing 
employee populations to match 
fundamental operating requirements. 
When hts firm grew during the 
early '80s, Howroyd created a 
particular new department and 
assigned a manager. Not long after, the 
firm's first lawsuit was brought by a 
disgruntled employee who had 
inadvertently disregarded policies 
installed by the manager. The suit was 
quietly settled, the department was 
closed-out and the ex-manager 
became utilized elsewhere. He reflects 
upon the event as a twist on Murphy's 
Law: "Create a new department that 
you're really not big enough to afford, 
and the consequence may be 
employee disenchantment, loss of 
productivity and lawsuits and legal 
fees." 
Moving to larger quarters is, he 
feels, a particularly fateful decision. 
He cites the instance of a "threshold" 
client company that decided on a fast-
track growth plan in a new building. 
After six months of production, 
employee retraining, and heavy 
software program modifications, the 
firm bas greater fixed overhead, less 
per-employee productivity than before 
the move and, not surprisingly, 
substantially reduced profitability. 
In this case, the employee 
retraining program became so 
burdened by the imposition of an all-
inclusive total quality management 
ADVERTORIAL 
program that it still suffers from an 
mability to productively uttlize new 
tools and computer technology. 
Howroyd's suggestion is to treat an 
emergmg business as you would a 
young child, weaned from the bottle 
and placed on baby food. "Do 11 with 
patience and loving care," he says. 
"Don't rush tt, even though it's your 
'baby'" 
Long before "downsizing" became 
a popular term, Howroyd calculated 
that his company had nearly twice a.~ 
many employees as it needed and 
phased out all but about 450 full-time 
employees. Operating today with a 
nominal number of department~, and 
with a home office staff of 39, down 
from 76 persons, AppleOne is 
enjoymg a 30% increase in business 
during the slow economy. 
"When it comes down to the 
number of employees actually 
necessary to make a busine.'~ thrive, it 
is simply amazing to discover that -
in most instances - the number is 
almost always smaller," he notes. 
It doesn't bother Howroyd, a 
-----···~ : ~···-----
western leader in the placement of 
temporary and full-time personnel, to 
make such statements "Solid, 
growing companie.-; that have reached 
the threshold and moved beyond 
-understand how to achieve the kind 
of employee balance to which I refer," 
he say:-.. 
"A~ we l:now, maintairung costs at 
appropriate levels in all categories -
and being concerned about them 26 
hours of every day - is how 
businesse.~ avoid toe-stubbing at any 
step m growth." • 
• 
"That it will neuer come aga1n 
is what makes liFe so sweet". 
Emily Dickenson 
-----... ~ : ~···-----
fotns ... With AUGUSTINE DANIELS! 
Finally - A radio forum for WOMEN 
Saturday Mornings 9:30a.m. 
KCKC CNN AM 1350 
A Production of 909 CreiiM 
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REAL Focus 
Tap Real E8lllte Per.onnel 
Honored 
Ceotury 21-Van Lizzen Realty beld an award's dinner last month to honor the firm's 
lop pnxluc:as of 1993. 
Among the honor roll were: 
Steve Van Lizzen, Nick Forte and 
Brady Sipn:lsoa wbo posted the top 
CIIIIDm..;om. for the office. 
Tile laipest number of sales for 
die Vim Lizzen office were recorded 
., Ceaa Diaduaer. BaJbara Sc:allon 
nd Matt Robb1ns tied tbr the 
..... ODe apot ia listings. Robbins 
stole the award for most 
......... ill 1993. 
sales ..... aad staff, 
the award's 




evening was John Hussar, real estate 
editor for the Desert Sun. He 
presented details of the economic 
and real estate market in the 
Coachella Valley. 
With the award's banquet 
signifying the end of 1993's sales, 
Van Uzzen has already reported a 
large volume of sales for the first 
two months of 1994. To date, the 
office has sold 78 properties. 
In other real estate awards, 
James P. Center was named the 
leading broker for Grubb &: Ellis' 
San Gabriel Valley and Inland 
Empire areas. 
Center, the senior vice president 
aad induslrial apecielist with Grubb 
& Bllis, was responaible for more 
than $30 million ia transactions 
duriDa 1993, iavolving more than 
1.4 miUioa IIIU8ft feet of iadustrial 
space aad 81 acres of land. 
Center has been in commercial 
real eetate fer more tbaa 20 yean. 
Over the years, Center has been 
recognized as a top producer for 
Grubb &: Ellis both regionally and 
nationally. In 1993, Center was the 
firm's top industrial producer for all 
of Los Angeles and San Bernardino 
Counties. 
Stewart Title Relocates 
Inland Empire Office 
Stewart Title recently announced the merging of its two Inland Empire offices in 
San Bernardino and Riverside to 
one, centralized Riverside location. 
The joining of the two facilities 
and relocation was completed in the 
last months of 1993 and was done in 
order to expand Stewart Title. 
"Outstanding service is our 
objective," said Greg L. Grub, 
president of Stewart Title of the 
Inland Empire. "By joining our 
offices from the Riverside and San 
Bernardino areas, we will better 
serve the massive growth of the 
Inland Empire." 
A spokesman for the company 
says that Stewart Title's decision to 
combine offices isn't to save money, 
but rather, to expand services. 
"Unlike recent combinations or 
mergers by other title companies, 
we have combined our offices for 
growth purposes, not for cost 
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cutting reduction," said Terry 
Thomason, vice president and sales 
manager. 
The new location for Stewart 
Title and its 142 employees is now 
in the Riverside Center office tower 
complex on Tenth Street 10 
Riverside. ' 
M & M Ontario Posts 
Big Sales 
M arcus &: Millichap Real Estate announced the sale of the Postal Business 
Center in Moreno Valley for 
$650,000. 
The owner of the property, 
Sanwa Bank, sold the 17,092 
square-foot property located at 
24281 Postal Ave. under the 
representation of M &: M 's Alan 
Krueger. 
Krueger is the senior sales 
associate of M &: M's Ontario 
Office. 
M &: M also handled the $1.66 
million sale of the Desert Knoll 
Plaza in Victorville. Roary Walsh 
and Michael Baron out of M &: M's 
Ontario office represented the 
principals. 
The Desert Knoll Plaza is an 
18,389 square-foot strip retail 
shopping center located on 7th 
Street in Riverside. • 
<8> ~ 
BARTER EXCHANGE 
(The Personal ToUch) 
Additional Business through Bartering 
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Workplace Violence: 
A New Trend No Business 
Wants to Follow 
Continued From Page 3 
when he knew it would be easy for another expense to me," said Rita 
him to come and go undetected. Arias, a small business owner in 
The Red Dragon's unsettling M.O. the city of San Bernardino. "We 
provided a dramatic punctuation to just can't afford any more 
a topic that is discussed mainly expenses. This is something that I 
behind closed doors and in office have mixed feelings about because 
break-rooms workplace with all the other regulations, we 
violence. can't afford it, but we can't afford 
According to a recent report not to have it. 
published by Northwestern "Right now I have a security 
National Life Insurance titled system. That came out of my 
"Fear and Violence in the pocket. There's no way I could 
Workplace," more than two afford to have a security guard 
million Americans became the here for under $50 a month." 
victim of violence at some time 
last year. The report goes on to 
say that during the same time, six 
million people were threatened and 
16 million harassed. These figures 
translate to the startling assertion 
that one in four Americans became 
the victim of some sort of violent 
act during 1993. 
As startling as these figures are 
however, what is even more 
amazing is the fact that there is 
little or no contingencies made by 
businesses for acts of violence that 
occur in the workplace. Usually, 
according to workplace violence 
experts, businesses only react to 
violence after it occurs and, in 
cases like Willem's, that's too late. 
"Too many of these incidents 
have occ:nrred. Workplace violence 
prevention is no longer a luxury, 
but a necessity, and is an issue that 
can no longer be overlooked," said 
Jurg Mattman, co-director of the 
Workplace Violence Research 
Iaatitute ia Southern Califomia. 
"UJdil strict regulationa are placed 
on companies to increase aafety 
meas.ures in the workplace, 
everyone is at risk." 
The problem is that busineflscs 
operatiaa in California are no 
atraaaer to regulations; a study 
cloae in 1993 indicated that the 
The expenses of workplace 
violence incurred by employers; 
though cut much deeper into 
company's budgets than the costs 
of simply hiring a guard or 
installing a security system, 
according to Steve Kaufer, co-
director of the Institute. What's 
even more financially disastrous 
for business owners than taking 
preventative measures, are the 
costs incurred after an incidence of 
violence occurs. 
"Employers must take steps on 
their own to ensure the safety of 
the company as well as its 
employees and are expected to 
provide a safe work environment," 
said Kaufer. 
"Company owners and 
execqtives are starting to recognize 
the ~normity of the financial 
consequences.of an incident 
iavolving workplace violence," he 
added. 
The financial impact of 
workplace violence is just as 
staggering as the proliferation of 
the crimes themselves. According 
to information for the Institute, the 
costs businesses incur after a 
violent incident takes place can be 
divided into three categories; 
iitigation, productivity ad damap 
control. 
As an example of the potential 
high costs of litigation involved 
wath a workplace incident, the 
lastitute cites the CliO of a postal 
worbr itt DeArborn, Mich. who 
bj a disJ111atled 
nd t•Nlved 
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When Trauma Hits 
the Workplace 
By KiUorin Riddell, Pb.D. 
I mmediately following the 6.7 Northridge earthquake, business managers expected to 
face extraordinary challenges. 
Buildings and freeways were 
damaged. Employees were absent 
from work; repairing their homes 
or unable to commute. In such a 
situation, decline in productivity 
was understandable and 
expectable. 
However, some businesses in 
Southern California report that "at 
the workplace, it doesn't feel like 
the earthquake is completely 
over." 
They say that productivity 
continues to fall short of 
expectable levels. The reason, 
according to Dr. Monty Clouse, 
clinical psychologist and specialist 
in workplace trauma, is that 
psychological stress reactions are 
having an impact in employee 
performance. 
The Southland is no stranger to 
disasters these past three years. 
Damages resulting from the Los 
company, like worker morale. He 
indicates that, after an instance of 
violence, productivity in the 
workplace drops by an average of 
80%. While the costs of protecting 
employees before an incident may 
be high, Kaufer says that the 
potential costs of not protecting 
employees could be devastating. 
While all of this discussion 
about the economic consequences 
of violence in the worltplac:e may 
seem c:allous, Dr. Monty aouse, a 
clinical psychologist who 
apec:ializea ia trauma's effects on 
employees, says that tlaere are 
ways to benefit both employees 
and DW181emeDt should • tragedy 
strike tbe office. 
"When aa emploJer just 
clloosea not to reaJ»9ad after 
tbere's a trauma ia tbe WOikplace it 
aeetos to indicate that the 
lliiiiJilOYtr really cue .,. 
tlleir lllllDiovfllll" •1111~-
Angeles riots, fires, floods, and 
now the Northridge earthquake 
and its aftershocks, have changed 
lives, affected morale and 
productivity, and even put some 
people out of business. 
Thousands of Southland 
business managers already know, 
first hand, the struggle involved to 
maintain a delivery of products to 
the marketplace in the wake of the 
disaster. In many cases, 
operations are interrupted by 
destruction to the physical plant or 
to concrete aspects of production. 
But a growing number of business 
managers are becoming wiser 
about the more subtle and 
insidious disruption that follows a 
disaster or traumatic event. 
Psychologists with expertise in 
industrial, organizational, and 
clinical work rely upon a wealth 
of research findings to help 
business managers understand 
"the human factor" after a disaster 
has struck. Without such 
guidance, business 'Productivity 
may decline because the most' 
PW.S..Pt~pS2 
and help them sort out some of 
their feelings, that will show that 
the employer has a genuine 
interest in the feelings of the 
employees. The employees will 
not forget that either. Tllis would 
help build a bond between 
management and the rest of tile 
company," said Clouse. 
OOWIC CODCUI'I with K.allfDr tllat 




Catch 30 minutes of the best 
Inland Empire restaurant reviews 
two times a week on KVCR TV 24, 
the Inland Empire's PBS station. 
Table for Two Is the only 
restaurant review show of Its kind 
on television. The show airs ... 
6:30 p.rr.. on Tuesdays 
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biNLAND EMPIRE I us1ness 1ourna Restaurant 
By Allan Borgen 
Ships Ahoy in Temecula 
W hen one thinks of Temecula, the vision of wineries, beautiful 
lush rolling hills and traffic 
jams are usually the first images 
that come to mind. However, in 
recent times, a number of very 
good restaurants have opened 
up, and although the travel 
distance is still the same, the 
visions of delicious food 
dancing in my head sure makes 
the trip that much faster. 
Recently, I discovered two 
restaurants that are quite unique 
and are worth the drive to 
sample. The first restaurant that 
I'll be revtew1ng is called the 
Pirates of the Caribbean. This 
unlikely seafood restaurant 
seems out of place in an old 
Western town; however, good 
food is good food, and knowing 
that we're many miles away 
from the closest Pirate's cove 
didn't tarnish my dining 
experience. 
This lively restaurant is 
decorated in a pirate ship's 
motif, complete with a crow's 
nest, dueling pirates, and 
wooden tables. If you're looking 
for a quiet, formal dining 
experience, forget this place. 
The forks and knives are in 
plastic cups, the wooden bench 
tables are covered with butcher 
paper and paper towels serve as 
your napkins. Each place setting 
also has a wooden block, 
wooden mallet and a bib. The 
latter items are important, since 
your dining experience is truly a 
hands-on experience. 
The menu features a variety 
of fresh seafood selections as 
well as sandwiches and salads, 
while the daily selections offer 
various steak and seafood 
comb1natrons. but it's the five 
special dinners that make this 
restaurant memorable. 
Each of these dinners serve 
two and come with a cup of 
clam chowder, sourdough or 
garlic bread and corn on the 
cob. One dinner, the Captain's 
Plate, also comes with a salad 
and dessert. Priced at only 
$39.95, this massive dinner 
consists of kmg crab legs. snow 
crab legs, stone crab claws, 
clams, mussels, slippery lobster 
tails, shrimp, polish sausage, 
new potatoes and all of the 
extras mentioned above. All of 
the items are steamed and are 
literally dumped on your table 
piping hot. The sounds of 
cracking crab shells and 
pounding hammers fill the air 
while the sounds of Caribbean 
music gently create a 
memorable evening. 
If you like your items deep 
fried, I suggest the Treasure 
Chest, $19.95, which offers 
shrimp, fish filets, chicken 
tenders, alligator fritters, 
breaded French fries and new 
potatoes. All of these items are 
deep fried and arrive at your 
table cusp and not too greasy, 
but who cares anyhow, the 
butcher paper absorbs any 
excess oil anyway ... boy, do they 
think of everything!! 
The other three combination 
dinners are priced from $26.95 
to $22.95, and remember, these 
prices are for TWO people. I 
found most of the items really 
good and well worth the price. 
Even Captain Hook, who was 
reportedly very cheap, would 
have loved this place. 
To help your digestion of the 
scrumptious seafood, a large 
selection of beer and ales await 
your visit. If you can't dec1de 
on whether to drink the Buzzard 
Breath Ale or the unique Cave 
Creek Chili Beer, why not try 
the Buckets of Five which 
consists of a choice of five 
imported or domestic beers. 
The Pirates of the Caribbean 
is located at 41925 Third St., 
Temecula (off of Front St ). The 
phone number is (909) 695-
1405. 
Well mates, now that you 
have had your fill of seafood, 
how about some of the best 
p1zza th1s side of, well 
Riverside. The Temecula Pizza 
Co. has a selection of what I 
call "Gourmet Yuppie Pizza" 
that you can only find in some 
expens1ve, trendy restaurants in 
Los Angeles or Orange County. 
The large 16" pizzas range in 
price from $11.95 to $12.95 and 
feature such wonderful creations 
as the White Lady (gorgonzola 
cheese, fresh sliced pears and 
pine nuts); the Zane Grey, (sun 
dried tomatoes with chicken and 
mushrooms); The Sundance K1d, 
wrth sun dried tomatoes, goat 
cheese and fresh garlic and the 
very spicy Tex Mex with 
cilantro, Jalapeno pesto wh1te 
sauce with chicken and fresh 
tomatoes. The crust was New 
York style, you know, thin and 
cnsp, and easily folded for easy 
consumption. 
I also loved the "screaming 
chicken" which is a daily 
special, and features such 
unlikely ingredients as wh1te 
corn, shredded red cabbage and 
chunks of chicken that are first 
marinated 111 spicy hot chili 
applesauce and then grilled. 
What a glorious ... and sprcy 
creation this is!!! 
If the gourmet p1zzas are too 
adventurous for you or your 
family, you can order the "usual" 
toppings as well. Other items 
worth trying include the 
stromboli, which is two cheeses, 
fresh spinach. mushrooms and 
your choice of chicken, sausage, 
steak or vegetables all wrapped in 
pizza dough and baked, various 
sandwiches and gourmet salads. 
The Temecula Pizza Company 
is located at 44535 Bedford 
Court, Temecula, tn the Par 
Crest Plaza on Route 79 South 
at I-15 . The phone number is 
(909) 694-9463 . .... 
·Borgen is the co·host of KYCR 's 
Table For Two resrauranr review show 
and a member of the Restaurant Wnlcrs 
of i,mcnca. 
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NEW WORLD CHAMPS 
A few years back I was asked to create a new wine judgrng concept 
What I came up with was the New 
World International Wrne 
Competition. 
The Bntish actually created the 
term "new world" to categorize 
wines from the colonies and their 
neighbors, and to differentiate 
them from "old world" European 
wines. So this new JUdging is 
open to wines from anywhere in 
North America (U.S., Canada & 
Mexico) , South America, 
Australia, New Zealand and, by a 
small stretch, South Africa. 
The reason for limiting the 
participants to this group, rather 
than just doing a wide open 
international thing, is that, "new 
world" wines have so much in 
common. They do have an old 
world heritage, but the wines are 
mostly named after the grapes 
from which they are made, and 
they all tend to compete in the 
same Pacific Rim marketplace. 
In creating this new judging, I 
borrowed freely from other events 
I admire. Price and sugar 
categories were adopted. We don't 
expect the same things from a $7 
"fighting varietal" that we expect 
from a $50 "Reserve," so there are 
inexpensive, moderate and 
premium price categories with 
medals and awards for each. And 
consumers should know whether 
the wine the judges are 
recommending is dry, sweet or 
"really sweet," so the wines are 
divided 1nto five distrnct 
sweetness levels. 
The Judging panel is a mix of 
wine professionals, including 
winemakers, wine wrrters, a 
couple of "Masters of Wine," 
restauranteurs, retailers, whole-
salers and committed consumers. 
Then, to give it a brand new 
twist, we made it the ftrst 
American competition to offer 
commercially sponsored trophies 
for best of show wmes. In four 
short years, entries have grown to 
more than 1,700. 
GRAND CHAMPION 
To become "Grand Champion," 
the overall best of show, a wine 
has to first win a gold medal, be 
declared best of its price class, 
best of type and then, be one of 
the four finalists, "best white," 
"best red," "best sparkling" or 
"best dessert." The winner from 
that foursome takes home the 
American Airline's Trophy for 
New World Grand Champion. 
The reason for limiting 
the participants to this 
group, rather than just 
doing a wide open 
international thing, is that 
"new world" wines have so 
much in common. 
J. Schram 1988 "Napa Valley" 
Sparkhng Wine ($50) not only 
picks up the American Airline's 
Trophy, but the NWIWC Trophy 
for "Best New World Sparkling." 
Produced by Schramsberg 
Vineyards as a California "top of 
the line" champagne to compete 
against the likes of Dom Perignon 
and Roederer Crista!, it almost 
wasn't entered. 
Schramsberg doesn't generally 
enter wine competitions. Not 
really expecting him to say yes, I 
suggested to owner Jack Davies 
that he enter the wine in the 
NWIWC because I had recently 
given it a rave review (95 points 
for quality) and was sure it would 
take a medal. Neither of us could 
know that Davies' break with 
policy would find him taking 
bows for the wine that stole the 
show. 
If you missed my earlier 
review, know that 11 's just about 
the most complex Californian 
champagne around and that it 
blew away a fancy French number 
selling for more than $100 when I 
first tasted rt 
OTHER TROPHIES 
This year's Brown-Forman 
Trophy for Best New World White 
Wine goes to the Aussies for the 
second year in a row. This time to 
Hillstowe 1992 "Adelaide Hills -
Ody's Mill" Chardonnay ($20). To 
be "Best Whrte" 11 had to also be 
"Best Chardonnay," and so it also 
won the Beringer Vrneyards 
Myron N1girtlllgale Memorial 
Trophy. 
Tire Beauheu Vineyard Trophy 
for Best New World Red Wine 
stayed at home 111 California, 
though it did cross county lines to 
be won by De Loach 1992 
"Russian River Estate" Zinfandel 
($12). It's one of those big intense 
styles and it also won the Euge111a 
& Tryfon Lolonis Memorial 
Trophy for Best New World 
Zinfandel. 
The Inland Empire Business 
Journal Trophy for Best New 
World Dessert Wine went to an 
unusual wtne 1n 1994, barely 
edging out Quady Winery, the 
I 993 winner Chaucer's Raspberry 
W1ne ($8.50) is produced by 
Bargetto Winery of Santa Cruz 
Then, to give it a brand 
new twist, we made it the 
first American competition 
to offer commercially 
sponsored trophies for 
best of show wines. 
and, if you get trred of sipping it, 
pour it over tce cream 
The man who sponsors the 
trophy for best Cabernet won the 
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Donald D. Galleano 
Prntdent 
VIsit Our Wine 
Tasting Room 
and Picnic Area 
4231 Wmtvillt Road 
Min Loma, California 91n2 
(714) 68) H76 
Wine Selections and 
• Best Values 
-.J .1 By Bill Anthony 
Geyser Peak 
1991 o Alexander Valley Reserve 
Cabemet Sauvignon ................... $20 
Chateau St. Jean 
1991 o Sonoma County 
Fume Blanc .................................. $8 
Wyndham 
1992 o South Eastern Australia 
Chardonnay .................................. $8 
Signorello 
1992 o Napa Valley 
Chardonnay ................................ $20 
Duckhorn 
1992 o Napa Valley 
Sauvignon Blanc ........................ $15 
Benziger 
1991 o Sonoma County 
Cabemet Sauvignon ................... $13 
Clos DuBois 
1992 o Alexander Valley 
Chardonnay ................................ $12 
Meridian 
1992 o Santa Barbara County 
Chardonnay ................................ $10 
Chateau St. Jean 
1990 o Sonoma County 
Merlot. ........................................ $15 
Dry Creek 
1991 o Dry Creek Valley 
Merlot. ........................................ $15 
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Executive Time Out: Morey Mansion 
During your grinding work week, it's nice to dream about a place far away from 
the daily turmoil. Wouldn't it be 
wonderful to look forward to 
spending the weekend at a lavish, 
story-book hideaway? Located in 
Redlands, .Morey MansiOn provides 
the perfect opportunity for you to 
get a"Way from 11 all and relax m a 
historic, maJestic setting. 
Morey Mansion was built in 1889 
by Da\ id More~. a retired ship 
builder and cabinet maker. :\iorey 
and his wife Sarah came to 
Redlands a few years earlier to start 
a small orange ranch in the area. 
When Morey built his now famous 
mansion, his building costs totaled 
$20,000. 
Sarah was the inspiration for the 
glorious mansion. The building still 
stands today as a tribute to her 
memory. 
Now, Sarah and David Morev's 
private home is opened for public 
enjoyment. Guests are invited to 
take full advantage of the services 
provided by the Mansion. 
In addition to being a top-quality 
ADElA 'ITO 
Vidory l.nc- fnlm$59,990 (619) 246-3534 
903- 1.296 sq. fL12, J & 4lkdrooms 
HOIIIdowa- fnlm$69,990 (619) 246-3800 
925 - I 385 sq ft.n. 3 & 4 Btdrooms 
A..ncaa Tndilioas- fnlm SH,990 (619) 246-3350 
J(}\7- 1.675 sq. fi.il, 3 & 4 Btdrooms 
Harmouy--. 597,990 (619) 246-3350 
1,533 2.514-sq ftJ3&4Btdrooms 
lltuioll - fnlm $89,990 (619) 246-5101 
1,332- 1868 sq. ftJ3 & 4 &drooms 
FAGlE RANCH In \tctomllc 
Prillt At f.a&le lad . - $89,990 t619) 2+4-1900 
1,181 - 2,040 sq ftl3 & 4 Btdrooms 
Dakola - fnlm S9i,990 (619) 947-6180 
1.-107- 2.201 sq. ft./3 & 4 Bedrooms 
Spirit At f.a&le lad - fnlm s 122,990 (619 I 947-2120 
1,887- 3,010 sq ft./3, i & 5 Btdrooms 
Vaatua - fnl111 Sl35,990 (619) 947-6513 
1,881 - 2,631 sq. ftJ3. 4 & 5 Btdrooms 
Ml'RRIFfA 
Splril At Mwrida - fnlm $133,990 (909) 698-6691 
1.887- 3.010 sq. ft13, 4 & 5 Btdrooms 
<..ORONA 
Prillr At WiWniK .... - - $119,990 
(909) 277. }600 
1.304 - 2,000 sq. ftJ3 & i lkdrooms 
COMING SOON 
Vldory At lancow Spiril At Pai.dalt 
..... At ... QBda Spirit At Solltla eor-
c.III-800-998-INCO for WonwioL 
bed and breakfast inn, the facility is 
available for private party rental. 
Weddings, receptions, meetmgs and 
all special events may be conducted 
at the mansion for a reasonable 
hourly fee 
There are five rooms available 
for nightly stays at the mansion. 
Guests are mvited to stay in Sarah's 
Chamber, the Blue Room, the 
Tower Room, the Hide-A-Way, or 
the famous Lombard Room. The 
Lombard Room was so named after 
Carole Lombard. Lombard's aunt 
and uncle were at one time the 
owners of the mansion. 
Guest accommodations include a 
Continental Breakfast prepared and 
served by Dolly Taveres Wimer, the 
inn keeper and manager of Morey 
Mansion. 
As an added bonus, Morey 
Mansion recently announced a new 
attraction. World renowned 
magician, psychic and world 
traveler, S. Earl Statler has JOined 
the staff. As of April 1, Statler is 
presenting a Mystery Spirit Seance 
at the mansion. These mystical 
presentations are on Saturday 
evenings at 7 and 10 p.m. and 
include a buffet dinner. 
"We are excited about Mr. 
Statler's evening of mystery, magic 
and spirit manifestations. And, now 
the show will also touch upon the 
Mansion's illustrious history," 
Wimer commented. 
The mansion was opened to the 
public in 1991 when Mark Slotkin, 
a Los Angeles businessman 
purchased the home. Morey 
Mansion has 4,800 square feet of 
living space with 20 rooms and 96 
windows. Slotkin refurbished the 
home in all of its original elegance 
and charm. 
Anyone who even drives by the 
mansion is surely awestruck by its 
beauty. Those who take advantage 
of all the mansion has to offer are 
particularly lucky . .A 
Come to Inco Homes and get a 
C.QL.A. with every purchase. 
At I nco Homes we realize how important brokers are. 
To the livelihood of our business and to the real estate 
mdustry as a whole. Thats why we've developed a new 
The balance of the comrmssion will be paid to you at the close 
of escrow Its that simple. And tt's our way of showmg you how 
much we want to work together. And we're sure you'll find our 
homes as attracuve as thtS program. We have some of the most 
mnovative designs your buyers wtll find. In just about every stze 
program !hats open to all brokers. \'·le callu the lnco Homes 
C.O.LA. (CommissiOn On Loan Approval) Progrnrn Here's 
how 11 works. As a broker, you'll need to register 11<1th r.::::1 and price rnngc. So tf you want to get a C.O.LA. from 
your clients on the first \1sit to an Inco neighborhood 
to be eligible for the C.O.LA. Program. You 11<1ll 
ret:eJ\'e 50% of your comnusston when the buyer 
receives full loan approval. 
!nco and gtve your buyers a lot more for their mont}: 
\isit any of our netghborhoods listed to the left 
Or calll-800-998-lNCO. We thmk you'll find 
!nco C.O.LA. and our homes very refreshing. 
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U.S. Filter Lands Milestone Seabrook Contract 
PALM DESERT, Cali f.-United States Filter Corp. announced it has been 
awarded a contract m excess of 
$5 million to engmeer and design 
a condensate (water) polisher 
system for Seabrook Nuclear 
Power Station, Seabrook, N.H. 
U.S. Filter Corp. designs 
and manufactures a 
broad range of customized 
and pre-engineered 
systems and equipment in 
the water and wastewater 
treatment industry. 
The system will provide 
22,500 gallons per minute of 
treated condensate to a seawater-
cooled 1,150-megawatt pres-
surized water reactor and a 
tandem compound turbine 
generator. 
Dry Creek Vineyard's Trophy for 
Best New World Sauvignon 
(Fume) Blanc. If gold medals 
were currency, Parducct 
Sauvignon Blanc would have 
made John Parducci a wealthy 
man. It's the 1992 vintage that 
took the trophy. 
The Amador County Wine 
Producer 's Trophy for Best New 
World Barbera went to Santino 
1992 "Amador County" Barbera 
($1 2). It's the second consecutive 
vintage of Santino to take the 
trophy. 
The John Parduccz Trophy for 
Best New World Cabernet 
Sauvzgnon went to a ttny North 
Coast producer for Sonoma Creek 
1991 ($14), a very complex red 
wine for the money. 
Added to the list this year is the 
Doug Davzs/Sebastiani Vineyard's 
Trophy for Best New World Pinal 
Nair. T he winner is from 
Mendocino County and a real 
bargain considering Pinot prices 
have gone out of sight, Handley 
'"This is a milestone project 
for the ultrapure water quality 
industry," said Richard J 
Heckmann, chairman and CEO of 
U.S Ftlter. "For the first time, 
the industry has been asked to 
provide a system guaranteeing 
parts-per-tnllion effluent water 
quality for thts applicatiOn." 
"Parts-per-trillton treated 
water quality for PWR service 
has been evolving from parts-per-
billion standards through 
innovation and fine tuning of 
existing process design," 
Heckmann explained. ''A 
guarantee of parts-per-trillion 
quality commercially is 
important in reducing the utility's 
costs." 
The condensate polisher 
system combines two U.S. Filter 
technologies; Permuttt 's service 
vessels and regeneration design 
and IWT's resin separatton 
technology. Permutit and IWT 
were separate companies prior to 
their acquisition by U.S. Filter. 
Their operations have since been 
integrated. 
"The Seabrook project 
demonstrates the technology 
leverage that can be gatned by 
combining expertise in different 
technologies, as with Permutit 
and IWT, to provide new and 
better soluttons to criltcal 
problems," Heckmann said. 
"This Is a milestone 
project for the ultrapure 
water quality Industry, " 
said Richard J. Heckmann, 
chairman and CEO of 
U.S. Filter. 
U.S. Filter will complete the 
project in two phases. Phase I, 
including process design, detatl 
engineering and scheduling, will 
be completed in June 1994. Phase 
II, including matertal 
And the Winners Are ... 
Conttnued From Page 45 
1992 "Anderson Valley" ($12.50). New World Meritage Red goes to 
The last time I made a mistake, 
Bacchus was in knee pants, but I 
made up for my flawless record 
with a real beauty last week. I 
misread a computer printout and 
announced Santino as the winner 
of the Amador County Wzne 
Producer's Trophy for Best New 
World Barbera for the second 
consecuttve year. Nothing can 
take away last year's accom-
plishment, but this year's winner 
is actually Montevina 1991 
"Amador County" Barbera ($8.50). 
The most recent addilton to a 
growing list of sponsored trophies 
is the Southern Californza 
R estaurant Writer's Trophy for 
Best New World Meritage White 
and it goes to a delicious and 
expensive-to-produce sweet 
Sauternes type Topaz 1991 "Napa 
Valley Special Select Late 
Harvest" ($19 the half bottle), and 
is produced from 50% each of 
Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc. 
The NWJWC Trophy for Best 
a very expenstve, but very 
delicious and complex (tasted 
blind I would have sworn it was 
Bordeaux), Kendall-Jackson 1989 
Cardinale ($50). I'd tell you more 
about it, but no one from the 
markettng department answers 
phone calls. 
Red wine bargain-hunters 
should track down the reciptent of 
the Fetzer Vineyards/Gus Furtado 
Memorial Trophy for Best New 
World Petit Szrah, which also won 
a gold medal and best of price 
class honors, Bogle 1992 
"California" Peltte Sirah ($6.75). 
The German family Deinhard 
have to be the most altruistic of 
all trophy sponsors. They do not 
own a winery eligible to enter (all 
their properties being in Europe) 
and don't even market any "new 
world" brands. They're actually 
sponsoring a trophy to be won by 
their competitors. Why do it? 
They love the Riesling grape and 
want to promote excellence in its 
procurement and equipment 
manufacturing, will end with 
installatiOn in 1996. 
U.S. Filter Corp designs and 
manufactures a broad range of 
customized and pre-engineered 
systems and cqutpment in the 
water and wastewater treatment 
industry The company's products 
and services are used for the 
filtration and puriftcation of 
water for municipal treatment 
systems and industrial processes 
as well as the treatment of 
wastewater effluent before 
recycling or discharge. 
Established in 1953, US 
Filter has corporate offices tn 
Palm Desert, with manufactunng, 
processing and assemb I i ng 
facilities located in Davenport, 
Iowa; Lowell, Mass ; 
Minneapolts, Mtnn.; Redmond, 
Wash.; Rockford, Ill.; Tarbes, 
France; Trappes, France; Warren, 
N.J.; Warrendale, Pa. and 
Whittier, Calif. The company has 
sales offices in 36 domestic and 
11 international Clites . .A 
productton everywhere. The 
winner of the Deznhard Trophy for 
Best New World Rzesling goes to a 
dessert style, Newlan 1991 "Napa 
Valley Late Harvest'' 
Johannesburg Riesling ($20 the 
half bottle). 
There are two trophies 
sponsored by the Australian Wine 
Importers Association , and just 
like last year, one of them was 
won by an Aussie winery. 
The A W/A Trophy for the Best 
New World Shiraz Syrah 
(synonyms for the same grape) 
went to McGuigan Brothers 1993 
"Bin 2000" Hermitage Shiraz 
($10), which edged out two higher 
priced California versions. 
It was definitely the year of the 
sweet wines (or "sltck1es" as the 
denizens of "down under" say) as 
the AWIA Trophy for Best New 
World Semillon went to a wine 
with a proprietary name, 
DeLorimier 1990 "Alexander 
Valley Late Harvest" Lace ($16 
the half bottle) . .A 
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Morris Ready to 
Take Off From PSRA 
A fter serving this area for nearly four months, Morris Air will stop 
flying from the Palm Springs 
Regional A~rport effective April 
4. 
Southwest Airlines, which 
purchased Morris Air back in 
December of 1993, has 
announced they will not pick up 
Morris Air's twtce daily nights 
from the Palm Springs Regional 
Airport. 
According to Dave Neeleman, 
president of Morris Air, "relying 
on seasonal traffic at Palm 
Springs was simply not feasible 
in today's highly competitive 
airline industry." 
Neeleman added that aircraft 
and crew resources can be used 
more effectively elsewhere in the 
system on a year round basis. 
Morris Air came to the airport 
at the urging of the Airline 
Service Task Force, formed one 
Desert Business Journal 
year ago by hotel representatives 
and ctty members in an effort to 
improve airline services to this 
nallonally known resort area. 
According to the task force, 
Morris Air experienced a 112% 
increase over projections of 
boarders to Las Vegas and a 
107% increase over initial 
projections on flights to 
Oakland. 
Local Bank Has 
Banner Year 
P aim Springs Savings Bank announced recently that 1993 turned out to be its 
most successful year to date, 
with the bank loaning more than 
$100 million in loans. 
This loan volume represents 
an increase of about 13% over 
PSSB 's 1992 loan volume. 
PSSB is the largest locally 
owned and operated financial 
institution serving the Coachella 
Valley, with assets in excess of 
$164.5 million. 
Stephen Hoffman, president 
and CEO of PSSB, gave a large 
degree of credit for the bank's 
loan success to two employees in 
the bank's real estate loan 
department. 
These employees, Robert Lytle 
and Robert Cross, were both 
honored for their facilitation of 
loans in the community. 
"One of the great pleasures of 
being a community bank is the 
opportunity to serve and help 
build our desert area. Our 
success directly benefits the 
communities in which we work 
and live," said Hoffman. 
Proposed Autry 
Expansion In the Works 
The Autry, a landmark hotel here for 30 years, will be expanded to 
accommodate a 1,000-seat dinner 
theater and house other 
amenities, according to the Palm 
Springs Planning Commission. 
Final plans for the massive 
APRIL 1994 
project will again go before the 
planners this month, at which 
time, construction costs should 
be finalized, according to Frank 
Coyle, assistant ctty planner. 
Coyle explained the tentative 
plans call for a 1,000-seat dinner 
theater with a six-story structure 
over the stage area, which will 
require renovation of an existing 
conference room, known as the 
California Room; a new lobby 
and lounges; a retail arcade and 
spas; a couple of meeting rooms 
and a 672-car parking lot north 
of the Autry. 
The developers, Gene and 
Jackie Autry and Sagstar Ltd. of 
Los Angeles, want to get started 
on the project fairly fast, Coyle 
noted. "The new construction 
wdl be designed to fit in with 
hotel architecture which was 
built in the early 1960s," he said. 
City officials voiced pleasure 
over the Autry plans since it has 
long been a city scheme to 
bolster Palm Springs' reputation 
as an entertainment Mecca. A. 
Palm Springs Takes Big Step Toward Casino Opening 
By Dick Stanfield 
PALM SPRINGS-This community could become the gaming capital of 
California soon, due to an 
informal agreement between the 
city and gaming sponsors which 
calls for "speedy joint planning" 
and mitigation fees for impacts 
on city services such as fire and 
police protection. 
The gaming facility that is on 
the drawing board is a $25 
million project in the downtown 
area proposed as a joint venture 
between the Agua-Caliente Band 
of Cahuilla Indians and Caesars 
World Resorts. It would be built 
on Indian land bordered by Calle 
Encilia to the west, Andreas 
Road on the south, Calle El 
Segundo on the east and Amado 
Road to the north. 
Tribal council members 
reportedly approved the non-
binding agreement late in 
February, following three months 
of negotiations with the city 
council and representatives of 
Caesars World. 
Under the agreement, the city 
will use their powers to buy land 
for casino related projects, not on 
the actual eight-acre Indian 
property designated for the 
casino. Such an acquisition might 
include parcels desired to 
construct a pedestrian mall along 
Andreas Road linking Indian 
Canyon Drive to the Palm 
Springs Convention Center's 
west side. 
The National Indian 
Gaming Commission has 
ruled that Indian tribes 
must negotiate with most 
states for the right to use 
electronic pulltab games 
In their casinos. 
Tribal Chairman Richard 
Milanovich explained that the 
tribe does not want the city to 
acquire properties through their 
powers of eminent domain, 
because that process could very 
well delay construction of the 
80,000-square-foot casino. 
The Indians and Caesars World 
are hoping for an early summer 
of 1995 opening of the city's first 
casino. Other gaming casinos 
presently are located on Indian 
land at Indio and Morongo. 
Under a formula agreed upon 
by the tribe and Palm Springs, 
the city will receive mitigation 
fees annually of 3% of casino 
revenues, after a variety of 
expenses and prize payouts are 
deleted. In order for the city to 
receive the fees, the tribe's 
adjusted revenues must reach 
$18.5 million, and will be paid 
up to an adjusted $28.5 million. 
The city will get 2% of the 
adjusted revenues over the $28.5 
million. 
As an example of the revenues 
that the city could receive, it was 
noted that, should adjusted 
revenues reach $40 million, Palm 
Springs would get $530,000. 
Milanovich said that ground-
breaking for the casino is 
tentatively set for May, and he 
voiced hopes that Las Vegas-style 
gambling will be allowed. 
Presently, casinos in the area can 
only have Class II games like 
poker, tab machines and sports 
booking. 
The Indians and Caesars 
World are hoping for an 
early summer of 1995 
opening of the city's 
first casino. 
The casino, the Agua-
Caliente's first gambling unit, 
may employ 600 to 1,000 people 
with an annual payroll of 
between $9 and $12 million. 
Additional jobs in the Coachella 
Valley due to the casino are 
estimated at between l,ROO and 
4,600, 
Pie au See Page 51 
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Palm Springs Greater Hispanic Chamber 
Elects Woman President 
By Dock Stanfocld 
PA LM SPRINGS-For their second year of extstence, The Greater 
Palm Springs Hispanic Chamber 
of Commerce has chosen the1r 
first woman as president, 
namely, Kathleen C Alvarez, a 
local realtor with Mary Ellen 
Hill & Associates. 
In making that announcement, 
immediate past president Tony 
Aguilar Jr., noted, "We've had a 





Hispanic business community." 
Formed in December 1992, 
the Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce has had an 
Interesting year. Its first 
"official" function in February 
1993 honored two appointed 
Hispanics, namely, Joe 
Valasquez, 30, the first Hispanic 
to be named to the Cathedral 
City Council in its 11-year 
history; and Joaquin Delgado, 
43, an appointee to the College 
of the Desert's Board of 
Trustees. 
"We've had a great 
first year dedicating 
ourselves to uniting and 
strengthening the valley's 
Hispanic business 
community." 
Besides quarterly luncheons 
and dinners, the GPSHCC held 
the first annual Children's 
Easter Celebration, a Hispanic 
law enforcement officers 
recognition night, a Cinco de 
Mayo Fiesta and a host of 
"mixers" designed to help 
Hispanics network with others 
with the same business, 
economic and political 
concerns. 
Alvarez, in her first 
statement, said, "I want to 
assure you that your 1994 
executive officers are dedicated 
to uniting the Hispanic business 
communtty by getting our 100 
members more involved." She 
added that it's her hope that the 
GPSHCC can become a political 
and economic force in the 
Coachella Valley. 
Accordtng to the chamber 
publication, the GPSHCC 
conststs of Hispanics and non-
Htspanics living and working in 
the Palm Springs and 
surrounding areas who have 
mutual beneficial ties in the 
publtc and private sectors, all of 
which promote trade in the 
Hispanic business community. 
Other officers for the 
GPSHCC include Vice 
President, Marcos Legarreta, 
Auto Body Masters, Cathedral 
City; First Vtce President, Jim 
Barrial, GTE forecast analyst, 
Palm Spnngs; Treasurer, Dina 
Carmen Weed, Rainbow Realty, 
Palm Springs, Secretary, Emma 
Santana, realtor wtth Prudential 
Caltfornia Realty, Palm Springs; 
Tony Aguilar Jr., immediate past 
president and entertainer; Lalo 
Guerreri, ambassador-at-large A. 
Hospanocs or non Hospanics 
mtercstcd 10 JOintng the 
GPSHCC can call 776-2274 or wrote 
P.O. Box 804, Palm Sprongs , Ca 92263. 
For total protection, 























Now, there's a better way to 
meet your security needs 
through integrated electronic 
protective systems and service. 
We're a leading national 
security company with a 
strong local commitment to 
protect you through use of: 
• Innovative security systems 
• Skilled installation and 
service representatives 
• A full range of capabilities 
• Our own UL-listed central 
stations for your ongoing 
protection 
So, to cost-effectively 
reduce your security risks, 
look to The First Name in 
SecuritifM for a FREE profes-
sional security appraisal. 
(909) 460-0886 







603 S. Milliken Ave., Suire K 
Ontario, CA 91761 
A Bora W un« Security Company 
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Courtyard Offers Range of Amenities 
liated on beautiful, palm ee lined, Tahquitz Canyon ay m Palm Spnngs, The 
Courtyard is ideally situated near 
the Palm Springs Convention Center 
and within walking distance of five 
major hotels, including the Palm 
Spnngs Hilton, The Marquis Hotel, 
The Spa Hotel, The Wyndham and 
Las Brisas Hotel. It is also within 
walkmg distance of the renowned 
Palm Springs Desert Fash1on Plaza, 
which is horne to Sak's Fifth 
ADVERTORIAL 
Avenue. It is only five minutes from 
City Hall. the Courthouse and the 
Palm Spnngs Reg10nal Airport. 
A Tradition of Quality 
at the Courtyard 
T PM Holdings, Inc. owner of The Courtyard takes pride in their ability to meet the 
needs of such a wide variety of 
businesses. Su1tes range in size from 
5,000 square feet, all the way down 
The Courtyard is ideally 
situated near the Palm 
Springs Convention Center 
and within walking distance 
of five major hotels, 
including the Palm Springs 
Hilton, The Marquis Hotel, 
The Spa Hotel, 
The Wyndham and 
Las Brisas Hotel. 
" THE COURTYARD" ... Palm Springs' Most 























to 150 square feet. The Courtyard 
continues to be an especially great 
location for any business thinking of 
opening its first office in the 
Coachella Valley due to its 
prestigious address and proximity to 
extraordinary support facilities. 
Courtyard Has That 
Professional Attraction 
T he Courtyard is currently seeking to negotiate space for support serv1ce 
professionals. Available for lease is 
a barber/beauty salon, a perfect 
turn-key facility waiting to be 
occupied. Tammy Perezchica, the 
on-site leas ing manager is also 
interes ted in speaking with 
prospective graphic 
art/photocopy/blueprint 
professionals that would like to take 
advantage of this premier location. 
Call (619) 325- 1262. 
TPM Holdings, Inc. owner 
of The Courtyard takes 
pride in their ability to 
meet the needs of such a 
wide variety of businesses. 
Suites range in size from 
5,000 square feet, all 
the way down to 
150 square feet. 
A Place for Professionals 
to Call Home 
S orne of the professionals who have chosen The Courtyard to be their "business home" 
are: The Metropolitan Theatres, The 
Bank of California, The Coffee 
Station & Beanery, The Gallery at 
the Courtyard, The Hockenberry 
Gallery, Campbell's Gallery, ICCA, 
TPM Holdings, Inc., Omni Bar & 
Grill (opening May '94), Microtech 
Communications, Craig Cassing, 
Attorney at Law and Mark Sullivan, 
Attorney at Law. 
For information on space available 
at this prestigious center, you may 
contact Tammy Perezchica at the 
On-Site Leasing Office, 619-325-
1262.& 
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Inland Empire Profile 
Full name: Ben Johnson II 
Occupation: Health Care 
Consultant 
Short Biography: Born in 
Harnsburg, PA Graduated 
University of California at Irvine 
with a degree in Psychology and 
began career in pharmaceutical's 
industry four and a half years ago. 
Family: Wife, Stacy; daughter, 
Rebekah. 
Hobbies: Golf, music, reading, 
physical fitness, restoring a '65 
Mustang convertible. 
Affiliations: Director of Homeless 
Outreach of Riverside, Human 
Relations Commission (Chair of 
Ethnic Harmony Corrurunee), Greater 
Riverside Urban League, NAACP 
Prior Career: Insurance 
Personal Accomplishments: A 
wonderful marriage. 
Business Accomplishments: 
Received numerous awards for 
sales performance, created new 
markets for product line. 
Best Aspect of the Inland Empire: 
Commumty d1versity, affordable 
housing, small town feeling w1th 
metropolitan busmess community. 
Greatest Concern: The increased 
level of violence in schools. 
Last Book Read: "7 Habits of 
Highly Effecllve People" 
Last Movie Seen: "Schindler's 
List" 
Favorite sports: Football and golf. 
Favorite Drink: Lemonade 
Favorite Restaurant: Ancho's in 
Riverside 
Last Vacation: Christmas visit to 
PA. 
Lives in City of: Riverside 
Palm Springs Takes Big Step 
Toward Casino Opening 
Continued From Page 48 
Meanwhile, state and federal open a casino on Indian land in 
officials have stated it may be their city 
many years before all Indian The National Indian Gaming 
tribes in California can offer Commission has ruled that Indian 
Nevada-style slot machines and Tribes must negotiate with most 
other games, such as blackjack, states for the right to use 
because the California con- electronic pulltab games in their 
stitution bans them. The people casinos. Those games include 
of California would have to vote video pull tab poker and keno 
a constitutional change to allow which are now offered in the 
Nevada-sty le gambling, and the Indio Bingo Palace and the 
Legislature would have to Casino Morongo. 
implement new laws and The Cabazon Band of Mission 
regulations on criminal and Indians operates the facility at 
constitutional law changes. Indio and the Morongo Band of 
The Cabazon and Indio casinos Mission Indians operates the 
reportedly rely heavily on Morongo casino. Both tribes 
electronic pull-tab gaming have challenged the national 
machines which California commission's rules first issued in 
claims are illegal slot machines. 
In neighboring Cathedral City, 
the city council has authorized a 
six-member Gaming Task Force 
to study how gaming has changed 
in recent years and how 
Cathedral City may be affected 
should the Agua Caliente Band 
of Cahuilla Indians decide to 
1992. 
Late in January, the federal 
appeals court in Washington D.C. 
ruled that tribes must negotiate 
with most states including 
California for the privilege to 
operate electronic versions of 
pull-tab games in their casinos. 
... 
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IFIWN!NEWS A.\1 l.HO 
~~CKC 
KCKC AM Radio 
1350 
Inland Empire's CMII Station 
In the Coachella Valley 
K-NEWS 1270 AM 
"Southern California 
Business Focus" 
From 7100 pm - 7.30 pm 
Monday Thru Friday 
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues 
Recent Guests fuclude ... 
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger • 
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Elizabeth Caulder • 
• John Thornton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves • 
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham • 
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala • 
• Robert Mondavi • Mary Scarpa • 





CNN INTERNATIONAL AND 
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR 






Qo ~· CJ}, .',I 
t'r~INEWS AM 1350 ~~~KCKC 
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When Trauma Hits the 
Workplace 
Continued From Page 43 
valuable resource, employees, are her revealed that she was 
simply not performing up to speed. experiencing very painful and new, 
Barry Gibbons, former CEO for low self-esteem at work. She 
Burger King Corporation in explained that she was at the point 
Florida, in personal correspondence of wanting to quit her job in order 
with the owners of Trauma to avoid a co-worker's criticism of 
Intervention Specialists (TIS), her having felt overwhelmed. 
stated that the company's recovery Why was she overwhelmed? 
from Hurricane Andrew was more The company had instructed its 
like running a marathon than like employees to return to work 
running a sprint. In the months immediately following the 
following his disaster, the initial earthquake and to work longer 
push to survive was succeeded by hours in order to help in relocation. 
weariness and fatigue. At the same time the business 
Gibbons emphasized the value introduces a new computer system 
of ongoing workplace support as along with a severe time-crunch to 
employee reactions to the crisis master it. Understandably, this 
evolved. woman's response to these changes 
Managers recognize that it is in was, "Nobody at work is talking 
the company's best interest to keep about the earthquake. My home is 
workers functioning optimally. devastated and my children are 
The lost contribution of an frightened to death." This 
individual employee is particularly woman's personal stress, as well as 
costly in recession times, when her sudden incompetence on and 
lean budgets have already off the job, might have been 
eliminated duplication of work considerably lessened if her 
tasks. To the extent that managers had utilized some of the 
psychological aftereffects decrease basic guidelines of how to 
an employee's work performance, 
and the teamwork involved to 
assemble a product, productivity 
may be seriously compromised. 
Southern California 
communities and businesses have 
learned, from their experience with 
disastels, some elements of bow to 
iJrotect their iDfrastructures in 
terms of tlae pltysica1 installations 
dlllt form the basis of an enterprise. 
However, Dr. Clouse of TIS says 
that more can be done to shorten 
tbe duration of a disaster's effects if 
managers respond to that which 
becomes threatened in the "human 
infrastructure." According to Dr. 
Clouse, the "human infrastructure" 
is the interconnected web of 
relationships within which 
employees and others derive 
satisfac:tion from being needed and 
valuable in the context of 
produciDg goods or services. 
Dr. Clouse cites an example of 
one company's uninformed 
resrx-e to a tmnnativ:d employee 
wbo bad lost her home in the 
eartllquake, as weD as tbe building 
in which she worked. This usually 
capable administrative assistant 
complained that she could not fill 
out her SBA loan application for 
bome repairs. What was causing 
tile employees sudden 
iacompetence? Discussion with 
communicate with, and 
appropriately manage, employees 
in the critical first days following 
the disaster. 
In another instance, a company 
contacted TIS immediately 
following the assault of a security 
guard by six men armed with clubs 
and wearing ski masks. The 
assailants escaped, but one guard 
was left brutally beaten, and his 
partner was traumatized by the 
terror of witnessing the violence, as 
well as by guilt due to his having 
fled the scene of the crime to get 
help. 
The assaulted guard suffered 
serious physical injury and could 
not manage his emotional reactions 
until later. The assaulted guard's 
partner described expectable 
feelings of lowered self-esteem due 
to his sense of guilt. He was afraid 
that his co-worker was angry at 
him for having fled, and he insisted 
that he must return to wort 
immediately in order to make up 
for his "failure" and secure his job. 
In the meantime, his family 
pleaded with him to get better 
protection before returning to wort 
because "those thugs may come 
back to eliminate you as a 
witness!" The family was terrified 
for his saf«!ty, and wished to 
convince him nol to do the one 
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Workplace Violence: 
A New Trend No Business 
Wants to Follow 
Continued From Page 43 
workforce are; installing additional 
lighting in their parking lot; 
providing a security guard or alarm 
system and offering self-defense 
classes to employees. 
While none of these additions 
will prevent violent crimes from 
taking place, they will all help to 
make the business a less desirable 
candidate for crime, according to 
Judy Stotland, director of Project 
Sister, a rape counseling and 
intervention program in the Inland 
Empire. 
"Nothing can stop rape or violent 
crimes from occurring," said 
Stotland. "What you can do though 
is prepare for them and keep your 
employees informed about how to 
be less of a victim. This can be 
done just by addressing issues of 
safety. Telling employees to Jock 
the doors if they are working alone 
or walk to their cars in pairs. It 
doesn't have to cost a lot of 
money." 
thing which he believed would 
restore his self-esteem: return to 
work immediately. 
TIS performed three 
interventions at the site. The beaten 
security guard, who was not ready 
to talk, was referred to a clinical 
psychologist whom he later saw, 
and who facilitated contact with his 
partner in order to talk about the 
incident at work and clear matters 
up. The emotionally traumatized 
partner was reconnected with his 
manager, who gladly reassured him 
that his job was not at risk and then 
urged him to take advantage of 
counseling. TIS professionals then 
met with this man and his family, 
to train them in how to support 
him; while he was recovering, his 
coping skills and ability to eat, 
sleep, and concentrate improved 
again. These interventions were 
crucial in preventing the employee 
from becoming alienated from his 
family, his co-worker and his 
supervisor, or from being unable to 
work. 
These case examples illustrate 
some of the important basic 
principles involved in protecting 
the "human infrastructure" of a 
It is impossible to say whether or 
not preventative measures would 
have stopped the brutal attack that 
claimed the life of Nancy Willem; 
however, the incident did serve as a 
painful reminder that businesses 
must keep pace with all of society's 
changes, both good and bad. 
"It's a shame when we look at 
the world and we see things like 
this happening. Crimes just seem 
like they are getting more and more 
violent," said Arias. "There's no 
accounting for human life any 
more, and it's tragic that we even 
have to worry about something like 
this but we just can't afford not to." 
For information on how to help 
prevent violence in the workplace 
you can contact: 
• The Workplace Violence 
Research Institute at (800) 230-
7302 
• Project SISTER at (909) 626-
HELP ( 4357) . .._ 
business following a disaster or 
traumatic event. Safeguarding 
these resources, fostering the 
relationship between company and 
employee that provides connection, 
belonging, and value, will result in 
restoration of employees' self-
esteem, shorten the duration of 
workers' psychological reactions, 
and return work performance to 
normal levels as quickly as 
possible. 
Consultants who have particular 
expertise in these issues have 
assisted businesses in their 
functional recovery by training 
managers about the basics in 
preparedness and intervention so 
that they can protect their 
companies following a disaster or 
traumatic event. These topics, and 
others related to the task of helping 
businesses to survive the 
unexpected, will be further 
discussed in subsequent issues . .._ 
Dr. Riddell is a clinical and consulling 
psychologist and owner ofTnuma 
Intervention Specialists, a consulting finn 
specializing in buaineu preparedness and 
interventioa following a diauler or 
tnumatlc: event. 
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TABLE 5 
Composition of the Orange County Economy 
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the state's alliance through 
which small business can 
purchase health coverage. 
Accordmg to PacifiCare 
of California's President 
Jeff Folick,"We are 
extreme! y pleased to be 
joining The Health 
Insurance Plan of 
California. Not only are we 
committed to serving the 
small business market, but 
we feel voluntary alliances 
such as these are an 
essential component of 
health care coverage." 
Introduced in July of 
1993, The Health Insurance 
Plan of California is the 
nation 's first statewide 
health alliance, and 
currently covers 2,500 
businesses and 44,000 
Californians. The program 
offers coverage to small 
employee groups of 5-50 
employees through a pool 
of health care insurance 
companies. California will 
be one of 23 such members 
in the HIPC. 
Folick went on to note, 
"We're confident that 
PacfiCare will do well as a 
member of The Health 
Insurance Plan of 
California. In addition to 
our HMO plans within the 
programs, and many 
other important projects. 
The Inland Empire needs 
more clout and that 
coordination. In fact, 
Riverside needs to join 
forces with lnyo, Mono, 
Imperial and San 
Bernardino Counties to 
take our share of the state 
dollars that are necessary 
to our populations. 
If elected to a seat, what 
will be your first order 
of business? 
It is my intention to 
institute the Pena Plan. 
The Pena Plan is the 
following: 
PUBLIC SAFETY-
War on criminals. It's 
time to allocate law 
enforcement resources to 
Contmued From Page 3 
HIPC, we will continue to 
offer small business a 
variety of health care 
options including our health 
mamtenance organization 
and preferred provider 
organization products, 
outside of the HIPC. We 
also are in the process 
developing a point-of-
service program." 
Pa1fiCare of California is 
one of the state's leading 
care organizations, serving 
more than 830,000 
members through its 
manager care operations. 
The organizations mcludes 
a Medicare HMO product, 
Secure Horizons, that has 
more than 240,000 
members statewide. 
PacifiCare Health 
Systems is one of the 
nation's leading managed 
care organizations. Primary 
operations include managed 
care products for employer 
groups and Medicare 
beneficiaries in California, 
Florida, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
Texas, and Washington, 
serving more than 1.1 
million members. Other 
specialty managed care 
operations include Medicare 
risk management, 
coordination of managed 
target district career 
criminals. We must start 
taking a bite out of the 
criminals, not just out of 
crime. We need a Cop on 
a Con. 
PUT" SERVICE" 
BACK IN PUBLIC 
SERVICE-
County government 
needs to be helpful or it 
needs to get out of the 




effective joint public 
private ventures that 
generate revenue. 
ENVIRONMENT-
As a life long dessert 
resident, I will work to 
persevere our natural 
heritage without 
sacrificing jobs or 
care products for multi-
region employers, health 
and life insurance, 
behavioral health, workers' 
com- pesat10n, dental and 
vision services and health 
promotion. 
Provident Savings 
Gives Hefty Grant 
to UCR 
Last month, Provident 
Savings Bank made a 
pledge of $100,000 to the 
A Gary Anderson Graduate 
School of Management at 
the University of California 
at Riverside. 
The contribution was 
made in honor of 
Provident's founder Gordon 
Blunden and will be used as 
an endowment to establish 
scholarships for MBA 
students, according to UCR 
officials. 
In recognition of the 
sizeable donation, the 
dean's office will be 
renamed in late May in 
honor of Blunden and 
Provident Savings Bank, 
according to the school. 
This donation is one of 
three large endowments 
given to the college in the 






incentives to build 
wealth within the district. 
WELFARE REFORM-
We must stop the 
generations of welfare 
abuse and fraud. 
Where do you see your-
self at the turn of the 
century? 
Driving to another 
meeting to make 
Riverside County and the 
Fourth District a safe, 
prosperous place to live 
and work for our 
families, our children and 
our grand children. 
... 
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Lockheed Receives SBA 
Award of Distinction 
U ckheed Aircraft Service Company in Ontano was ecently recognized by the 
Small Business Administration for its 
exceptional record of subcontracting 
with small, disadvantaged businesses. 
LAS, a division of Lockheed 
Corporation, received the SBA's 
national Award of DistinctiOn last 
month. 
LAS was one of only 41 firms 
across the nation to receive the SBA 
award 
"Lockheed Aircraft Service 
provided small business across the 
country with $18.9 millton in 
subcontract work on government 
programs," said Robert Moffin, SBA 
association administrator. "Of the 
total, $2.2 million went to minority-
owned businesses." 
A spokesperson for Lockheed said 
the company takes special steps to try 
to promote subcontracting to small 
busmesses. 
"We feel that it is unportant to not 
only direct suppliers to appropriate 
contracts within our own organization, 
but to also take the time to refer them 
to other companies and agencies that 
may have opportunities for them," 
said Faye Graybeal, LAS's small 
business coordinator. "We realize the 
times are tough, especially for small 
busmesses, and we try to a.-;sist them 
in every way possible." 
Cadiz Land Co. Announces 
New Position, Appointment 
Gdiz Land Company, Inc., armounced the appointment of ave Peterson to the newly 
created postllon of vice president of 
agricultural development 
The company's primary 
agricultural emphasis is located at its 
Sells 
when it comes to effectively 
a product or service, nothing beats 
of a well-produced video. And 
our "award-winning" creative 
tee you the best value in 
ess of your budget. 
APRIL 1994 
property in Cadtz, Calif. where it 
owns m excess of 25,000 acres. The 
appointment of Peterson, which is 
effective April 11, follows the County 
of San Bernardino Board of 
Supervisor's approval of a zoning 
change from resource conservation to 
agriculture on 9,600 acres at the 
company's Cadiz property. 
Currently, CLCI has developed 800 
acres of table grapes and 640 acres of 
citrus at the Cadiz location. With the 
approval of the zoning change and the 
appomtment of Peterson, the company 
can now begin further development of 
the property by way of leases and/or 
joint ventures with third party 
agricultuml entities. Such entities are 
attracted to the development at C<!du 
due to its favorable micro climate and 
the abundant supply of water th;tt lies 
beneath the property. 
Consulting Group Offering 
Free Small Business Seminar 
11e Claremont Consulting Group in conjunction with Don Salsa's Mexican Restaurant 
will be offering a series of free 
seminars geared toward helping 
businesses succeed 
The seminar series, titled, "How to 
Succeed in a Recessionary Economy," 
is designed to provide local small 
business owners with the skills 
necessary to survive in today's 
market. 
Seminars will be held at Don 
Salsa's Mexican Restaurant on April 
1, May 6 and June 3 from 9- 11 a.m. 
For more information, contact lhe 
Claremont Consulting Group al J-
800-5@6336. 
New Restaurant Chain to 
Open in Inland Empire 
pplebee's International, Inc. 
opened the first of a proposed 
cries of bar and grill type 
restauranL~ in Fontana lasl month. 
The Kansas-based corporation is 
planning to open the popular 
Midwestern restaurants throughout lhc 
Inland Empire including sties in 
Highland and Riverside. 
This infusion of a restaurant chain 
into the Inland area will go a long way 
in nourishing the region's economy, 
according to Marianne Waggoner 
from CB Commercial real estate 
which was instrumental in bringing 
Applebee's to the area. 
"Applebee's is quickly becoming a 
significant part of the Inland Empire's 
economy. The company is investing in 
property, building restaurants, creating 
an increasing number of full-time 
food service management career 
opportunities," said Waggoner. & 
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International Trade Leads 
Argentina 
Cardeco S.A.C.I C wants to buy a 
large diameter fusion machme for hogh-
density polyethylene pipe. The machine 
must handle popes 12 mches to 36 inches 
in doameter and 1/3 inch to 3 mches in 
thickness The company woll buy the 
machine dorectly from a manufacturer 
Contact: Santiago Carbone, 
Commercial Manager, Cardeco 
S.A.C.I.C., RJvadavla 666, Piso 2, i002 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Tel: (1) 33i-
2125; Fax: (1) 331-6713. 
Australia 
An Australian importer and wholesaler 
wants to import masking tape from foreogn 
suppliers. Interested suppliers must forward 
product catalogs and price lists. 
Contact: Mr. Sonjay, Director, P.O. 
Box A648, Sydney South NSW 2000, 
Australia. Tel: (2) 698-7971 ; Fax: (2) 
698-8492. 
Austria 
Transtec HandelsgmbH seeks a foreign 
supplier of newly-developed securoty 
products, such as wireless burglar alarm 
systems for private houses and 
apartments, security systems for cars and 
hand-held alarms for personal protection. 
Foreogn businesses must provide detailed 
product descriptions, price quotes and 
product samples. 
Contact: Peter Schummel, Transtec 
HudelsgmbH, Frlmmelgasse 4, A-1190 
Vienna, Austria. Tel: (1) 318-84-84; 
Fax: (1) 318-84-85. 
Wedia Ger. N.B.R., an importer and 
distributor, seeks color neon sogns and 
lamps used for advertising. U.S.D.A Ref. 
Num: 0995-930331-i22B0018 
Contact: Thomas Benlsek, Wedla Ger. 
N.B.R., Beethovengasse i6, A-2620 
Neunklrchen, Austria. Tel: (2635) 68-
340; Fax: (2635) 68-340-4. 
Brazil 
Ooopa Assessoria e Treinamento SIC 
ltda. seeks a supplier of frozen yogurt 
and fresh fruit mixers used in fast-food 
stores and ice cream parlors. Suppliers 
should send price lists, descriptions of the 
machines available and the type of after-
sales service offered. 
Contact: Franco Tremolada, director, 
Oopa Assessorla e Treiaameato S/C 
Ltda., Rae Dr. Sabola de Medeiros 
1"n4, 84128-110 Sao Paulo-SP, Brull. 
Tel: (11) 572-9985; Fu: (11) 573-MI7. 
canada 
Lubberts-Milter Marketing Group 
sesks a foreign supplier of non-alcoholic 
and de-alcoholized wines. The company 
will regularly order contamerload~ of 
good-quality wine, packaged in 12x750-
ml. boules . 
Contact: Roy Horn, Lubberts-Miller 
Marketing Group, 34775 Mierau St., 
Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 5Y3, Canada. 
Tel. & Fax.: (604) 859-7407. 
Chile 
lnmored Llda. seeks a joont venture 
partner to cooperate in ohe manufactunng 
of hogh-tech sporting goods. A few 
products that could be produced arc skis, 
ski boots, poles and bondings, surf and 
water skos, tennos, paddle and squash 
rackets, foshing poles, golf balls and clubs 
and camping gear. The company os 
particularly mterested on an arrangement 
with a foreogn manufacturer 
Contact: Francisco J. Correa, 
Partner/Manager, Inmored Ltda., Luis 
Thayer Ojeda 073, or. 908, Santiago, 
Chile. Tel: (2) 233-5289 or 213-7358; 
Fax: (2) 233-5289. 
China 
Shanghai Mating Food Co. Ltd. wants 
to buy equipment for an automated 
production line for making easy-open 
cans. The machinery must produce 600 
tins per minute, with each tin havmg a 
diameter of 60 to 65 mm. The company 
prefers to buy directly from a foreign 
manufacturer. 
Contact: Wang Hal, Engineer, Shanghai 
Mating Food Co. Ltd., 224 Jun Gong 
Rd., Shanghai, China 200090. Tel: (21) 
543-0i88; Fax: (21) 543-1797. 
Colombia 
lmproseponal Ltda. wants a monthly 
delivery of 50 MT of various meats, 
includmg beef and pork. Delivery must be 
through the Bogota Airport. U.S.D.A. Ref. 
Num: 0947-930330-30180209. 
Contact: Carmen Gutierrez, 
.Improseplnai Ltda., Cra. 19 Bls No. 
59A-32 Sur, Bogota, Colombia. Tel: 
760-5939; Fax: 779-9177. 
Czech Republic 
Lillracomp seeks a foreign supplier of 
all types of crayons and pencils. It needs 
large quantities of each item to compete 
with German imports of crayons for sale 
on the Czech market. Suppliers can 
respond in English, preferably by fax. 
Coatact: Boris Bakllk, Llttracomp, 
Loreacon 9, 761 01 Zlla, Czecb 
Repabllc. Tel: (") 251·32; Fall: <"l 
151-56 nr 251·32. 
Prems Sro seeks an agency 
arrangement with a foreign supplier of 
electronoc burglar alarms and fire and 
smoke detectors. The company will install 
the secunly systems and provide post-sale 
service. 
Contact: Milan Stefek, Prems Sro, 
Vrbenska 693,757 Oi Valasske !\1ezirici, 
Czech Republic. Tel: (651) 22949 or 
23340; Fax: (65i) 23340. 
Denmark 
Marcher Tradmg wants to purchase 12 
20-ft contamerloads of mocrowavable 
French fries every year. The French fries 
must be packaged for retail sale. U.S.D.A. 
Ref. Num. 1065-930408-40980069 
Contact: Henrlk Marcher, Marcher 
Trading, Valby Langgade 74A, DK-
2500 Valby, Denmark. Tel: (3630) 1376; 
Fax: (3630) 1396. 
Egypt 
Osman Engoneering Co. wants to 
omport VHF radios. It will buy full-duplex 
VHF mobile radoos, with 20-walt power 
and IS-channel sets. The company woll 
buy 750 sets. Responses are needed from 
foreign manufacturers. 
Contact: Ahmed Mohamed Osman, 
General Manager, Osman Engineering 
Co., Mahrousa Bldgs., Sldl Blshr, 
Alexandria, Egypt. Tel: (3) 5464201; 
Fax: (3) 5498203. 
Sultan International seeks a supplier of 
dried meat powder, blood, hydrolyzed 
feathers and fish and lover for human 
consumption. It will buy 1,000 MT of 
dried meat powder, 40 MT of blood, 40 
MT of hydrolyzed feathers and 40 MT of 
fish and liver. Certificates of ongin and 
inspection are required. U.S.D.A. Ref. 
Num: J007-930401-729BOi06. 
Contact: Yehia M. Sultan, Sultan 
International, 22 Alouba St., El Haram, 
Giza, Egypt. Tel: (2) 850-7525; Fax: (2) 




Kunststofftechnik GmbH wants to buy 
plastic coolers used on beverage cans. 
They must have an interior diameter of 65 
mm and an exterior diameter of 83mm and 
can be made of either polypropylene or 
polyethylene. The company will import 
between i20,000 and 250,000 coolers a 
year. It prefers to buy directly from a 
manufacturer. Please send samples. All 
responses must be in German. 
Contact: Mr. Wllllmer Jr., Maaaglag 
Director, Wimmer Gaaml - aad 
Kuatatofttecllaik GabR, Germaalutr. 
141, D-12099 Berlin, Germany. Tel: (30) 
752-0005; Fax: (30) 752-08il. 
Prosalus Vertriebtechnischer Produkte 
GmbH wants to import safty pins used to 
prevent shoplifting. The pons, which are 
auached to clothmg. are filled with ink. If 
a garment with a pin is stolen from a 
store, or if the pin os tampered wllh, the 
safty device will automatically spoil its 
ink. staining the clothong. The company 
plans to buy between I 00,000 and 200.000 
pms. 
Contact: Mr. Ott, Prosalus 
Vertriebtechnischer Produkte GmbH, 
industriestr. 8, D-66280 Sulzbach-
Neuweiler, Germany. Tel: (6897) 4343: 
Fax: (6897) 4054. 
Ernst Roeckelein GmbH seeks a 
foreign manufacturer that can regularly 
supply industrial-grade, self-adhesive 
tape. Interested suppliers must forward 
product catalogs and export price lists. 
Contact: H. Roeckelein, Manager, Ernst 
Roeckelein GmbH, Dulsdurger Strasse 
60, W-8500 Nuremberg, Germany. Tel: 
(911) 996330; Fax: (911) 99633-99. 
lar .. t 
Talimex Ltd. wants to buy 12,000 kg. 
of knitting yarns each month from a 
foreign manufacturer. The yarn can be 
colton, poly/colton, polyester or voscose, 
and either raw or colored. The company 
will either use the yarn for its textile 
manufactunng operatoon or distribute the 
product in Israel. Suppliers must send 
samples. 
Contact: Halm Bachlnsky, Manager, 
Talimex Ltd., 44 Yehuda Halevl SL, Tel 
Aviv 66102, Israel. Tel: (3) 560-2256; 
Fax: (3) 560-2258. 
Japan 
Japan Orchids Fishery Co., an importer 
and distributor, seeks live American 
lobsters. An import/export contact is not 
required. 
Contact: Makoto Nagai, President, 
Japan Orchids Fishery Co., Yamalcbl 
Gyogyo Bldg., 3rd Fl., 4-9-5 Tsukljl, 
Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japaa. Tel: (3) 
35451835; Fax: (3) 32522583. 
Korea 
Daesung Corp. seeks a wholesaler or 
distributor of medium-grade tomato 
sauces. U.S.D.A. Ref. Num: 1018-
930402-5801'0090. 
Coatact: KJm Lee s..., Daenac Corp., 
73-1 Namd1aa1doq, Jaal·ka, C.P.O. 
Boll 7171, 1M-Mt, Seoal, Korea. Tel: 
(2) 535-M92; Fu: (2) 5J4.tt41.. & 
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COLORADO PROPERTY 
BORDERS NA T'L FOREST 
- 35 + private acres -
SPEer ACULAR MOUNTAIN VIEW 
Pure mountain creek with Towering 8 lue Sprl.l:e 
ard Huge Aspens. 
Available fo r only $64,700 with terms. 
Call AL (719}846-4631 LPI 
WISE ABOUT MAIL 
Five years .go our eagle ,.,... 
born Into a s low but sim ple postal 
eystan. He learned ways to opecd 
up mall, and to c:ut through postal 
rcgu.laUOM ID make an dltttive 
mailing. 
Many postal ehangea later, our 
eagle Ia 8UII growing In wisdom. 
Often Urnes, amaru:r than the P08t 
OOlce. 
If you need help with a mall-
Ing from 5,000 to 5 million ple<:ea, 
we: can KJ"'Ye you. 
We will help '"" oort through 
the l1lllZC of postal regulaUons, ID 
&a\'C yuu the moet money possJLlc. 
We serve bustnc.a&<:a that mall 
ncllllo'!!ol etttr.t. magazines, pn,moe.. 
eclfmallaa, c:ata.logs. or any oU1cr 
t)'!Xofmall. Our customers benefit 
from cxputence we hA\'t! obt.a.Jnccl 
from .-nrldng with the !'net Office 
Let our 'Wisdom he Jp ynu Vltork 
smarter not harder. 
Ad Deadline For May 
is April 20th 
For Information on 
Advertising Call 
(909) 391-1 015 ext. 28 
Corporate Video 
Commercials • Training 
Sales Tapes • Point of Purchase 
Road Show Support • Video News R~ease 
THE COST-EFFECTIVE EDGE 
FOR TODA Y'S LEAN TlMES 
Call (909) 391 -1015 
Ask for Art Kemp 
APRIL 1994 
Coming Soon 
199-4 Book of Lists 
Reserve your advertising 
space NOW! 
(909) 391·1015 ext.l6 
Crest Lodge ~i~:nLa i n QcsorL 
Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages, 
nestled among tall trees. 
Kitch ens • Fireplaces 
Cable TV • Heated Pool 
AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages 
Midweek Bargain Break Rates 
Call fo r Reservations and Information ... 
(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418 
23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325 
INCORPORATE • 24 HOURS 
\\'ORKl\lANSHIP GUARA~TEED 
Complete California Corporations 
'! 011 ~ enjoy the fast ~- c:as>' way to obtain your new complete corporation 
mcluding legal forms, a!lt~llal fil_ing and ~rd.ing fees plus fust years resident 
agent Y 011~ only obtam lhi_s quahty exciUSJvecorporation package from Laughlin 
Global featunng such exclus1ves ~ your name stamped in gold on front and spine, 
gol~ fotl corporate seal affixed WJth colorful silk ribbons, custom printed stock 
~1ficates ~th _gold seal and silk ribbons. Your stock certificates represent you. 
Picture thepnde m yo~ s~kholders ey~, their proud smile and satisfaction as they 
rub the gold seal and stlk nbbons on theu own stock certificates. hll!:;;:s 
Call for FREE information 1-800/348-9119. ~~ 
Laughlin Global Corporate Services, Inc. ~ · 
2533 N.c.-S1. •..,. ~ 
c.-Cily, NV 19706 "'The Happier Sollllion" 
APRIL 1994 
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1-1 a p p e 
Coron a C hambe r 
o f C ommerce 
Corona Night with the Angels 
6:05p.m., Saturday, June 25, 1994 
California Angels VS. Texas Rangers 
Tickets on Sale Now- $7.00 & $8.00 
Call (909) 737-3350 For Information 
THE LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Inv1tes You To Participate 
In 
The Third Annual Business Expo 
Thursday, April 28, 1994 
4 • 7 p.m. 
Lorna Linda Academy Gymnasium 
Booth Space Reservations and New Member/Expo Package Available 
Call Today for details • Lorna Linda Chamber of Commerce, (909) 799-2828 
Committees: 
Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce 
"Good Business Builds a Better Community" 
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Mission is to 
Promote, Support, and Educate our Business Community. 
Ambassadors Business in Action Legislative Action 
Military Affairs 
Publicity 
Education Hispanic Business Council 
Finance Economic Development 
Products & Services 
Membership Refferals 
Communtty Maps 
New Business Directory 
Monthly "Outlook" Newsleller Bustness Expo 
Educational Seminars Health Insurance 
Chamber Office: 
Networking & Marketing Opportunities 
S.C.O.R.E. Counseling 
22620 Golden Crest Dr., Suit 110 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
MFCU Membership (909) 697-4404 
TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business 
The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce is ded1cated to serving, promoting and 
supporting Jhe local business envionnent with 5 (five) Manding committees: 
Gov Affa irs, Education, Local Busmess Promotions, Membership Services, 
and Ways and Means. 
Get involved with tire Largest Business 
Network in Temecula Valley! 
Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce 
27450 Ynez Road • Sui! 104 • Temecula, CA 92591 
(714) 676-5090 
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RE~~s 
C 0 M ~fE-R_C_E_ 
Presents 
Business Expo '94 
More than 70 bus inesses will showcase their products and services 
May 11th 5;00 - 8:00 p.m. 
at 
The YMCA 500 E. Citrus 
PUBLIC WELCOME • ADMISSION FREE 
Food • Fun • Prizes 
MEMBERSHIP BREAKFAST 
" Bad Check Restitution Program" 
April 12th • 7:30-9:00 a.m. 
Embassy Suites 
74-700 Highway 111, Palm Deserl 
RSVP by calling C hamber Office (619) 346-6111 
Would the target market for your business include: 
A 36.8 year old woman with 
an annual income of $47,300? 
If the answer is YES 




a t the Montcla ir Plaza 
(55,000 p e ople a day) 
june 2 5 & 26, 1994 
for information call : 
Montclair 
Chamber of Commerce 
(909) 624-4569 
Upland 
Chamber of Commerce 
(909) 931-4108 
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James Charles Bodendick, Sandra GaU 
Bodendick, dba Perma-Giaze by Jim, 
16550 Multtvtew Drtve, Perros; debts: 
$212,945 ; assets: $195,373; Chapter 7. 
Carlsbad Plaza, LTD., c/o Ocddental 
Land Research, 801 E. Katella Ave., 
Suite 300, Anaheim; debts: $452, 716; 
assets $673,9!9; Chapter II. 
Carlsbad R.D., LTD., c/o Ocddentai 
Land Research, 801 E. Katella Ave, 
Suite 300, Anaheim; debts: $98,287, 
assets : $227,932; Chapter I I. 
Heclor H. Costamagna, M.D., Inc., 
APC, 5450 Jefferson Ave., No. 4, Chino; 
debts: $592,872, assets: $26,550; Chapter 
7. 
John Donald Cunan, Kimberly Sue 
CWlan, rdba Pacific Custom Mountain 
Homes, rdba John CWlan CoDBtruction, 
rdba Pacific Mountal.n Homes, 613 Villa 
Grove, Moonridge; debts : $239 243, 
assets: $202,040; Chapter 7. 
Mohan Singh Makkar, aka Mohan 
Singh, aka Sabl.na International, Inc., 
14391 Springcrest Drive, Chino Hills; 
debts: $910,217, assets: $435,200; 
Chapter 7. 
Paul Marui, rdba Paul Marval 
TruckJng, 3179 Sonnsa Dnve, Corona, 
debts: $434,124; assets: $329,700; 
Chapter 13. 
Dale Lee McKissea, rdba DP 
Enterprises, 36462 Mountatn View 
Road, Hinkley; debts: $6,067,238; assets: 
S 17 ,620; Chapter 7. 
James A. Nuckols, Stacey Nuckols, rdba 
Earth Mal.ntenaace, 1321 Malabar Way, 
Big Bear City; debts: $476,401; assets: 
$439,850, Chapter 7. 
Clyde Jay Palmer Jr., Katherine 
Moloney Palmer, aka Katherine 
Moloney O'Kiaga, fdba True Square 
Coaatractlon, 27718 Moon Ridge Drive, 
Sun City; debts: $460,460; assets: 
$194,700; Chapter 7. 
Jelrrey Alaa Platt, fdba Desert Beach 
Raorta, fdba HAH lanatmeau, 72500 
Shell Dr1ve, North Shore, debts: 
$1,790,640; assets: $2,000000; O!apter 11. 
Wlllla• Beary Aaplla Ill, Saadra 
Ka....,.a AapUa, aka WIBJam H. AapUa, 
aka BID Aapll-, aka 8udn K- AapUa, 
aka Saadl Aaplla, fdba Valley 
Rntaanat Sapply, 22740 Springmist 
Drive, Moreno Valley; debts: $393,913; 
...aa: S203,945; CUpter 7. 
Gary Baton, Cynthia Baton, dha 
Predse Construction, 10416 Hamilton, 
Alta Lorna, debts: $328,449; assets: 
$154,400; Chapter 7. 
Desert Wholesale Building Products, 
Inc., a California Corporation, 354 E. 
22nd St., Upland; debts: $973,986; assets: 
$30,025; Chapter 7. 
Michael William Di Pronio and Connie 
Mel Chen Di Pronio, raw Allkor 
Transformers, Inc., Caw STCC, inc., 
5012 N. Varsity Ave., San Bernardmo; 
debts: $302,042; assets: S I 70,418, 
Chapter 7. 
Robert J. Fainberg, Joanna Q. 
Falnberg, rdba Mistral, 24386 Altdorf, 
Crestline, debts: $203,419; assets: 
$152,220; Chapter 7. 
KbaUd Shaker Hasan, dba Sarah Auto 
Sales, 8775 Galena St., Riverside; debts: 
$328,903 ; assets : $160,500; Chapter 7. 
Inland Commodities, Inc., a CaiJfomJa 
Corporation, 10722 Arrow Route, Ste. 
210, Rancho Cucamonga; debts: 
$482,887; assets: $500; Chapter 7. 
Ken R. Julius, Debl Julius, dba J.R. 
Electric, 2065 Honey Bee Lane, Chino 
Hills; debts: $204,583; assets: $295,748; 
Chapter 7. 
Harold L. Petak, Pamela J. Pelak, dba 
Pelak Auto Electric, 40595 Windsor 
Road, Temecula; debts : $219,246; assets: 
$1 97,900; Chapter 7. 
Alvin L. Penny, Laura J. Penny, faw 
CBS Financial Group, Inc., 1674 S. 
Matn St. Corona; debts: $380,522; assets: 
$164,000; Chapter 7. 
Llno T. Preciado, fdba Action Auto 
Wrecking, 3660 Old Archibald Ranch 
Road, Ontario; debts: $206,446; assets: 
$206,1 00; Chapter 13. 
Georgia Ann Ruuga, Walter James 
Ruuga, dba Prestige Florist, 4935 
Emerson Court, Chino; debts: $208,814; 
assets: $171,053; Chapter 7. 
Adras J. Schaner, Susan K. Scharrer, 
aka Adras Scharrer, fdba Scharrer 
Masoary, 3186 Mt. Vernon Ave., 
Rtverside; debts: $291,710; assets: $127 
299; Chapter 7. 
C .. arlet C. Scott, Carol A Scott, rdba 
CJ Mlc:rofllm Service, 40-300 
Wuhington No. NI02, Bermuda Dunes; 
debts: S322,197i assets: i10,24S; Chapter 
7. 
Nicholdle Sundberg, aka Nlcholelle 
Cohen, taw Calltornia Bound, Inc., A 
CA Corp., dba Designs by Nlcholelle, 
Sole Proprietor, tdba Sunview Homes, 
72-803 Fleetwood Circle, Palm Desert, 
debts. $426,248; assets: $203,250; 
Chapter 7. 
John P. Syers, Katherine G. Syers, dba 
Syers Drywall, aka Katherine Ganssle, 
24569 Grand Oak Court, Mumeta; debts: 
$238,939; assets: $146,571; Chapter 7. 
Douglas Otto Utash, Wanda Elizabeth 
Utash, dba Designs by "U, • 13460 
Anoka Road, Apple Valley, debts 
$175,243; assets: $200,125; Chapter 7. 
Larry Vega and Martha Alicia Vega, 
fdba Vega Family Daycare, 10810 Dove 
Lane, Adelanto; debts: $205,999; assets: 
$147,199; Chapter 7. 
Richard Michael Beck, Linda Susan 
Beck fdba Beck's Unocal, dba Beck's 
Auto Service, 2924 Overland Court, 
Highland, debts : $430,332; assets: 
$344,346; Chapter 7. 
Derek Weyland Britz, aka Derek W. 
Britz, fdba Prime Industries, 6835 
Gtnger Lane, Fontana; debts: $309,865; 
assets: $1 16,180; Chapter 7. 
Karl G. Buehler, Judy M. Buehler, aka 
Karl Glenn Buehler, aka Judy Marie 
Buehler fdba Buehler Specialty, raw 
Buehler Distributing Company, a 
California Corp., 4917 El Molino Ave; 
Rtverside, debts $776,561, assets· 
$113,126; Chapter 7 
Gordon Carlson, Shelia Carlson, faw 
GS Aerospace, Inc., 506 Laurel Ave., 
Upland; debts: $462,023; assets: 
$238,000; Chapter 7. 
Cas a D' Alfredo 's, a California 
Corporation dba Alfredo's Italian 
Gardens, 285 S. Palm Canyon Dnve, 
Palm Springs; debts: $613,478; assets: 
$200,000; Chapter 11. 
Randall L. Durnlck, Helen E. Durnlck, 
aka Randall Lee Durnick, aka Helen 
Eilene Durnlck, fdba All Community 
Appliance, 19228 Marmalade Court, 
Riverside, debts : $259,661; assets: 
$162,100; Chapter 7. 
Llno T. Preciado, fdba Action Auto 
Wrecking, 3660 Old Archibald Ranch 
Road, Ontarto; debts: $206,446; assets: 
$206,100; Chapter 13. 
• 




















$500,000 or Larger 
NEW COMMERCIAL BLDG 
Owner: Majestic Realty, 13191 N. Crossroads Pkwy., Industry, 
CA 91746 (818) 692-9581. Contractor: Commerce Const., 13191 
N. Crossroads Pkwy. , Industry, CA 91746, (818) 699-0453. 
Project: 4016 Grand, Chino, CA 02123/94. 
NEW COMMERCIAL BLDG 
Owner: Food-4-Less, 4024 Grand, Chino, CA 91709, (3 I 0) 220-
2373. Contractor: Commerce Const., 13191 N. Crossroad~ Pkwy., 
Industry, CA 91746, (818) 699-0453, 02123/94. 
NEW COMMERCIAL BLDG 
Owner: Michael's Arts & Crafts, 4020 Grand, Chino, CA 91709, 
(909) 980- I 200. Contractor: Commerce Const., 1319 I N 
Crossroads Pkwy., Industry, CA 91746, (818) 699-045 3 02/23/94 
NEW COMMERCIAL BLDG 
Owner: Ross Department Stores, 4032 Grand, Chino, CA 91709 
(909) 466-9811. Contractor: Commerce Const., 13191 N. 
Crossroads Pkwy., Industry, CA 91746 (818) 699-0453 02123/94 
10 SFR'S VAL S98K- S121K; FROM 1,633SF W/430SF GAR 
TO 1,988SF W/573SF GAR 
Owner: Brock Coral Ridge I MJ Brock, 23382 Mill Creek Dr., 
#100, 130, Laguna Hills, CA 92653, (714) 583-1061. Project: 
2301-14 Calle Bienvenida, 2260-79 La Paz Ave., 15104, 14 Via 
Loreto, Chino Hills, CA, 02/16/94. 
Source: One Step Ahead 
phone: <•oo> 429-2220 or <714> 725-0711 
Fax: <714> 642-7610 
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Searchers Investigating Co. 70707 
Frank Sinatra Drive #49, Palm Sprin~. 
CA 92270 2/07/1994 Lola Roditt.J 
Gentral Air Cooditiooing & Heating 72-
00) Coqxr.lle W!y #104, P.dlms SJ:nng;, 
CA r;rT76 2J0411994 Harrison Entp Inc 
Carol's Specialtz 73768 Gorgonio 
St #5, 29 Palms, CA 92277 
1/31/1994 Carol Jaep 
Home Plumbing Services 75848 
Baseline Road, 29 Palms, CA 92277 
2/14/1994 William Garvin 
D & D Lil Donuts Corner of 
Bvartlett St., Adelanto, CA 92301 
2/07/1994 Doris Piatt 
Davis Mobile Home 18247 
Delicious St., Adelanto, CA 92301 
2/18/1994 Davis Living Trust 
Celtic Fine Graders Ltd. 39235 
Springbrook Road, Aguanga, CA 
92536 2/17/1994 Kelly John 
Shootist, The 40725 Brook Trails 
Way, Aguanga, CA 92536 
2/03/1994 David Anderson 
Alta Lorna Beauty Supply & Salon 
9654 Baseline Road, Alta Lorna, CA 
91701 2/03/1994 Steve Renfro 
Alta Lorna Thrift 7147 Amethyst 
St., Alta Lorna , CA 91730 
2/21/1994 John Gremer 
Arrow Turner Co. 9600 19th St. 
#37, Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
2/04/1994 Luis Zuniga 
Arrowhead Productions 10801 
Lemon Ave #2313, Alta Lorna, CA 
91701 2/16/1994 Darren Hickey 
Baseline Animal Grooming 9360 
Baseline Road #J, Alta Lorna, CA 
91701 2/15/1994 Christine Finazzo 
Best Video 9770 19th St. , Alta 
Lorna, CA 91737 1/31/1994 Ahuja 
Harish 
Betterway Carpet Care 6402 
Elmhurst Ave., Alta Lorna, CA 
91737 2/09/1994 June Smelxer 
Beyond Reptiles 6419 Malachite, 
Alta Lorna, CA 91737 2/14/1994 
David Spiteri 
Bug Blasters 7149 Lion St., Alta 
Lorna, CA 91701 2/10/1994 
Baltazar Hallberg 
California Glitz 9408 Lemon Ave., 
Alta Lorna, CA 91701 2/16/1994 
Pa1nc1a Block 
Cedar Gables 11463 Genova Road, 
Alta Lorna, CA 91701 1/26/1994 
Carol Douglass 
Crystal Clear Images 9850 19th 
St. #28, Alta Lorna, CA 91737 
2/18/1994 Aaron Steinmetz 
Forever Communication 8780 
19th #294, Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
2/15/1994 Lisa Ford 
Genesis Management Systems 11845 
Antler Peak Court, Alta Lorna, CA 91737 
W/1994 Genesis Global Enlelpise 
Kaodl Financial Services 9435 
Rancho St., Alta Lorna, CA 91737 
1/26/1994 Hunt Lourdes 
Kelley's Express 10431 Lemon 
Ave. #H, Alta Lorna, CA 91734 
2/01/1994 Sherrie Houng 
M C B Trading Co. 11669 Mt. 
Minah Drive, Alta Lorna, CA 
91737 2/08/1994 Walter Me Beth 
Newport Leisure 5210 Sapphire 
St., Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
2/03/1994 George Lindbeck 
P & R Italian Food Brokerage 10431 
Lemon Ave. #N, Alta Lorna, CA 
917011/31/1994 Anthony Pomponio 
R C Industries 6627 Fresno Court, 
Alia Lorna, CA 91701 2/02/1994 
Randy Conan 
Rancho Rooter 9070 La Lema Ct., 
Alta Lorna, CA 91701 2/07/1994 
Carl Weston 
Reliable Landscape Care 10154 
Northridge Drive, Alta Lorna, CA 
91737 2/08/1994 Manuel Me Kino 
Risk Services of California 10655 
Lemon Ave. #3614, Alta Lorna, CA 
91737 2/08/1994 Suzanne Coleman 
Travigoe Italian Market II 10431 
Lemon Ave. #N, Alta Lorna, CA 
91701 2/04/1994 Anthony Pomponio 
Watkins Entertainment Co. 7137 
Agate St., Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
2/08/1994 Bruce Watkins 
Wayne Halbritter 5595 Topaz St., 
Alta Lorna, CA 91701 2/21/1994 
Wayne Halbritter 
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Xymox Percussion 8662 Buggy 
Whip Rd., Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
2/14;1994 Kevin Heuerman 
Bakers Burgers Inc. 20781 Bear 
Valley Rd. , Apple Valley, CA 92307 
2/21/1994 Bakers Burgers Inc. 
Circle J Food Store 13601 Navajo 
Rd ., Apple Valley, CA 92307 
2/07/1994 Walia Ranbir 
Dj Dogs 16515 Quinnault Rd ., 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 2/07/1994 
Denise Buckner 
Energix International 20162 U. S. 
Hwy. 18 #G234, Apple Valley, CA 
92307 1/26/ 1994 Marin Marinoff 
Graphics Unlimited 19565 
Tonkawan Road, Apple Valley, CA 
92307 1/26/1994 David Christman 
Hispanic Video Eot. 20365 Broken 
Bow Rd., Apple Valley, CA 92307 
2/21/1994 Herman Vado 
Homebuyer Register 20282 
Chickawill, Apple Valley, CA 
92308 2/10/1994 Louise Rising 
Honey Restaurant 18564 Hwy. 18, 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 2/07/1994 
Cynthia Hunter 
J C's 10408 Mockingbird, Apple 
Valley, CA 92308 2/02/1994 
R1chard Morrison 
Knolls Jewelers 17774 Wika Road, 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 2/16/1994 
Martin Ramirez 
ME K Construction Co. 12511 
Algonqum Road, Apple Valley, CA 
92308 2/16/1994 Michael Kulakowski 
Mirror Images 22421 lsatis Ave., 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 2/10/1994 
Timothy O'Hare 
Mohave Apartment Services 
18061 Ohna Road, Apple Valley, 
CA 92307 2/16/1994 Paul Sheriff 
Noram Ind. Inc. 20785 Rancherias 
Rd., Apple Valley, CA 92307 
2/14/1994 Noram Ind. Inc. 
Nova Painting 17080 Century 
Plant, Apple Valley, CA 92307 
1/26/1994 Richard Krier 
R & M Concessions 12366 Snapping 
Turtle Rd, Apple Valley, CA 92308 
2/14/1994 Patricia McCabe 
Renet Financiai-Silvertree Mortgage 
20084 Red Feather Rd., Apple Valley, 
CA 92307 2/18!1994 Steve Anderson 
T L C Travel 18595 Seneca Court, 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 2/10/1994 
Tommy Collinson 
B & G Book Exchange 179 N. San 
Gorgonto, Banning, CA 92220 
2/14/1994 Gloria Dio 
Banning Donuts 524 W. Ramsey, 
Banning, CA 92220 2/02/1994 Eng 
Chhok 
C & S Tool 1101 Lovell, Banning, 
CA 92220 2/07/1994 Charles 
Hazeltine 
Cross Creations 952 E. Ramsey, 
Banning, CA 92220 2/07 !1994 
Craig Cross 
Hearing Service Inc. 6350 W. 
Ramsey #B, Banning, CA 92220 
2/16/1994 Hearing Service Inc. 
Ken Crosby Consulting 1126 
Cypress Point Drive, Banning, CA 
92220 2/07/1994 Kendall Crosby 
New Computer Concepts 543 S. 
Cherokee Cir., Banning, CA 92220 
2/18/1994 Pao Ku 
Sunset Auto Plaza 4545 W. Ramsey 
St., Banning, CA 92220 2/14/1994 
Sunset Chevrolet Oldsmobile 
Auto Repair Center 821 W. Main 
St., Barstow, CA 92311 2/07/1994 
Denise Flores 
Bits & Pieces Gift Shop 1600 A 
Tulagi, Barstow, CA 92311 
2/07/1994 Rebecca Getty 
Donut Star/Star Wok Express 1640 
E. Main St., Barstow, CA 92311 
2/08/1994 Star Wok Express Inc. 
Fashion Bug 536 Virginia Way, 
Barstow, CA 92311 2/21/1994 
Fashion Bug 
Joes Food Spot 24717 W. Main St., 
Barstow, CA 92311 2/07/1994 Peter 
Bark 
Kathys Copies and Printing 108 
E. Williams St., Barstow, CA 92311 
2/17/1994 Kathleen Messick 
P G M C Partnership 2344 W. 
Maio St., Barstow, CA 92311 
2/01/1994 Joseph Gee 
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Pizza Hut 481 Armory Rd, 
Barstow, CA 92311 2/14/1994 Pizza 
Hut 
Steakout Restaurant 235 E. Main 
St., Bar!itow, CA 2311 2/ 14/1994 
Rosa Pudwill 
TE Deloss Construction Inc. 1641 W. 
Main St., Barstow, CA 92312 
2114/1994 TEDelOS!i Construction Inc. 
Bent Willow Entp. 1263 Wellwood 
Ave., Beaumont, CA 92223 
2/16/ 1994 William Haupin 
Chatter Box Antique Mall 350 E. 
6th St.. Beaumont, CA 92223 
2/14/1994 Marsha Lindborg 
Decorating Addict Antiques 442 
E. 6th St., Beaumont, CA 92223 
2/07'1994 Billie Mehas 
Doma Partners 795 E. 6th St. #M, 
Beaumont, CA 92223 2/14/1994 
Donald Chri!itante 
Jordas Wholesale Nursery 38865 
Cherry Valley Blvd., Beaumont, CA 
92223 2/14/1994 Paula Jorda 
Laughlin Tooling & Design 909 E. 
6th St., Beaumont, CA 92223 
2/14/1994 Patrick Laughlin 
Lockerbie Mfg Co. 249 E. 3rd St., 
Beaumont, CA 92223 2/14/1994 
Robert Poland 
Patricia Johnson 350 E. 6th St., 
Beaumont, CA 92223 2/14/1994 
Patricia Johnson 
Sadies Trunk 311 E. 5th St., 
Beaumont, CA 92223 2/14/1994 
Martha Ferguson 
Scotts Headers & Muffiers 125 E. 
Sixth St., Beaumont, CA 92223 
2!21/1994 Scott Read 
Independent Data Services 50! W. 
Valley Blvd. #6B, Big Bear City, 
CA 92314 1/31/1994 Valerie Hood 
Real Deal 312 San Anselmo Dr., 
Big Bear City, CA 92314 2/07/1994 
Richard Muro 
Stat Medical Transcription 738 
Kiener, Big Bear City, CA 92314 
2/1411994 Myra Styles 
Bll Bear Battl•l Cages 20701 
Stone, Big Bear Lake, CA 91701 
2/07/1994 Robert Mark 
Big Buns Burgers & Pizza 40629 
Lakeview Dr~ Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 
211Q'l994 Another Mountain Fantasy 
Chiminey Kkrrikitt 682 Litner 
Road #1110, B1g Bear Lake, CA 
92315 2/02/1994 Thomas Bofort 
Kids Korner 42167 B1g Bear 
Blvd., Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 
2/10; 1994 Marvin Seboum 
Pinnacle Home Loans 579 Prune Rd., 
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 2/10/1994 
Horne Team Real Estate Inc. 
Switzerland Haus Bed 41829 
Switzerland Dr., Big Bear Lake, CA 
92315 2'07/1994 Donald Watstein 
Wendy Vaughn 966 Cameron Dr., 
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 
2/21/1994 Wendy Vaughn 
99 Cent Store 11585 Cedar Ave., 
Bloomlflgton, CA 92316 2/21/1994 
Jose Diaz 
Aguilar Pallets 17783 Santa Ana 
Ave ., Bloomington, CA 92316 
2/21/1994 Manuel Aguilar 
J & F Trucking 9850 Linden Ave., 
Bloomington, CA 92316 2/04/1994 
Jose de Jesus Monroy 
Joesy's Body Shop 9783 Alder 
Ave. #A, Bloomington, CA 92316 
2/14/1994 Jorge Lopez 
Odds For Ends 10132 Alder Ave., 
Bloomington, CA 92316 2/07/1994 
Richard Sanchez 
Salvage Depot 17817 Valley Blvd., 
Bloomington, CA 92316 2114/1994 
Carl Meek 
Sound Wave 19059 Valley Blvd. 
#517, Bloomington, CA 92316 
2/21/1994 Gustavo Rodriguez 
Suzett Banber & Beauty Salon 
10674 Cedar Ave., Bloomington, 
CA 92316 2/14/1994 Esther Pena 
Dekens Implement Co. 135 N. 
Commercial, Blythe, CA 92225 
2/14/1994 Waymen Dekens 
Riviera R. V. Resort and Marina 
14100 Riviera Drive, Blythe, CA 
92225 2/10/1994 Michael Wilson 
Theresa Lindbergh Pub 872 E. 
Hobson Way,' Blythe, CA 92225 
2/07/1994 Theresa Linbergb 
Ugly Duckling Rent A Car 1005 
W. Hobson Way, Blythe, CA 92225 
2/07/1994 Jib Investment Corp. 
W B Heflin Pumping Service 
13501 W. Hohson Way, Blythe, CA 
92226 2/07/1994 William Heflin 
Book Warehouse 48650 Seminole 
Rd., Cabazon, CA 92230 2/14/1994 
National Book Warehouse 
D & D Concepts 51655 Riza Ave., 
Cabazon, CA 92230 2/07/1994 
Dwayne Jackson 
Desert Hills Factory Stores 48650 
Seminole Dr., Cabazon, CA 92230 
2 '07 1994 Harry & David 
Swiss Am Inc. Desert Hills Factory 
Stores, Cabazon, CA 92230 
2/07 1994 Swiss Am Inc. 
Thmbleweed Station 50400 Main 
St., Cabazon, CA 92284 1/31/1994 
Robert Ada~D!;on 
Handi Storage 540 W. Ave., 
Calimesa, CA 92320 2/16/1994 
AdolfMeven 
Arthur Hall 68487 E. Palm Canyon 
Dr, Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/14/1994 Arthur Hall 
Bnerage Express 31455 Avenida 
Valdez, Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/21/1994 Stephen Fornelius 
California Laminates 68-605 
Jarana Rd., Cathedral City, CA 
92234 2/07/1994 Anthony Mongello 
Cathedral Comm. 67710 Ramon 
Rd., Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/14/1994 Filberto Cornejo 
Chaney Entrp. 38-825 Elna Way, 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/1411994 Chaney Entrp. Inc. 
Creative Ind. 68645 Risueno, 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/07/1994 Susan Eaglin 
D & S Garage Sale & Consignment 
31-910 Avenida Alvera #C, Cathedral 
City, CA 92234 211411994 Dean Springer 
Date Palm Chevron 69-123 Ramon 
Road, Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/16/1994 William Ealy 
Desert Palms Inn 67580 Highway 
111, Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/07/1994 Desert Palms Inn 
APRIL 1994 
Dollar Signs 30620 Yermo Ave., 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 2/14/199 
Jesse Cross 
Furniture Recycling 68-929 '1. 
Perez Rd., Cathedral Clly, CA 
92234 2/07/1994 Nancy Thomas 
Martin Jeffrey Kearns 30-867 
Bloomsbury Lane, Cathedral City, 
CA 92234 2/14/1994 Martin Kearns 
Palette Interior Design 36-090 E. 
Los Montanos Ave., Cathedral City, 
CA 92234 2/21/1994 Bryan Bradley 
Peyton Inti. 68-095 Hermosillo, 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/07 1994 Maury Williams 
Ps & Co. 33-849 Sky Blue Water 
Trail, Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/14/1994 Patnc1a Stanisk1s 
Sams Place Family Billiards 67 
777 Hwy. 111, Cathedral City, CA 
92234 2/1411994 David Pyle 
Tags Antiques Inc. 68 845 Perez 
Rd., Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/21/1994 Tags Antiques Inc. 
Unlimited X Change 68720 Hwy. 
111, Cathedral City, CA 92234 
2/14/1994Jeff Litton 
Mile High Marine Storage Inc. 29163 
Hook Creek Rd., Cedar Glen, CA 92321 
2121/1994 Mile High Marine Storage 
Mountain Communications 348 
Mozumdar, Cedar Pines, CA 92325 
2/17!1994 Ronald Stoneburner 
Airadio Company 21675 Johs 
Peak, Cedar Pines Park, CA 92322 
2!0 1/1994 Michael Bennett 
Michael Kordyak Construction 21241 
Devil~ Canyon Road, Cedar Pines Park, 
CA 923222Q7/J994 Michael Konlyak 
Old Hayloft, The 21971 Crest 
Forrest Drive, Cedar Pines Park, CA 
92322 2/15/1994 Walter Gero 
D Lux Photo 40301 Dutton St., 
Cherry Valley, CA 92223 2/07/1994 
John Clark 
Alpine Real Estate & Property 
Mgt. 5521 Riverside Drive, Chino, 
CA 91710 2/03/1994 Mario Saravia 
Assets On Tape 13024 Raintree 
Place, Chino, CA 91710 2/01/1994 
Janice Mohlman 
APRIL 1994 
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Ava Termite & Pest Control 4770 
Ch10o Ave# F, Chmo, CA 91710 
2/21/1994 Ava Termite & Pe!it Control 
Bad's Vera Villa Market 16307 
Chino-Corona Road, Chmo, CA 
91710 2/17/1994 James Bacigalupo 
Bear State Container & Packaging 
13546 Central Ave. #D, Chino, CA 
91710 2103/1994 Christopher Peterson 
Brady Electric 6713 Medford 
Court, Chino, CA 91710 2/02/1994 
Michael Brady 
Burns Builders Services 3836 
Francis Ave, Chino, CA 91710 
2/01/1994 Jeffrey Bums 
Chino Dental Center 12940 
Thirteenth St., Chino, CA 91710 
2/02/1994 Robleto, D. D.S. 
Chino Valley Nursery 3990 
Riverside Dr., Chino, CA 91710 
2/07/1994 Michael S!ith 
Cornerstone Products 12425 Mills 
Ave. #A7, Chino, CA 91710 
2/02/1994 Donald Gonzalez 
Custom Woodworking 13757 
Arapahoe Place, Chino, CA 91710 
2/02/1994 Mark Whittington 
D C C Davila's Custom Cabinets 
4770 Chmo Ave., Ch10o, CA 91710 
1/26/1994 Tom Davila 
Durangos Mexican Food 3746 
Riverside Dr., Chino, CA 91710 
2/21/1994 Adan Delgado 
Fortune Silks Inc. 13802 Magnolia 
Ave., Chino, CA 91710 2/21/1994 
Fortune Silks lnc. 
Fotocity 5145 Revere St. #2, 
Chino, CA 91710 2/18/1994 
Robert O'Neil 
Furniture Galleries 12634 Central 
Ave., Chino, CA 91710 2/07/1994 
HuongVu 
H & B Service Co. 13575 Barkley 
Pl., Chino, CA 91710 2/18/1994 
Control Panel Corp Inc. 
Intelgem 5389 Riverside Dr., 
Chino, CA 91710 2/211994 George 
Schuchard 
Jbk Mfg. Co. 12480 N. Park Ave., 
Chino, CA 91710 2/14/1994 Jeffrey 
Brown 
Karen Ickes 4689 Chino Ave., 
Ch10o, CA 91710 2/1411994 Karen 
Ickes 
Kelory Co., The 15749 Country 
Club Duve, Ch1no, CA 91710 
2/07/1994 Ervin Wilroy 
Louis Arriola 6264 Hamilton, 
Chino, CA 91710 2/14/ 1994 LoUis 
Arriola 
Med-X Portable Medical Services 
4389 Walnut Ave ., Chino, CA 
91710 2/17/1994 Thelma Valmonte 
Metro Communications 12140 
Central Ave. #144, Chino, CA 
91710 1/26/1994 Haroon Karim 
Mickeys Subs & Pasta 13841 
Roswell Ave., Chino, CA 91710 
2/21/1994 Mikyung Lee 
Microtechnics 13831 Roswell Ave. 
#G, Chino, CA 91710 1/26/1994 
Engraving Specialties Co. 
Most Versatile Products 12425 
Mills Ave. #A7, Chino, CA 91710 
2/14/1994 Richard Weiland 
National Auto 12018 Central Ave., 
Chino, CA 91710 2/16/1994 Scott 
Grabowski 
Neubauer Enterprises 5258 
Riverside Drive, Chino, CA 91710 
2/04/1994 Jason Neubauer 
Paper Hero Comics 12436 Central 
Ave., Chino, CA 91710 2/09/1994 
Jose Reyes 
Park Detailing Center 4114 
Kennedy Court, Chino, CA 91710 
2/08/1994 Todd Sanders 
Pfingston 's Landscaping 12838 
Central Ave., Chino, CA 91710 
2/08/1994 Michael Pfingston 
Pro-Water 5002 Adams, Chino, 
CA 91710 2/17/1994 Jose 
Montalvo 
R & M Full Stop 4122 Philadelphia, 
Chmo, CA 91710 2!1411994 Ervand 
Aynaszyan 
Ray's 13151 Yorba Ave. #42, 
Chino, CA 91710 2/14/1994 Ray 
Thornton 
Reef Life Inti. 12375 Mills Ave. #3, 
Chino, CA 91710 2/21/1994 Lilia 
Lacson 
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Retail Innovation Inc. 5690 
Schaefer Ave. #A, Chino, CA 91710 
2/21/1994 Retail Innovation Inc. 
Romax Pewterware 6831 
Meadowlark Lane, Chino, CA 
91710 2/14/1994 Hedwig Bergen 
S E A Property Management 5521 
Riverside Drive, Chino, CA 91710 
2/03/ 1994 Central Valley Real 
Estate. 
Sonny Entrp. 15153 Monterey 
Ave. #A, Ch1no, CA 91709 
2/21/1994 Sonny Nguyen 
Sonshine Christian Home Pre-
School 6153 Ashley Ct., Chmo, CA 
91710 2/10/1994 Connie Guzman 
Spectrum Equipment Co. 4790 
Chino Ave. #B, Chmo, CA 91710 
2116/1994 Spectrum Lifts & Loaders 
T J Maxx 11975 Central Ave., 
Chino, CA 91710 2/10/1994 T J X 
Companies Inc., The 
Trim Master 4520 Danito Court, 










Trust Capital 13064 Harnsburg 
Court, Chino, CA 91710 2/14/1994 
Bohb1e L Earle 
Western Group American Dream 
12490 Central Ave. #225, ChinO, 
CA 91710 2/02/1994 Amdrpro Inc. 
A A A Toner 2464 Olympic View, 
Chino H1lls, CA 91709 2!18/1994 
Charles Turner 
A B C Maintenance 4337 
Ironwood Drive, Chino Hills, CA 
91709 2/15/1994 Maxa Bernal 
Applied Eng. Products 14325 Monte 
Vista, Chmo Hills, CA 91708 
1!26/1994 Applied Eng. Products 
B & B Cellular 4550 Brookview 
Court, Ch1no Hills, CA 91709 
2/10/1994 Dame! Burrus 
Deluca & Assoc. J 4342 Cottage 
Ln., Chino Hills, CA 91765 
2/14/1994 John Deluca 
Hillcrest Equestrian Center 2888 
English Road, Chino Hills, CA 
91709 2/15/1994 Geni Fisher 
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Innovative Software Solutions 
12942 Oakland Way, Chmo Hills, 
CA 91709 2/17/1994 Brinda Lord 
J M C Vending 16 126 Singing 
Hills Drive, Chino H1lls, CA 91709 
1/31/1994James Allen Corp. 
J M Professional Services 3111 
Oakview Lane, Ch1no Hill s, CA 
91709 1!31/1994Joyce Me Glen 
Joel Cahn and Assoc. 2911 Chino 
Ave , C hm o Hill s, CA 91709 
2/04t1994Joel Cahn 
Keep The Beat C P R 2453 
Pheasant Run Dr., Chmo Hills, CA 
917091/31 1994 Frank de Saniago 
Laminas Zarco 4342 Ironwood Dr., 
Chino Hills, CA 91709 2/07/1994 
Fernando Zarco 
M F V Services 17956 Via La 
C resta, Ch ino H ills, CA 91709 
2/14 1994 Frank Vonranzow 
More Advertising 14302 Village 
View Lane, Chino Hills, CA 91709 
2/14/1994 Norberta Moreno 
Pan Internal Trading Co. 3094 
Buckhaven Road, Chino Hills, CA 
91709 2/16;1994 Xin Pan 
Rags To Riches 16224 Cordovan 
Court, Ch1no Hills, CA 91709 
2'03/1994 Deborah Walker 
Seraphim Enterprises 3447 Royal 
Ridge Dnve, Chino Hi lls, CA 
91709 2/10/1994 Emil Macaspac 
Seraphim Entrp. 3447 Royal 
Ridge Dr., Chino Hills, CA 91708 
How to Get More Office For Less Money? 
What you really need is a great place to 
conduct your business. To meet and enteruun your 
clients. Have your phone answered and messages 
taken by a real person. Receive your mail and make 
your telephone calls. Send and receive your faxes, 
deliveries. and have someone reliable locate you 
when you're needed. 
In other words. a home base when you 
need it, or a place that takes care of you when 
you're away on business. A prestige address to 
reflect your company's image. 
What you don't need is a big, fixed. 
overhead. You pay for only what you need. 
We realize that your needs can change. 
We're flexible. We offer several plans ranging from 
basic telephone and mailing service. to completely 
staffed pnvate office 
Safari Executive Offices were created to 
offer busy executive~ and professionals an environ-
ment conducive to business. It is an ideal setting 
for someone who need plush, professional environ-
ment. available 24-hours, seven days a week. 
Located next to Ontario International Airport, 
across the street from Hilton Hotel. 
Services provided by Safari Executive 
Offices include: 
• 46 Furnished ground floor offices. with views. 
Attractive lounge and court yard 
• 2 Conference rooms w1th bars, large screen TV's. 
overhead projectors and audio visual equipment 
• Complete secretarial services. telephone, voice 
mai l. fax. and copier 
• Word processmg and printing 
• Free parking 
• Delivery services, UPS, Federal Express, etc. 
• Concierge for travel and entertainment arrange-
ments 
To learn more about our fac1lites and services. 
please come over and discuss your business needs. 
We'll be glad to show you around, and explain the 
various services and options avrulable at Safari 
Executive Offices. 
When you see what we have to offer, you'll under-
stand why it makes good busmess sense to have 
your office here. 
SAFARI EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
3535 Inland Emp1re Blvd .. 
Ontano, Cal1fornia 91 764 
Telephone (909) 941 -0333 
FAX (909) 941-2547 
APRIL 1994 
2/14/1994 Adrian Macaspac 
Universal Advertising 17664 
Osbourne Ave., Chino Hills, CA 
91709 2/04,'1994 Michael Shopsh1re 
Villareal Trucking Co. 1781 Mill 
S tream Drive, Ch in o Hills, CA 
91709 2/01.1994 Fernando Villareal 
Wod Tech Ser vices 3233 Grand 
Ave. #202, Chino Hills, CA 91709 
2/03/1994 Edgar Chan 
World Capital Co. 2146 Wildflower 
Lane, Chino Hills, CA 91709 
2/09/1994 Anthony Rodnguez 
Claremont Villas 100 S. Indian Hill 
Blvd., Claremont, CA 91711 
1/26/1994 Oaremont Semor Partners 
Martins A uto G lass 48-150 
Harrison St., Coachella, CA 92236 
2/21 / 1994 Martin Martinez 
Ortegas Auto Repair 1047 
GrapefrUit Blvd., Coachella, CA 
92236 2/14/1994 Carlos Villavicencia 
Parts Land H4-801 Coachella 
Avenue, CA 92236 2/07/1994 Jose 
Derte 
A Lil' Bit of You 825 Valley Blvd , 
Colton, CA 92324 1/31/1994 Chaun 
Patterson 
American Landscape Maintenance 
774fJ Luane Trail, Colton, CA 92324 
2/01/1994 Charles Huckey 
CA Quake Kare Products 1375 N. 
Driftwood Ave., Colton, CA 92324 
2/03/1994 Allan Dessa 
Gibcom Communications 1705 E. 
Washington St., Colton, CA 92324 
2/08/1994 Wilham Dart 
Golden StateR V Rentals 916 TV 
Ce nte r Dr. Lot #2, Colto n, CA 
92324 2/14/1994 Michael Havens 
Healthline Medical Corp. 2275 La 
Cross e Ave ., Colton, CA 92324 
2/07/ 1994 Healthline Medical Corp 
H en ry Builders/Developer 1218 
Mohave Drive, Colton, CA 92324 
2/ 14/ 1994 LeRoy Henry 
L akeview E n t p . 410 W. H St , 
Colton , CA 92324 2/ 18/ 1994 
Marcellus Fain 
Lucky Plaza 2100 N. Rancho Ave., 
Colton, CA 92324 2/15/1994 Joseph 
Advanced Business Machines will be offering 
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge! 
From small table tops ... 
to mid-sized units ... 
and large duplicators. 
O.A.C 
ARM will place a unit in your omce 
FREf If CHARGE. 
Customers will only pay lor the 
copies they produce, 
at a savings ol 30% to 50% 
AI ----.. iiiiiiiiiii ------ ._ ..-- ~ -----~w m---i-!;;!!!!-!F - ------ ~---------
BEFORE YOU BUY OR LEASE ANOTHER COPIER, CALl US ARST 
(714) 588-7526 
iVfARK YOUR C ALENDAR F O R T.HE F OUR'III ANNl 
& B USINESS 
If You Make Just One 
Investment All Year, 
Make It In Yourself. 
INVESTMENT. $89 
COMPANY TABLES $850 (GROUP OF I 0) 
PRICE INCLUDES: 
• CHOOSE FROM 45 LEARNING WORKSHOP SEMINAR SESSIONS 
• BOOTII SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
Date: Friday, May 13, 1994 
TrME & PLACE: 
7:00AM-6:00PM 
Continental Brealcfast, Three 
Workshops, Lunch, Four Keynote 
Speakers and Networking 
Reception 
• WOMEN IN BusrNESS SUPPLEMEtiT ADVERTISrNG 0PPORTUNTI1ES 
FEATURED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
RIVERSIDE CoNVENTION CENTER 
3443 ORANGE STREET, RIVERSIDE, CA 
GLORIA ALLRED JANET EVANS DR. LAURA SCHLESSINGER 
There are several opportunities to become involved with the Women & Business Expo 1994! 
• Corporate sponsorships 
• Booth sponsorships (first come, first served) 
• Advertising in "special" women's supplement in the Inland Empire Business Journal 
• Advertising in the program brochure for Women & Business Expo 
(passed out to all Women & Business Expo attendees) 
•Part icipation on the Executive Committee 
Please call Richard Sandoval for further information about the above opportunities at: 
(909) 391-1015 Ext. 21 
~---------· ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··-------------------------------------------------------
Registration Form ... 4th Annual Women & Business Expo 
Name Title 
Com an Phone 
Address 
Cit State Zi 
Total Numbers of Tickets Check enclosed in the Amount of$ 
Credit Card: MasterCard Visa Card Number Expiration 
Si nature 
(please make check payable and mail to) 
Inland Empire Business Journal • 305 Sacramento Place • Ontario, CA 91764 
